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PREFACE 

In September 19 41 the Japanese Imperial 

Conference opted to establish a Greater East Asian 

Co-Prosperity sphere which would give Japan control of 

the Pacific. Burma's occupation was an essential part 

of their design, but the voluminous rice and oil that 

Burma could provide were only a part of the reason for 

the conquest. Even more importantly, Burma was the source 

of the Allied supply route into China, and once she was 

conquered China would be isolated from the war effort. 

Japan could then move easily into India. 

The war broke out in December, and by January 1942 

two Japanese Divisions had infiltrated the southern tip of 

Burma. Within six weeks, Japanese forces pushed the 

British from Moulmein, around the Gulf of Martaban, and 

out of Rangoon. General Harold Alexander tried desperately 

to defend Central and North Burma, but he was deprived of 

reinforcements and supplies, and the Japanese steadily 

forced his retreat. The British Army was not prepared 

for the Japanese, who were well trained in jungle warfare 

and employed methods of short range penetration that con

fused the British troops. In less than four months 
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Britain suffered an incredible defeat, and, as a result, 

the Japanese established themselves in Burma, denied 

China's support, and threatened Eastern India. 

Burma's reoccupation was vital, but fears and myths 

had spread among the British troops that the Japanese were 

invincible in jungle warfare. British leaders did not find 

an answer for Japan's superiority until General Archibald 

Wavell called upon Orde Wingate who had developed methods 

of unorthodox warfare during his campaigns in Africa and 

Palestine. Wavell was confident that VJingate could provide 

the solution for the problem in Burma. Wingate proposed 

countering the Japanese tactics by employing long range 

penetration and utilizing two nev/ theories—air supply and 

wireless telegraphy. After overcoming a series of problems, 

he established Britain's first long range penetration unit 

designed for jungle warfare—the 77th Indian Infantry Brigade 

Wingate's Brigade completed an arduous training 

period in Central India and headed into Burma to operate 

deep behind the enemy's forward positions. Its first 

expedition in 1943 had a far-reaching effect on the 

Japanese; it greatly influenced the Allied campaign for 

19 44, and ultimately, the total war in Burma. 

Wingate returned to Burma the following year with 

five Brigades and three independent units. His Special 

Force greatly aided the Allied war effort and played an 
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integral role in Japan's defeat. Without Wingate's Long 

Range Penetration Group, the war in Burma would have been 

delayed for a considerable time and very possibly would 

have ended with yet another British defeat. 

Numerous historians have belittled Wingate's 

activities and his force's accomplishments while others 

have rebuked many of these criticisms. Nevertheless, it 

still remains to discuss fully whether Wingate's expedi

tions were justified and whether the Chindits were crucial 

to the Allied victory. It is the intention of this thesis 

to argue that they were essential. To support this argu

ment a full development of long range penetration for the 

Burma war and of the Chindits' major activities during the 

1943 and 1944 campaigns is necessary. This argument is 

further supported by the use of unpublished material con

cerning Wingate's training methods and on the principles 

of long range penetration. The thesis also provides 

information on the Japanese 49th Division, hitherto 

neglected in studies relating to the Chindits. • 

Derek Tulloch, Michael Calvert, and Luigi Rossetto, 

Wingate's strongest supporters, argue that the Chindits 

have not received the credit due to them. They provide 

answers to many of Wingate's critics, but Tulloch concludes 

that the Allied victory was due to the receipt of addi

tional aircraft in 1944; and, although Rossetto recognizes 
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the Chindits' significance and rebuts the criticisms of 

Woodburn Kirby and William Slim, he, like Tulloch and 

Calvert, fails to develop the Chindits' overall purpose. 

This thesis relates long range penetration's importance 

to the general war effort. It provides a fresh response 

to the allegation that the Chindits were a poor military 

investment, and it provides a justification of the impor

tance of Orde Wingate's Chindits to the war against Japan 

in Burma. 

I am deeply obliged to Dr. Brian Blakeley whose 

advice, comments, and suggestions have been invaluable 

towards the completion of this study. I am also grateful 

to Dr. Key Ray Chong, who served as second reader and who 

provided much helpful criticism. Finally, I must offer a 

very generous thank you to those who aided me in obtaining 

both primary and secondary source materials. Among those 

are the personnel at the Great Britain Public Record Office 

(Kew), the Imperial War Museum, the British Library, the 

Westminster Library, and the Texas Tech University Library, 

especially those persons of the Interlibrary Loan Depart

ment. Joan Weldon deserves a special thanks for her 

assistance with the map requirements and, of course, for 

the typing. Lastly, I thank my wife, Cathy, for her 

perpetual encouragement, understanding patience, and 

unlimited love. 
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CHAPTER I 

1942: JAPAN'S OCCUPATION OF BURMA 

Prior to 1937, Burma belonged to British India, 

and, even though Japan began to emerge as a possible 

threat, Burma's defense was of little concern to India's 

Commander-in-Chief. When Burma separated from India in 

1937, she assumed responsibility for her own defenses 

during peacetime. In the event that hostile forces moved 

against her, however, the Committee of Imperial Defense 

was responsible for her security. However, as Japan's 

threat grew, the Committee could not decide whether India's 

Commander-in-Chief or the Chiefs-of-Staff should be respon-

2 
sible for Burma's protection. 

Burma was the land link connecting India and Malaya, 

and her security was essential to the safety of both 

Burma seemed protected by China, French influence 
in Indo-China, and British activity in Singapore. French 
Indo-China would remain secure and Burma would remain safe 
so long as the French maintained power in Europe. However, 
when Germany overran France in 1940, French power in the 
Far East collapsed, Japan's influence in Thailand increased, 
and Burma's eastern border was seriously threatened. H. P. 
Willmott, Empires in the Balance: Japanese and Allied 
Pacific Strategies to April 1942 (Annapolis, Maryland: 
Naval Institute Press, 1982), pp. 399, 400. 

2 
Ibid., p. 399, and Woodburn Kirby, The War Against 

Japan (5 vols.; London: H.M.S-0., 1958), 2: 6. 



countries. Problems began to arise over Burma's command 

because British influence in Malaya was central to her 

plan of defense against Japan. The British maintained 

that Burma's defense was not solely the responsibility of 

India, but, rather, part of a unified command—the Far East 

Command--established in Singapore in 1940. However, 

General Sir Archibald Wavell, Commander-in-Chief of India, 

did not agree with this suggested arrangement, and, conse

quently, in December 1941, in the midst of Japanese 

3 
hostilities, Burma became Wavell's responsibility. 

The Japanese Imperial Conference decided on war on 

6 September 1941 in order to establish a Greater East Asia 

Co-Prosperity Sphere, which would make Japan the dominant 

influence in the Pacific. Burma's occupation was an inte

gral part of Japanese planning for both strategic and 

economic reasons. Burma not only provided large quantities 

of rice and oil, but she was also an important component 

in Japan's plans to conquer India. Britain, on the other 

hand, needed to maintain a strong position in Burma to 

protect the vital industrial areas of Northeast India and 

3 
For about a year and a half the responsibility for 

Burma's defense was shuffled between India; the British 
Chiefs-of-Staff in London; the Far Eastern Command in 
Singapore; India, once more; the Allied Southwest Pacific 
Command in Java; and finally back to India, just as the 
Japanese were invading Burma. V/. J. Slim, Defeat into 
Victory (New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1961), 
p. 8. 



to keep open the communications link with China—the 

4 
Burma Road. 

Britain's responsibility was to protect the Burma 

Road and to defend the airfields in Southern Burma, but 

she was grossly unprepared to undertake this important 

mission. The 1st Burma Division and the 13th Indian 

Brigade were the only British troops available in Burma 

at the onset of war, and neither had jungle training. Nor 

were they supplemented with artillery, engineer, signal, 

medical, or transportation units. Burma, then, was 

practically defenseless against Japan's forthcoming attack 

Britain feared that Japan would attack from Thailand at 

5 

any moment and expressed concern about her lack of mili

tary strength. The 16th Indian Brigade, the 46th Indian 

Brigade, and the 17th Indian Division, which had been 

trained for desert warfare, were thus sent as reinforce

ments. Despite these defensive precautions, the British 

troops were totally unprepared to face an invasion from a 

major military power. 

Japan had occupied China's last port. Canton, in 
1938. After that, the only means for supplies to reach 
China was through Rangoon—Burma's capital city and chief 
port—via railway to Mandalay. From Mandalay to Chungking 
ran the Burma Road. Raymond Callahan, Burma, 1942-1945 
(London: Davis-Poynter, 1978), p. 25. 

Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 8, 11, 12. 

Willmott, Empires, p. 405. 



The war with Japan began 8 December 1941. The 

Japanese planned for the 15th Army to occupy Siam and then 

to capture the British airfields in Tenasserim as they 

began their advance through Southern Burma. This would 

expose Japan's principal objectives: Rangoon, the capital 

and chief port; Prome and Toungoo, both important centers 

of communication; Yenanguang, the area comprising Burma's 

major oil industry; and Mandalay, the center of the central 

plains. 

The Japanese entered Bangkok during the second week 

of December. Three days later they crossed the Burma-Siam 

frontier and seized the British airfield at Victoria Point, 

o 

severing the air connection between Burma and Malaya. 

As 1942 dawned. General Shojiro lida's 55th and 33rd Divi

sions, concentrated in the Raheng area, prepared for the 

advance into and the piecemeal occupation of Burma. The 

major strength of these forces crossed into Burma on the 
9 

road to Moulmein on 20 January 1942. 
General D. K. McCleod, commander of British land 

forces in Burma, realized that supply problems would 

^Ibid., p. 413. 

^Ibid., p. 411. 
9 
The Japanese disguised themselves as Burmese and 

shouted in English as they advanced towards the British 
held positions. They set off firecrackers in order to 
draw fire and to use up the defenders' ammunition. New 
York Times, 3 February 1942, p. 3. 



prevent the Japanese from utilizing more than two divisions 

in their initial thrust towards Rangoon. Therefore, he 

ordered General J. G. Smyth to scatter his scant troops 

along a 400 mile front, from Mergui to Papun, hoping to 

prevent the enemy from gaining a position at the Salween 

River. Before Smyth could even collect his few troops, 

the 55th Division easily captured the airfield at Tavoy. 

Shortly thereafter, the British garrison at Mergui was 

withdrawn, leaving the' airfield there undefended. The 

Japanese controlled all three British airfields in South

ern Burma and advanced in great strength toward Moulmein. 

The Japanese attacked Moulmein on 30 January from 

the south and east, and a few hours later they also began 

to assault the beleaguered British forces from the north. 

This pressure proved too much for the defenders, and 

General R. G- Ekin issued orders to evacuate the town. 

Moulmein and its airfield belonged to the Japanese. 

Smyth was in a dilemma. He had been ordered to 

hold 100 miles of the Salween, upon which the enemy was 

converging in large numbers, and the Allied rail and 

Basil Collier, The War in the Far East, 1941-
1945: A Military History (New York: William Morrow and 
Company, Ltd., 1969), pp. 222, 223. 

•'••'•The British at Moulmein fought gallantly and 
the Japanese suffered greatly for this possession. 
Japanese war diaries tell of the "fierce hand-to-hand 
fighting" and "the resistance of a determined enemy." 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 33. 
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Map 1. The Attack at Moulmein. 

Source: Basil Collier, The War in the Far East, 
1941-1945: A Military History (New York: William Morrow 
and Company, Ltd., 1969), p. 224. 



roadhead at Martaban. Forced to spread the meagre troops 

of his 17th Division very thinly, he deployed his strength 

on the main routes, relying on patrols to gather informa-

12 tion about the enemy's movement. 

General lida ordered both his divisions to cross 

the Salween on 9 February, march to the Sittang, and then 

advance on Pegu. Smyth, aware of the grave danger that his 

inadequately trained troops faced, requested that they be 

allowed to withdraw behind the Bilin River. General 

Hutton, who at Wavell's order had replaced General McCleod, 

13 reluctantly conceded to Smyth's request, and the 17th 

14 Division moved to a new line behind the Bilin. The first 

15 
principal battle of the campaign was about to begin. 

Once Smyth was set, he was informed that no retreat would 

take place without Hutton's authorization. If the British 

12 
Ibid., 2: 37, and Collier, War m Far East, 

p. 226. 
13 
Wavell, when communicating with his commanders, 

spoke belittlingly of the Japanese as a fighting force, 
and, therefore, was forever badgering Hutton about the 
backouts and lack of fighting spirit from the British. 
Willmott, Empires, p. 415. However, after the campaign, 
when the British had been forced out of Burma, Wavell 
attributed the loss to "the swiftness of [the enemy's] 
advance and his skill in warfare." New York Times, 
14 March 1942, p. 1. 

This was not a strong defensive line. The river 
was easily fordable at almost any position, which left both 
British flanks open to assault. Kirby, War Against Japan, 
2: 59. 

•'•̂ Ibid., 2: 43. 
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Map 2. The Salween. 

Source: Basil Collier, The War in the Far East, 
1941-1945: A Military History (New York: William Morrow 
and Company, Ltd., 1969), p. 227. 



position at the Bilin was lost, the indispensable Sittang 

River could very well be overrun and Rangoon's evacuation 

would be imminent. 

The Bilin River battle raged for four days. On 

17 February the Japanese crossed the river and brought up 

reinforcements to threaten the British left and right 

flanks. Hutton, well aware of the dire situation that 

17th Division faced, authorized Smyth to plan for a with

drawal at his own discretion. The British clearly were 

about to be overwhelmed when Smyth issued the prearranged 

17 code word to begin the retreat. 

The British position became precarious as the 17th 

Division headed for the west bank of the Sittang. After 

penetrating the Bilin River, the Japanese had begun to 

move through the jungle to cut the British line of retreat. 

While the Japanese were forced to march through the jungle, 

the retreating British had the advantage of using the main 

road which ran to the Sittang bridge. This slight advan

tage, however, did not prevent a series of problems from 

falling on the retiring British. 

The bridge at Sittang was a single lane span, and, 

when one of the vehicles became wedged in the girders and 

stalled, Smyth could not get his troops and equipment 

•'•̂ Ibid., 2: 60, 79. 

•^^Ibid., 2: 62, 63. 
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British Forward positions, 
16 Feb. 1942: 

Battalion 

* . . • Detachment 

Japanese thrusts: 
^^33 rd. Division 
^^ 55 th. Division 

2 

Miles 
3 

V To Sittang 

To Martaban 

Map 3. The Bilin River. 

Source: Basil Collier, The War in the Far East, 
1941-1945: A Military History (New York: William Morrow 
and Company, Ltd., 1969), p. 227. 
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across. This created a huge traffic jam, just as the 

leading Japanese forces began to arrive and attack the 

bridgehead. The disordered British hastily secured a 

defensive position. Moreover, the troops yet on the road 

enroute to the bridge were constantly threatened by enemy 

ground attacks as well as bombings from both the Japanese 

Air Force and the Royal Air Force, who had mistaken the 

retreating British for an enemy movement. Two brigades 

of the 17th Division, in the confusion, were separated 

from the main force on the road as they tried to escape 

the continuous onslaught. They changed their route to the 

less obvious, but dense, jungle paths, lost their direc

tion, split up, and became scattered throughout the jungle 

on the east side of the river. 

Throughout the day the Sittang bridge defenders 

withstood assault after assault from the enemy. Japanese 

pressure increased as the night passed, and it became 

evident that the British could no longer hold the bridge

head. Yet, they could not allow the Japanese to gain the 

bridge intact. If this occurred the road to Rangoon would 

belong to the enemy. However, to blow the bridge would 

isolate the British forces still on the east side of the 

river. 

Smyth, in a quandry, wrongly assumed that most of 

the division was on the west bank and ordered the bridge 

destroyed, leaving the troops on the far side surrounded. 
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The explosion, demolishing the bridge, announced to those 

18 
troops that they no longer had a line of retreat. How
ever, they continued to defend themselves for several hours 

and some reached the river's east shore where they were 

19 able to cross on makeshift rafts or to swim across. The 

20 Sittang River tragedy settled Burma's destiny; the only 

major defensive position remaining between Rangoon and the 

Japanese was Pegu. 

Hutton informed Wavell of the collapse at the 

Sittang and of the great possibility that Rangoon would 

now fall into Japanese hands. Wavell, over 2,000 miles 

away in Java and having no real knowledge of the state of 

affairs in Burma, asked Hutton "why on earth should resist

ance on the Sittang River collapse. . . . What is the 

21 
matter that these sudden pessimistic reports are given?" 

Wavell lost faith in Hutton's leadership qualities and 

replaced him with General Sir Harold Alexander. Wavell 

met with Alexander in India on 3 March as the new commander 

was about to fly to Burma to assume his position and 

informed him that 

18 
Ibid., 2: 72. 

19 
Collier, War in Far East, p. 235. 

^^Winston S. Churchill, The Second World War (6 
vols; London: Cassell and Company, Ltd., 1951), 4: 136, 
137. 

21 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 80-81. 
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MAP 20 
The Sittang Bridge 

>- British line (^retreat 
Approximate line of Japanese 
advance 

British positions late p.m., Feb. 22: 
48 Bde. (less H.Q. and one Bttn.) 
and bridgehead troops 

CZ> 16 Bde. 
:""\.y46 Bde. 
_ Japanese attacks, 8.30 a.m. 
* ^ to noon, Feb. 22 

Map 4. The Sittang Bridge. 

Source: Basil Collier, The VJar in the Far East, 
1941-1945: A Military History (New York: V7illiam Morrow 
and Company, Ltd., 1969), p. 233. 
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The retention of Rangoon is a matter of vital 
importance to our position in the Far East and 
every effort must be made to hold it. If how
ever that is not possible, the British force 
must not be allowed to be cut off and destroyed, 
but must be withdrawn from the Rangoon area for 
the defense of upper Burma.^^ 

While Wavell was changing his command, lida's 

supply line had become so stretched that he was forced to 

remain at the Sittang for a few days. With enemy pressure 

subsided, the exhausted British, many without clothing, 

23 

equipment, or arms, were able to make an effortless 

withdrawal to Pegu. 

After resupplying and resting, the Japanese crossed 

the Sittang. By 5 March the Japanese had crossed the Pegu 

River with plans to encircle and shatter the British forces 

there. The British launched a powerful counterattack 

which drove the enemy back, but heavy air assaults and 

further ground fighting finally took their toll, and the 

British, unable to hold their position, were forced south

ward to Hlegu, about twenty miles north of Rangoon. 

Alexander arrived in Rangoon as the Japanese were 

besetting Pegu. It did not take him long to realize that 

^^Ibid., 2: 86. 

^-^Ibid., 2: 73. 

^^The British were concerned that the Japanese 
might not only crush Pegu, but would push through that 
point and cut the secondary Burma Road which ran from 
Rangoon to Prome and the oilfields in the Irrawaddy area 
New York Times, 5 March 1942, p. 1. 
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Rangoon would soon come under enemy occupation. Unless he 

ordered an evacuation and began a move toward Central Burma 

tout de suite the entire British force faced probable 

25 destruction. The British garrison at Rangoom moved out 

for Prome on 6 March after setting fire to as many important 

buildings as possible. Upon reaching Taukkyan they found 

that the Japanese had placed a battalion across the road. 

The retreating troops tried unsuccessfully to penetrate the 

roadblock, and it appeared that the British forces might be 

contained. However, General Shozo Sakuri, commander of the 

unit holding the road, understood that the Japanese forces 

attacking Rangoon had achieved their positions, and he be

lieved that the roadblock mission had been accomplished. 

He therefore moved on into the capital to join the victori

ous attack. This move opened the road to Prome and allowed 

the escaping British to push through to Central Burma. 

The Burma campaign took on a new perspective after 

the Japanese occupied the deserted, burning capital on 

8 March.^^ The advantages previously held by the British 

^^With the capital in enemy hands, the British 
would have no port and Alexander no reinforcements. 
Furthermore, the small British Air Force in Burma had 
already been forced from Rangoon to a low security land
ing field and was virtually destroyed. Churchill, Second 
World War, 4: 150. 

^^Life in Rangoon came to a halt during the last 
week in February. Most of the civilian population had 
already moved out and the stores had been boarded up. 
Everyone except those needed for the final defense had 
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now belonged to their enemy. The British were deprived 

of reinforcements and supplies, except for those stock-

27 
piled in the Mandalay area, while Japanese control of 

the seaports and airfields allowed them to pour in troops 

28 
and supplies at will. General lida wanted to utilize 

these newly acquired assets to destroy the British forces 

in Burma. General Alexander, on the other hand, realized 

there was no chance for stopping Japan's conquest with only 

two British divisions, both weak, exhausted, and virtually 

unfit for combat; he could only hope to retard Burma's 

29 

subjugation. 

Alexander's primary role was to defend the road 

from Mandalay to Lashio (the major link with China), the 

supply reserves around Mandalay, and the vital oilfields 

at Yenanguang. He wanted to concentrate the British troops 

in the Irrawaddy Valley and let the Chinese defend the area 

south of Toungoo. Chiang Kai-shek, however, never wholly 

been ordered to leave. The last train from Rangoon left 
7 March, at 7:30 A.M., just prior to the enemy's entry. 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 93, 94, 95, and "Drive for 
Burma," Newsweek 19 (2 March 1942): 17. 

27 
Early in the campaign General Hutton had moved 

vast quantities of military supplies and equipment into 
the Mandalay area. He hoped these would enable the 
British to defend Central Burma if Rangoon was lost. 
Collier, War in Far East, p. 223, and Kirby, War Against 
Japan, 2: 26. 

2 8 
Kirby, V7ar Against Japan, 2: 145. 

29 
Willmott, Empires, p. 426. 
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committed to Burma's defense, was unwilling to move his 

troops below Toungoo, and Alexander was once again forced 

30 
to spread his troops very thin, from Prome to Toungoo. 

The Japanese converged on the meagre force defend-

31 m g Toungoo on 12 March, captured the city, and moved on 

to Prome. Alexander saw that his troops could not possibly 

survive the coming onslaught. With Wavell's permission, he 

withdrew the British to reform north of Prome, on a line 

stretching from Minhla to Taungdwingyi; the Chinese were 

to defend the line from there to Loikaw. Taungdwingyi's 

defense was very important; if the enemy gained control 

there, they could split the defending armies. In order for 

Alexander to hold his forty mile front with only 2,000 men 

32 
he needed the assistance of a Chinese division. Chiang 

Kai-shek at first consented to send aid to the British, 

33 

but no Chinese forces ever arrived at Taungdwingyi, and 

a strong push by the Japanese again forced the British to 

retreat north of the Yin Chaung River to the southern edge 

of Yenanguang. The next morning, 18 March, the entire 33rd 

Division attacked the hapless British from the north, west. 

30 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 147, 214. 

"̂ •'"Toungoo was the key to British defense. Once the 
enemy controlled it, the defense could be turned and the 
Burma Road cut. Ibid., 2: 214, 215. 

•^^Willmott, Empires, p. 430. 

33 Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 162 
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and south, broke the defense line, and drove into 

Yenanguang. Before they evacuated, the British managed 

to destroy the oilfields which produced 1,000,000 gallons 

^ 34 per day. 

Wavell, by this time, had come to the conclusion 

35 that Central and Upper Burma were doomed. He sent a 

letter to Alexander ordering him to make the necessary 

36 
preparations to withdraw on 25 March. The final phase 

of the campaign was underway as the majority of British 

troops amassed in the Mandalay area, crossed the Irrawaddy 

River, and began their move towards the Chindwin River and 

37 Assam. 

The Japanese landed troops just below Shwegyin on 

both sides of the Chindwin on 9 April and began to move 

toward the embarkation point at Kalewa to cut off the 

New York Times, 18 April 1942, p. 1. 

3 5 
Loilem had already fallen, providing the enemy 

access to the Lashio road. Four days after Loilem, Lashio 
also fell, the Burma Road was cut in two places, and Bhamo 
and Myitkyina were totally defenseless against the Japanese 
envelopment. Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 179, 180, 184-85 

•^^Mandalay's fall marked the end of any effective 
resistance in Burma. "The Fall of Burma," Nation 154 
(9 May 1942): 531. 

^^The Japanese, meanwhile, had reached Monywa and 
blocked the one remaining line of methodical retreat. 
When the British failed to recapture the town, their 
desire for an orderly withdrawal was transformed into a 
scrambling, disorganized hejira. Kirby, War Against Japan, 
2: 200, 201, and Willmott, Empires, p- 431. 
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British forces before they reached India. The withdrawal 

at Kalewa had already begun, but in their haste most of 

the British equipment was not evacuated, and that which 

could not be destroyed fell into enemy hands. The last 

of the British troops were out of Burma by 20 May 1942. 

The British Army had retreated some 1,000 miles, the 

greatest distance a British Army had ever retreated, in 

38 about three and a half months. 

The major cause for Britain's failure to retain 

Burma was her army's improvidence to face the impending 

invasion. The British troops were neither equipped nor 

trained for a sustained jungle campaign, they had greatly 

miscalculated the Japanese fighting ability, and, further

more, the Far Eastern war was not considered a major pri

ority. Even if the British units had been at full strength, 

their available manpower would not have been sufficient. 

They were spread over a 700 mile frontier, and each time 

they established a defensive position the enemy cut them 

off from the rear echelons. The British command system 

was so complicated that the entire operation was muddled 

from the beginning. 

The Japanese, on the other hand, had everything 

in their favor. They did not suffer from such confused 

direction. They established air supremacy at the outset 

38„. Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 208, 209, 210. 
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of their invasion, and, after capturing Rangoon, they 

could easily be reinforced. At that point British sup-

39 port degenerated. 

Burma's occupation cemented Japan's blockade of 

China and cut her off from the Allied aid so important to 

the war effort. There was serious doubt that an isolated 

China would be able to resist enemy aggression, and, if 

not, the Japanese would be able to reinforce troops in 

other battle areas. A land route to China was vital so 

that she might remain in the war as an active force against 

the Japanese. An Allied effort to recapture Burma was 

4-- 1 40 essential. 

Churchill demanded that a counteroffensive be 

undertaken no later than the autumn of 1942. Wavell, too, 

wanted to take the offensive against Japan, but their 

aspirations were overshadowed by the war in the Middle 

East, which sapped the reinforcements promised to Wavell 

and rendered any major offensive impossible. Wavell, how

ever, was determined and began to look elsewhere for an 

effective tool to use against the Japanese. He suggested 

that "we have got a difficult problem from an orthodox 

point of view and we shall never solve it by purely 

•^^Ibid., 2: 162, 218. 

^°Ibid., 2: 220. 
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41 
orthodox thinking and orthodox methods," Thus, Orde 

Charles Wingate arrived in India in the spring of 1942, 

and with Wavell's support, began to organize an unortho

dox long range penetration group—the Chindits. 

^•^Callahan, Burma, p. 48. 



CHAPTER II 

THE CHINDITS: THEIR GENESIS 

AND TRAINING 

With Japan rapidly gaining control of Burma and 

with no apparent possibility of a British victory in 1942, 

General Wavell considered his alternatives for a forthcom

ing campaign. One of his options was the formation of a 

newly initiated idea--a long range penetration group com

manded by Major Orde Wingate, who had developed his 

military ideas while serving in Palestine and East Africa 

2 
m 1941. When Wavell invited Wingate to India to discuss 

this formation, the Major readily accepted. He did not 

believe that the British were inferior to the Japanese in 

Wingate was promoted to Colonel in March 1942, 
to Brigadier-General in May 1942, and to Major-General 
in September 1943. He had little respect for rank, 
however, and later refused a promotion to Lieutenant-
General. Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 37; Charles J. 
Rolo, Wingate's Raiders (New York: The Viking Press, 
1944), p. 7, and Derek Tulloch, Wingate in Peace and 
War, Arthur Swinson, ed. (London: Macdonald and 
Company, Ltd., 1972), pp. 59, 128. 

^In Abyssinia some 400 of Wingate's guerrillas 
forced the surrender of 1,200 Italians. Michael Calvert, 
Slim (New York: Ballentine Books, Inc., 1973), p. 55, 
and Michael Howard, Grand Strategy (6 vols.; London: 
H.M.S.O., 1972), 4: 548. 

22 
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jungle fighting techniques. With proper training they 

3 
could surpass the enemy. Wingate had this in mind as he 

flew to India, where his immediate tasks were to determine 

the causes for Britain's defeat, to acquire knowledge about 

Japanese jungle tactics, and to plan an operation to spear-

4 
head the reconquest of Burma. 

Wingate arrived in Delhi on 19 March 1942, met with 

Wavell, and received orders to report to General Thomas 

Hutton in Maymyo. He was to take charge of all guerrilla 

operations in Burma. Hutton despondently informed Wingate 

of the situation--a tremendous shortage of men, equipment 

and supplies. Hutton advised him to visit the Bush Warfare 

5 School in Maymyo, the only existing guerrilla organization 

in Burma. Wingate did so on 22 May. Two days later Major 

Michael Calvert, the school's commander, returned from a 

demolitions raid, and Wingate learned from him that the 

school's real purpose was to send trained British Officers 

and NCOS to support the Chinese guerrillas. 

Several British soliders were on duty in China, 

and Wingate, therefore, flev; to Chungking to speak with 

3 
Howard, Strategy, 4: 548. 

Rolo, Raiders, p. 8. 

^The school was actually a clandestine fighting 
unit, not an academy, whose purpose was to encourage 
demolition and ambush attacks against the Japanese in 
China. Christopher Sykes, Orde Wingate: A Biography 
(Cleveland: The World Publishing Company, 1959), pp-
360, 362. 
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General J. G. Bruce, commander of the British military 

mission there. Wingate wanted him to release his Bush 

Warfare men from duty, but Bruce explained that for polit

ical reasons this was impossible. Wingate returned to 

Maymyo on 15 April, just as the Japanese were advancing 

towards Prome and Mandalay, but there was neither time 

nor available trained manpower to begin any new strategy.^ 

Two days later the British defeat was manifest, and Wingate, 

now with no real command, flew to Delhi to plan his future. 

While in Delhi, Wingate met the Joint Planning 

Staff, which Wavell had ordered to recommend a plan for 

Burma's reconquest. Wingate put forth his theories to 

these men who, after listening to his arguments, "lost the 

power of distinguishing between the feasible and the fan-
7 

tastic." He proposed the use of smaller units, employed 

offensively and operating in columns. Each would be large 

enough to be destructive and small enough to baffle the 
o 

enemy. Being supplied by air and communicating by wire

less, they would operate far behind the enemy's front, 

where his lines of communication were most vulnerable. 

^Ibid., p. 364. 

7 
Ibid., p. 37. 

^Great Britain, Public Record Office, W0231/13, 
September-August 1943, "Notes on the Functions of Long 
Range Penetration and Summary of a Report of the Opera
tions of 77 Indian Infantry Brigade in Burma February-
June 1943." 
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and create chaos and confusion while the main Allied 

forces mounted a major offensive. 

Encouraged by the Joint Planning Staff, Wingate 

approached Wavell with his theorem that Britain's answer 

to Japanese penetration was counter-penetration. "''̂  

Wingate requested permission to return to India to raise"''-'-

and train such a force for future Burma operations. After 

a two month battle with British authorities, Wingate's 

plan was accepted and his Long Range Penetration Group was 

formed in June 1942. It consisted of several units. The 

13th King's Liverpool Regiment, whose men were aged between 

28 and 35. Most were married and had spent their military 

time in home defense. None had been under fire. The 

9 
In guerrilla warfare it is more difficult to 

defend than to attack a vulnerable position. Because the 
defenders have no knowledge of where the next attack will 
occur, they must deploy their troops over a wide area. 
Otto Heilbrunn, Warfare in the Enemy's Rear (New York: 
Frederick A. Praeger, 1963), p. 79. 

Calvert, Slim, p. 55. 

Requests were sent out to British Infantry 
Battalions in the Eastern and Southern Armies asking for 
volunteers for demanding duty in the Burma area. The job 
required men who could live in hardship under the most 
dangerous and irregular conditions. Great Britain, Public 
Record Office, W0172/611, June-December 1942, "77 Indian 
Infantry Brigade Individual Training Programme." In spite 
of the petition for volunteers, Wingate's unit was anything 
but hand-picked. It consisted of those troops available 
during this particular period of manpower shortage. Fur
thermore, it was no secret that these men were expendable, 
and it did not surprise Wingate that he received less than 
the cream of the crop. Calvert, Slim, p. 55; Owen, 
Campaign, p. 35, and Rolo, Raiders, p. 27. 
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3/2nd Gurkha Rifles, whose troops belonged to the Army of 

India, were the most troublesome for Wingate. They had 

their own ideas .about jungle warfare and considered 

Wingate inept and incompetent to teach them anything. 

The 2nd Burma Rifles were the real jungle experts of the 

brigade. Their responsibility was to gather intelligence 

and to distribute propaganda. These men were the easiest 

for Wingate to train. The 142nd Commando Company was 

formed from the survivors of the Bush Warfare School, and 

its men were distributed throughout the brigade's columns. 

One Mule Transport Company, which was a regular transport 

company, even though mules were the primary method for 

moving equipment and supplies. None of these men were 

trained in beast-management, but Wingate solved this 

problem by giving his veterinary officer. Captain Carey 

Foster, command of the company and the muleteering 

responsibilities to the Gurkhas. 

The remainder of the brigade consisted of a few 

men from the signal corps, a small group of the Royal Air 

12 . • 

Force, and some medical personnel. After much waiting, 

disappointment, and negotiation, Wingate finally got his 

long range penetration group. His unit was officially 

•'•̂ Rolo, Raiders, pp. 28, 77, and Sykes, Orde 
Wingate, pp. 370, 371, 372. 
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titled the 77th Indian Infantry Brigade, and it was 

13 ordered to begin training in June 1942. 

Wingate immediately began searching for a name 

for his brigade, and during the training exercises he 

asked one of his Burmese officers which animal was supreme 

in the Burma jungle. The officer told him that it was the 

elephant, but this was unsatisfactory to Wingate who then 

asked which animal was next. He was informed that it was 

the lion, but Wingate continually mispronounced the 

Burmese name Chinthe as Chindit, and he decided to let 

the matter drop. At the end of the 1943 campaign, Alaric 

Jacob, a journalist who discussed the expedition with 

Wingate, referred to the 77th Indian Infantry Brigade as 

"The Chindits" in the Daily Express. Slow to catch on, 

14 
the name eventually became quasi-official. 

The earliest training was devoted to Wingate's 

leaders. To them he exhorted: 

13 . . . 
In selecting his training site, Wingate 

searched for an area located deeply in the densest jungle 
that he could find; with enough water within one mile to 
adequately care for the men and animals; more than one 
mile from the nearest village; and at least 1,500 feet 
in altitude. Great Britain, Public Record Office, WO203/ 
5216/SACSEA/1237, November-December 1943, "Training Notes 
by Major-General O. C. Wingate." The training site he 
selected was about thirty-five miles from Saugar, in the 
jungle country of the Central Provinces, where the condi
tions were very near those of Upper Burma. Rolo, 
Raiders, p. 30, and Sykes, Orde Wingate, p. 373. 

^"^Sykes, Orde Wingate, pp. 378, 380, 436. 
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Before a leader can discharge a task successfully, 
he must picture that task being discharged. Every 
operation must be seen as a whole. By that I mean 
it must be seen pictorially as a problem in time 
and space. The chief difference between a good 
and a bad leader is that a good leader has an accu
rate imagination. Most commanders are unable to 
foresee accurately. Their minds present them with 
a series of pictures showing their commands moving 
victoriously from point to point. These pictures 
are completely bogus. The good commander requires 
an anxious, meticulously accurate and ever active 
imagination. By constantly insisting on scrupu
lous detail of his images, he will learn to pic
ture only what he can perform and to reject all 
fancy.1^ 

Consequently, when conducting Tactical Exercises 

Without Troops, Wingate bypassed the more conventional 

method of miniature contours modeled into a sand covered 

table. Instead, he had sand pits dug 400 yards square, 

with every natural object built exactly to scale at one 

foot equal to 100 yards. Every movement was timed with 

a stop-watch, every conceivable situation was covered, 

and every situation that the brigade encountered in 1943 

16 
was rehearsed in Wingate's sand pits. 

When the body of the brigade arrived, the real 

training began on the principles and factors concerning 

operations of long range penetration, signals, weaponry. 

15 
Rolo, Raiders, pp. 31-32. 

•'-̂ Ibid., pp. 30, 32, and Sykes, Orde Wingate, 
p. 376. In 1943 the 142nd Commandos and the Number Two 
Column were unexpectedly and viciously attacked a few 
miles from Kyaikthin. This was combat baptism for most 
of the troops, but the situation was one that had been 
rehearsed many times and Wingate's men acted accordingly 
Rolo, Raiders, pp. 93, 94. 
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ambush procedures, bivouac security, and air support. As 

the men adjusted to the rigors of this training they began 

to cover forty miles in a day's march with full equipment."'"̂  

In December, as a test to see if his men were able to 

withstand the upcoming Burma venture, Wingate marched 

18 them 200 miles in four days. 

To properly design his training methods, Wingate 

accumulated as many books as possible on Japanese culture, 

religion, training, and tactics, as well as any available 

reports on previous engagements against them. He learned 

that the Japanese soldiers were brave and highly disci

plined, tough and well trained, and convinced of the 

justness of their war and in the spiritual superiority of 

their race. They were always ready to fight to the death, 

preferring it to capture or defeat. Their adamant faith 

in the war and in the significance of their religion 

(Shinto) molded them for devoted servitude under any 

17 
The officers and men wore regular jungle uni

forms and boots. They also carried slouch hats, an extra 
shirt and pair of trousers, two pairs of socks, mesquito 
netting, a rubber ground sheet, a wool blanket, rubber 
soled boots for scouting and silent marching, a mae west, 
a canvas water container (chagul), water bottles, an 
aluminum mess tin, a sterilization kit, two grenades, a 
machete, knife, rifle, bayonet, fifty rounds of ammuni
tion, and six days rations. J. H. Denny, Chindit 
Indescretion (London: Christopher Johnson, 1946), 
pp. 21-22, and Rolo, Raiders, p. 46. 

18 
Rolo, Raiders, p. 35. 
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military leader. This, coupled with their discipline and 

blind obedience, produced a suicide army that would fight 

19 to the last man. 

The Japanese were offensive fighters, and they had 

rigidly developed their method of jungle warfare which 

20 Wingate entitled short range penetration. But, to 

improve upon their technique, Wingate deduced that long 

range penetration would influence not only the enemy's 

front line troops but their entire military scheme, and 

this would produce a strategical rather than a tactical 

effect. Two untested factors could make this type of 

warfare possible—wireless telegraphy and aircraft supply 

and support. Wingate's principle of long range penetra

tion was the operation of a highly trained fighting unit 

deep in enemy territory. It could sabotage selected 

targets which the enemy was unprepared to protect, forcing 

19 
Great Britain, Public Record Office, W0231/31, 

February 1945, "Notes on the Japanese Army: A Guide to 
Training." 

Their preferred method was for an advanced 
patrol to penetrate the opponent's flank, then either 
attack from the rear or place the opponent in isola
tion from their line of communication. Ibid. The 
main Japanese forces supplied these forward patrols 
and were never far behind them. Hence, their intru
sive units were forced to remain near the front lines 
and were unable to place themselves where the greatest 
damage could be done. WO203/5216. 
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him to alter his plans and furnishing the main Allied 

21 
forces with a decisive advantage. 

Wingate assumed that his lightly equipped 

guerrillas would be no match for the superior quality 

and firepower of Japanese front line troops and that they 

22 should never encounter the enemy's forward areas. 

Nevertheless, 

every blow struck 200 miles behind the enemy's 
lines may be stated to have ten times the effect 
of a blow of the same weight struck in the for
ward areas. To use a prize fighting parallel, 
in the forward areas the enemy's fists are to 
be found, and to strike at these is not of great 
value. In the back areas are his unprotected 
kidneys, his midriff, his throat and other vul
nerable points. The targets for troops of Deep 
Penetration may be regarded, therefore, as the 
more vital and tender portions of the enemy's 
anatomy.^3 

21 
WO203/5216. Long range penetration groups were 

effective only if they drew superior forces away from the 
main battle or if their action disrupted the enemy's treat
ment of the main battle. W0231/13. 

22 
These units were mobile in nature and were not 

equipped with heavy supporting weapons. Accordingly, they 
were not suited to attack prepared defensive positions. 
Great Britain, Public Record Office, WO203/137/HS/ALFSEA/ 
22/7, March-October 1944, "3 Indian Division: Correspon
dence and Telegrams on Ops." During the 19 4 4 campaign at 
Blackpool, the 111th Brigade set up operations too near 
the front where enemy anti-aircraft and artillery were 
established, and, as a result, the Japanese pounded the 
brigade and repulsed Royal Air Force and United States 
attempts to drop supplies. The position and over 700 men 
were lost. Michael Calvert, Prisoners of Hope (London: 
Jonathan Cape, 1952), p. 162, and Kirby, War Against 
Japan, 3: 288-91. 

^\o203/5216. 
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This surprise encounter, the Japanese nemesis, 

must not, as Wingate pointed out, be administered on occa

sion, but it should be a continual source of pressure. 

He was aware that British officers were not acquainted 

with the elements of strategical surprise. Therefore, he 

set forth a three phase process for confounding the enemy: 

(1) the column commander would originate an action against 

the enemy; (2) through his training, he would develop an 

insight to what the enemy's reaction would be; and (3) he 

would allow this reaction to unfold and counter it with a 

predetermined plan, thus achieving the element of surprise. 

Every officer of every column was responsible for maintain

ing continual practice in these principles of deep penetra

tion. Once Wingate was satisfied that they understood his 

25 
theory, he began the other phases of his instruction. 

Signal exercises were conducted both on brigade and 

column levels. The former were structured to provide ade-

2 6 
quate field use knowledge of the wireless telegraphy. 

Wingate once wrote that "no plan that contains 
'no element of strategic surprise' should ever be consid
ered versus the Japanese. That is an axiom." Great 
Britain, Public Record Office, WO203/4898/SACSEA/2102, 
October-November 1943, "Operation 'Tarzan,' Capture of 
Mandalay and Alternative Plan." 

^^WO203/5216. 

^^Visual signalling (flags, lamps, heliographs, 
etc.) was also conducted at the brigade level, but on a 
smaller scale than for the wireless. Visual signalers 
practiced about six hours each day. W0172/611. 
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and the latter was to insure that each column's personnel 

could communicate among themselves. Wireless training was 

designed to instruct column commanders and signal crews in 

selecting a suitable site for operations, improving the 

site for better communications through directional methods, 

and determining the best methods of transmission to achieve 

prime results. Each day the wireless sets were moved 

between 1,000 yards and five miles through the jungle, 

set up anew, aerials restrung, and communications estab

lished and maintained between columns and headquarters 

27 
until the next day, when the sets were again relocated. 

Column drills were based on four exact, clearly 

established, prearranged signals between the column com

mander and his men. These signals were practiced separately 

and silently. First, the signal to prepare to march indi

cated that all men, equipment, and animals should be made 

ready and formed up in a line of advance. While officers 

checked the various loads, a flagbearer was dispatched 

through the column to point his flag in the direction of 

the march. This entire procedure was executed noiselessly 

in less than half an hour. The second signal, given any 

time after the first, directed all officers to report to 

^^The ideal site for the wireless was atop a peak 
or cliff with no jungle obstruction. The aerials needed 
to be attached to the top of the tallest tree and the 
branches stripped. Best communications were obtained by 
establishing set times of the day for exchange. Ibid. 
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their column commander to receive orders for the march. 

The third signal indicated that the march was to begin. 

The halt signal, given every ninety minutes, afforded 

28 the men and animals a ten minute rest. 

During these marching drills, Wingate also 

disciplined his men in water rationing. Each man was 

allowed only a small quantity, about two and a half pints, 

throughout the day. Before starting out, each man was 

required to drink one pint of water, during the midday 

halt he was allowed another pint, and at the end of the 

day's march he could drink a half pint before retiring. 

In order to produce cool water, which provided a greater 

thirst quenching quality, the officers were responsible 

for seeing that the felt covering on all canteens were 

fully soaked before a march, and that, if possible, they 

were placed in the shade, where a breeze was present, dur

ing halts. This drill was administered not only to conserve 

water, but, even more importantly, to discipline the men in 

29 
the root of triumph in war—self-control. 

Infantrymen have always been instructed in weapons 

training, and Wingate' s men were no exception. Their 

Ibid. 

Ibid. While Wingate's troops made their way 
back to India during the 1943 campaign, with the Japanese 
in constant close pursuit, they sometimes went forty-eight 
hours without a drink as Wingate "imposed merciless water 
drill on them." Sykes, Orde Wingate, pp. 413, 425-26. 
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weapons were the same as those of ordinary infantry 

units—rifles, grenades, bayonets, bren guns. Addition

ally, however, they carried a Projector Infantry Anti-Tank 

30 
Weapon, a formidable weapon, capable of penetrating any 

of the Japanese vehicles in Burma as well as reinforced 

concrete. When this weapon was introduced to Wingate, he 

had no idea of its potential and capabilities in the Burma 

jungle. With imagination and experiment he concluded which 

targets were suitable for the PIAT, the weapon's effect on 

these targets, and its necessary placement during an attack. 

Wingate concluded that the PIAT was of great value 

against concrete pillboxes up to two feet thick, but against 

bunkers with steel shutters it was only adequate. The 

weapon's damage was extensive against enemy vehicles up to 

115 yards; and, at a distance of 350 yards or less it was 

very effective as a housebreaking mechanism. It was best 

to have the PIAT well ensconced when engaged against the 

enemy, and, since there were no Allied front lines to 

31 
consider, the weapon was simple to use in ambush. 

30 
James Baggaley, A Chindit Story (London: Souve

nir, 1964), p. 14. Wingate considered this weapon "an 
indispensable adjunct to infantry of deep penetration." 
He demanded that all men in his brigade be acquainted with 
its effects, and each commander was required to "master 
its tactical employment." WO203/5316. 

Wingate considered it a misuse of the weapon to 
utilize only one PIAT, therefore, all four PIATs of any 
particular column were initially engaged in an ambush or 
attack, and the entire group took advantage of the effects. 
WO203/5216. 
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The most successful activity of a long range 

penetration column—the ambush--required instruction in 

intelligence, reconnaissance, approach, planning, and 

execution. The first function of a successful ambush was 

to obtain information about the enemy's position and his 

most frequently traveled routes. The most profitable 

means for gathering intelligence was through patrols. 

They would relay their findings about local conditions and 

native activity, available bivouac areas, and the best line 

of approach to the column commander by wireless. After 

receiving this report, his column would converge upon the 

designated area, undetected by both the enemy and the local 

32 

inhabitants. The commander would then formulate his 

plan, but before he could successfully organize an ambush, 

there were several factors that he needed to consider: the 

vital necessity of his retaining a reserve; the probability 

that the enemy would have an escort on the train or with 

the road convoy, and the necessity for foreseeing the 

manner in which he would use it; the probability that his 

column might have to remain in position for as much as 

forty-eight hours waiting for its quarry; the possibility 

3 2 
Even in the sparsely populated regions of Burma, 

natives sometimes gave the Japanese information about the 
British movements and could not always be trusted. Wingate 
instructed his men to drive animals along a road or path 
that they had crossed and to walk barefoot so that an 
observer might be confused as to the actual identity of 
the party. Ibid. 
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that someone in the column might spring an ambush too 

early and on a target unworthy of attention; the inaccu

racy of fire in all mobile operations, particularly at 

night; the need for putting a block at the head of the 

convoy and then behind the tail after it had been stopped; 

the necessity of ransacking the convoy after the ambush; 

the need for a plan of dispersal and covered withdrawal; 

measures for dealing with captured prisoners and documents; 

the length of time during which the ambush would take place 

and whether or not it would be repeated; the need for sup

porting ambushes and roadblocks on uncovered roads and 

routes to interfere with any attempts of the enemy to 

bring up reinforcements after the ambush; any special 

signals; the possibility of air support; and how to con-

33 ceal the ambush from the local inhabitants. After the 

column commander ruminated these points, he was ready to 

plan his ambush. Each ambush contained three provisions— 

the blocks at the head and tail of the convoy, the nature 

of the ambush, and the exploitation. 

The number of men used for the road or rail blocks 

was the absolute minimum required. The PIAT was employed 

by all blocking units and was supported by infantrymen 

with grenades and two commandos with explosives. If the 

convoy was on a road, the column commander's responsibility 

33 
Ibid. 
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was to determine its length and where to place the rear 
O A 

block. If the quarry was on the rail this decision was 

relatively simple, still, it was necessary to place the 

block sufficiently behind the train, usually about thirty 

yards. The rear party would remain hidden until the main 

ambush was launched, then spring onto the convoy's tail 

to prevent its escape. If the convoy was ten miles long, 

a third block was established in its center to prevent the 

front and rear portions from reinforcing each other. 

The nature of the ambush was governed by the 

variables of night or day; open country or dense jungle. 
35 Each situation presented a different set of rules, but, 

since in Upper Burma most jungle foliage came right down 

to the road's edge, Wingate emphasized ambush by fire 

power. 

The ambush parties, armed with small arms and 

3 6 bayonets, were placed within ten yards of the roadway. 

Except for the Myitkyina-Shwebo rail line, 
trains were scarce in Upper Burma. Therefore, most 
ambushes were against road convoys and Japanese in
fantry. Ibid. 

If an ambush was conducted at night, the com
mander did not have to worry about encirclement, and, if 
surrounded by thick jungle, the withdrawal could be de
layed; however, if the party was in open country, rapid 
withdrawal was eminent. Ibid. 

~̂ T̂he bayonet was a formidable weapon, and when 
attached to a rifle, raised a soldiers spirits in combat. 
However, accuracy was the basis of a successful ambush, 
and firepower produced the best results when the soliders 
were not proficient in the bayonet's use. Ibid. 
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When the target was in position, the front stop did their 

job. The rest of the ambush then opened fire to create 

confusion among the enemy. The reserve, placed on the 

opposite side of the road, covered the counterattack. 

After the enemy was routed, the target was ransacked and 

37 then destroyed, prisoners taken, and the ambush party 

withdrawn. The entire operation was based on the column 

commander's decision and his understanding of the enemy's 

38 reactions. 

The ambush was not only employed for search and 

destroy tactics, but also, if the enemy were near the 

column, as the initial step upon entering a new bivouac 

area. In this situation it was imperative that the enemy 

be completely quashed, for bivouac security was the essence 

of each column's success. Wingate knew that the bivouac 

areas could not always remain a secret and that the 

Japanese would, on occasion, seek them out; therefore, he 

provided intensive instruction on bivouac security. 

The reconnaissance group in charge of selecting 

39 the bivouac location needed to insure that it was large 

37 
The Commando platoons carried out the destruction 

with explosives and flame throwers. Ibid. 
^^Ibid. For Wingate's example of a column in am

bush see Appendix A. 

These groups were first sent to a local village 
to gather information on enemy movement in the area, but 
this was done prior to bivouac selection to "avoid 
treachery through torture." Ibid. 
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enough comfortably to contain the entire column, including 

the animals, and that it met perimeter requirements. The 

bivouac should never be placed near an easily recognizable 

40 
landmark. Ideally, Wingate proposed that it should be 

located in dense jungle at least a mile from the nearest 

road or natural feature. 

If the location was discovered, a perimeter 

defense was essential to impede the enemy's attack and to 

allow the rest of the column, not engaged in the defensive 

action, safely to evacuate. Perimeter defense was assigned 

to two platoons, each armed with small arms and grenades. 

They were supported by mortars from within the area, but 

this support was used only at the outset of the attack so 

as not to give away the bivouac's central location. After 

the main body of the column retired, the defense platoons 

followed a short distance, hid in the jungle (this allowed 

the Japanese to penetrate the evacuated bivouac area), and 

41 
then counterattacked the enemy's rear. 

Marching, weaponry, ambush, and bivouac training 

were all important for a mobile force like Wingate's, but 

an infantry unit deep in enemy territory was virtually 

Number Two Column was ambushed near Kyaikthin 
in 1943 because it bivouacked too near the rail line. 
W0231/13. 

^•'•WO203/5216. For a general idea of what Wingate 
expected from his column commanders when selecting and 
occupying a bivouac see Appendix B. 
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helpless if not readily supplied and supported from the 

air. Wingate stressed several factors concerning a suc

cessful supply drop, but the foremost consideration of a 

column commander was to select a drop site that the 

Japanese could not easily reach. Deep, dense jungle far 

from any main path or road or a mountain ridge were ideal 

sites. 

The columns used a triangle of fires, within 300 

yards of a natural landmark, less than fifteen miles from 

the drop site, and easily identifiable from the air, to 

mark their locations. After a supply plane reached the 

selected area and signals were exchanged, the supplies 

were dropped, and then, for safety, they were carried a 

minimum of three miles from the drop zone before being 

42 
broken down and distributed. To avoid enemy interfer
ence, V7ingate urged that the supplies be transported at 

43 
the earliest instant. 

If the column commander did his job correctly, 

there was little chance of an enemy attack during the 

Noise carries about 1,000 yards in the jungle; 
the noise created by breaking down supplies was consid
erable, and Wingate knew that the Japanese would observe 
the drop and arrive at the drop zone within a few hours. 
Ibid. 

^^This was true for most normal conditions. How
ever, if the drop took place in a very dense area or on a 
moonless night, the supplies were usually left until dawn 
as this did not compromise security since enemy movement 
was hindered by these conditions. Ibid. 
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drop, but Wingate, aware that conditions would sometimes 

force a drop near enemy positions, advocated three defense 

measures should such an attack occur. if the attack 

occurred during the drop, those men assigned to the drop 

zone's perimeter defense would check the attack until the 

remainder to the column could amass the supplies and with

draw to the bivouac area. If the attack occurred after 

the drop but before the withdrawal of the defense units, 

the perimeter defense would not fire unless discovered; 

rather, it would allow the enemy to permeate the line and 

to be surprised by the awaiting battle group. After a 

short engagement, the support and perimeter troops would 

disperse, leaving behind a few booby-trapped containers 

from the drop. If the attack occurred after the entire 

column had withdrawn, a small ambush unit would remain at 

the drop zone for twelve hours. If the enemy arrived in 

small numbers, the ambush unit would attempt to destroy 

them, but if the enemy was numerous, a messenger was dis

patched to the main column so that a counterattack could 

44 be staged. 

Together with air supply was the long range pene

tration group's need for aircraft as artillery support. 

Wingate suggested that they be employed against the enemy 

"^^Ibid. For an example of Wingate' s principles 
of air supply drill see Appendix C. 
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in defended positions--foxholes, bunkers, trenches 

pillboxes—supported by concealed weapons and virtually 

impossible for a light infantry unit to infiltrate. A 

reconnaissance platoon would gather information on gun 

placements, and a Royal Air Force officer attached to 

the column would relay this information to the attacking 

planes. Immediately prior to the aircraft's arrival, 

usually at first light, colored smoke bombs were dis

charged on the target positions. Following their attack, 

the planes would make two or three dummy runs, allowing 

the infantry to advance on the position for the final 

rout. Secondly, Wingate suggested that the aircraft be 

employed in support of an ambush, but this was seldom a 

necessity unless the enemy was in a defile and too strong 

to overcome or unless it was known that the enemy was 

approaching the ambush area in large numbers. Thirdly, 

Wingate suggested that these aircraft be used for tactical 

support. This was rarely justified except when important 

enemy activities could not be directly observed, such as 

when the enemy transported large numbers of troops and 

supplies on river barges and were detected several miles 

from the column by a reconnaissance patrol. Under these 

circumstances, aircraft artillery support would be called 

45 in to serve the situation. 

45 ^^Ibid. 
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Basic training ended when Wingate's troops moved 

from Saugar to Jhansi in a full scale exercise to test 

46 
the brigade for the future campaign. All aspects of the 

formal training period were utilized, including a realis

tic supply drop. This exercise divulged pusillanimous 

stragglers, failing discipline, and incompetent muleteer-

ing, and left serious doubts in Wingate's mind as to 

whether his men were capable of carrying out the intended 

operation. Generals Wavell and Wilcox convinced Wingate 

that his skepticism was misplaced, and Wingate heeded 

their advice. Tough and confident, his troops entrained 

at Jhansi enroute to Dimapur in the Assam Mountains. They 

arrived a few days before Christmas 1942 and marched 133 

47 miles, via the Manipur Road, to Imphal. Their next move 

was to cross the Chindwin River into Burma in January 1943 

Wingate's training of the 77th Indian Infantry 

48 Brigade was merciless, but it was absolutely essential 

The campaign in 1943 was an extended training 
exercise to test the Chindits' efficaciousness for the 
major Allied assault planned for 1944. 

^^In the proximity of Manipur Road a second and 
more realistic supply drop exercise was carried out. 
The success of this exercise removed any remaining 
apprehensiveness from V7ingate . W0231/13. 

"̂ B̂y the end of the first month's training, up 
to 70 percent of some units were in the hospital, and 
more than one man died during the training. W0172/611. 
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that they learn to press deprivation and lassitude to the 

very zenith of human endurance. The thoroughness of this 

training was the cornerstone of the Chindits' successful 

49 role in wresting Burma from the Japanese. 

Ibid.; Sykes, Orde Wingate, pp. 373, 379, 381; 
Rolo, Raiders, pp. 32, 35, 36, and Tulloch, Wingate, pp. 
63, 64. 



CHAPTER III 

1943: THE FIRST CHINDIT EXPEDITION 

There were two British military operations in Burma 

prior to the monsoon season of 1943. The first, the battle 

for Akyab, was a failure; the second, Wingate's expedition, 

uplifted India Command's sagging morale created by the 

Akyab defeat and altered future Japanese strategical plans. 

Administrative problems and disease among the troops im

peded Wavell's decision to launch operations before the 

monsoon broke. Thus, when he provided Eastern Army with 

their operational instructions for the 1943 campaign, 

his objectives were limited. 

Wavell's primary objective, the recapture of the 

Myitkyina airfield, required a synchronous action from the 

Chinese forces and from Assam. He met with General Joseph 

Stillwell^ in Delhi in October and in December of 1942 to 

See Appendix D. 

^Stillwell was given command of the Chinese V and 
VI Armies in March 1942, but the Chinese commanders would 
not accept his orders unless they were first approved by 
Chiang Kai-shek. This caused problems throughout the 1943 
and 1944 campaigns. Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 154, 
155, 156. 

46 
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- • 3 
discuss the plans for this combined Allied operation. 

They decided that IV Corps would open the offensive against 

Sittaung and Kalewa and the Chinese Forces would then move 

against Myitkyina, Bhamo, and Lashio; simultaneously, 

Wingate's 77th Indian Infantry Brigade would conduct long 

range penetration operations in the Shwebo area. While IV 

Corps, the Chinese, and the Chindits carried out their 

operations in North and Central Burma, XV Corps was to 

attack Akyab and force -the Japanese to reduce their air 

threat against Calcutta. But, when the Allies invaded 

French North Africa in November, British Naval forces in 

the Indian Ocean were diverted to support that theater. 

Chiang Kai-shek feared that this would allow the Japanese 

easily to reinforce their troops in North Burma. Conse

quently, with no guaranteed naval support, he refused to 
4 

participate in the campaign, and, as a result, by January 

1942, all operations were cancelled except for the attack 

in Arakan. 

•^Ibid., 2: 291. 

^Chiang Kai-shek refused to allow the Chinese 38th 
Division to protect the Ledo Road workers and aborted the 
Yunnan Force's advance. These decisions immediately can
celled the Sittaung-Kalewa projects and, ultimately, the 
entire offensive. Roy McKelvie, The War in Burma (London: 
Methuen and Company, Ltd., 1948), p. 78, and Sykes, Orde 
Wingate, pp. 382-84. 

^The Arakan campaign was a twofold tragedy: the 
Allies never intended to support the troops involved and, 
when British commanders blamed "the impassibility of the 
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With the major offensive abandoned, Wavell had to 

decide whether or not to continue with Wingate's operation. 

Since long range penetration was designed to aid a major 

offensive, Wavell no longer saw any strategical justifica

tion for sending the Chindits into Burma. Accordingly, in 

February 1943 he informed Wingate that too many lives would 

be lost without the major offensive, and, because the 

Japanese would have ample time to repair any damages, it 

was not worth the brigade's sacrifice. 

Wingate disagreed. He provided six objections to 

Wavell's premise. First, if the theories of long range 

penetration were not substantiated the doubters would con

tinue their opposition. Secondly, the brigade was at its 

operational peak, and any delay would dull their optimum 

performance. A successful Chindit operation would also 

counter the myth of Japanese invincibility, and, in doing 

so, this would induce the Burmese to cooperate in the war 

effort. Furthermore, any Japanese advance towards Fort 

Hertz^ would be retarded. The Japanese would be forced 

Arakan jungle" for the defeat, the morale among British 
troops reached its nadir. They became convinced of the 
Japanese soldier's invincibility in jungle warfare. 
James Shepley, "Into the Jungle," Fortune 28 (October 
1943): 166. 

^Fort Hertz, located about sixty miles below the 
China-Burma frontier, was maintained by a paratroop unit 
and commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Gamble. He organized 
the Kachin Levies to fortify Sumprabum and its airfield, 
and if these were lost Ledo and the hump air route would 
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to remain east of the Chindwin. Finally, the expedition 

would prevent the Japanese from attacking Assam.^ 

Wingate's arguments convinced Wavell that although 

a sizeable risk was involved the expedition would gather 

valuable information and experience. Accordingly, he 

ordered Wingate and his troops to leave Imphal on 8 Decem

ber 1942 and to infiltrate the Japanese lines in Burma.^ 

Their objectives were to cut the Mandalay-Myitkyina rail

way, to harass the enemy, and, if possible, to cross the 

Irrawaddy River. 

When the Chindits left Imphal, Wingate sent four 

patrols some thirty miles beyond the Chindwin River^ to 

gather intelligence about the enemy, the best routes to 

be jeopardized. When Wingate delivered his postulate to 
Wavell, the Japanese were already advancing on this area, 
and unless they were diverted the only British airfield 
remaining in Burma would be lost. Charles F. Romanus and 
Riley Sunderland, Stillwell's Command Problems, Part 2, 
U.S. Army in World War II Series (12 vols.; Washington, 
D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, Department 
of the Army, 1956), 9: 309; Heilbrunn, Warfare, p. 78; 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 310, and Sykes, Orde Wingate, 
pp. 384-85. 

7 
Subhas Chandra Bose, leader of the Anti-Nehru 

Provisional Government, supported the ideals of the Co-
Prosperity Sphere. He begged Japan to attack India and 
allow him to set up his government. If this occurred 
thousands of Indians would become Japanese loyalists. 
Edwin P. Hoyt, Japan's War; the Greatest Pacific Conflict 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1986), p. 321. 

o 
At this time Wavell also ordered the 111th Long 

Range Penetration Brigade to be formed and to begin train
ing in India. Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 310. 

9 
Sykes, Orde Wingate, p. 307. 
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travel, and the best places to cross the river. When 

they returned, he began to formulate his plan. His first 

consideration was to cross the Chindwin, but his chief 

problem was the difficulty in covering the 150 miles of 

jungle between the river and his principal objective 

undetected. 

At the Assam-Burma border, Wingate divided the 

Chindits into two groups. The diversionary force. 

Southern Group (Number One Group), would cross the 

Chindwin at Auktaung and receive a supply drop in broad 

daylight. Major J. B. Jefferies would then move south, 

to Tanga, with a deception squad. The main force. Northern 

Group (Number Two Group), would cross the next day at Tonhe, 

fifty miles north of Auktaung. Southern Group's objective, 

besides deception, was to cut the railway line at Kyaikthin. 

The primary targets, the Mandalay-Myitkyina railway and the 

12 
bridges between Wuntho and Indaw, were Major Calvert's 

and Major B. E. Fergusson's responsibility. 

-''̂ For the 77th Indian Infantry Brigade's composi
tion see Appendix E. Wingate actually deployed five groups 
against the Japanese: Southern Group, Wingate's Headquar
ters Group, Column 3, Column 5, and Captain D. C. Herring's 
Group. 

As Number One Group crossed the river, the 23rd 
Division was employed in another diversionary movement. 
They staged a raid yet further south to give the impres
sion of a major British advance towards Kalewa. W0231/13. 

•'•̂ These targets were the keys to the Japanese com
munication system. Their northern based troops were almost 
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Just prior to his splitting the brigade, Wingate 

gave the men his Order of the Day. It explained the 

importance of the Chindits and their mission and informed 

the men that as they proceeded they would not be alone but 

"beside the soldiers of the United Nations in the front 

line trenches throughout the world." It reminded them of 

the hardships that they would endure; but, despite what 

lay ahead, they had chosen to serve their day and genera

tion by pressing the war's conclusion so that "a government 

of the world in which all men can live at peace and with 

13 
equal opportunity of service" might be made possible. 

Southern Group then headed for Auktaung making 

no attempt to conceal their movement. They crossed the 

Chindwin on the nights of 14 and 15 February and marched 

south. While the group's main body continued on its course 

for Kyaikthin, Major Jefferies' squad set out for the Indaw 

area. Before they reached Tanga, known to be sympathetic 

towards the Japanese, the squad adorned military insignia 

which showed Jefferies as a general, with his staff offi

cers. Jefferies studied maps inside the village leader's 

totally dependent on the railway for supplies and rein
forcements. Rolo, Raiders, p. 38. 

•'•̂ Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 505. This Order of 
the Day did not contain any exhortations to courage, duty, 
or sacrifice, but it fulfilled the Chindits' self-respect 
and sobered any who thought they were embarking on a pic
nic. W. G. Burchett, Wingate's Phantom Army (London: 
Frederick Muller Ltd., 1946), p. 54. 
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house and continually gave the impression that a larger 

expedition would take place further south. When 

Jefferies was satisfied that the villagers had been duped 

by his charade and would relay this information to the 

Japanese, he headed into the jungle towards the rest of 

the force. 

While Number One Group pulled the Japanese south

ward. Northern Group prepared to cross the river, and by 

20 February the entire Chindit force had crossed the 400 

yard wide Chindwin. The first barrier was broken. 

Wingate immediately sent out patrols to gather information. 

They learned of a huge concentration of Japanese troops 

at Homalin. This was an interesting discovery, because 

only a few weeks earlier there had been no enemy troops 

in that area. This was, then, a clear indication that 

the Japanese were prepared to cross the Chindwin and move 

against Assam. Less than a week after Wingate began his 

maneuvers, the Japanese withdrew these troops and regrouped 

15 them in the Mu Valley to be employed against what they 

assumed was a major invasion. 

Rolo, Raiders, pp. 68, 69. 

•"•̂ Bisheshwar Prasad, gen. ed. , The Reconquest of 
Burma (2 vols.; Calcutta: Printed by S. N. Guha Ray at 
Sree Saraswaty Press Ltd., 1958), 1: 10, and Burchett, 
Phantom Army, pp. 58, 59. The British called this area 
the Railway Valley. Shelford Bidwell, The Chindit War 
(New York: Macmillan, 1979), p- 112. 
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While the enemy redeployed their troops. Southern 

Group moved towards Maingnyaung to ambush the Japanese 

garrison there. Captain Vivyan Weatherall, leading the 

group's forward element, encountered an enemy patrol and 

a firefight occurred. Several Japanese were killed, but 

bombardment from enemy mortars panicked the Gurkha mule

teers who, in their terror, stampeded the mules. Most of 

the supplies were lost, but, even more importantly, so was 

the element of surprise. It was vital that the Chindits 

regain their advantage, so Major Jefferies again guided 

16 his deception squad to the south, drawing the Japanese 

away from Lieutenant-Colonel L. A. Alexander whose main 

force entered the Mu Valley near the railway on 1 March. 

Number One Group, in the meantime, received supply 

17 
drops on the 15th, 16th, and 17th at Myene. Lieutenant-
Colonel L. G- Wheeler's Burma Rifles took the first night's 

drop and headed for Tonmakeng and Sinlamaung, about forty 

18 miles to the east. Four days later they informed Wingate 

16 
Intelligence reports later revealed that 

Jefferies' second deception was very successful. The 
Japanese amassed troops in the area south of Alexander's 
group for a fortnight, searching for a British invasion 
force that did not exist. Rolo, Raiders, pp. 70, 71. 

17 
Sykes, Orde Wingate, p. 392. 

•'•̂ This first supply drop absolutely confirmed the 
success of Wingate's techniques, and, for the remainder of 
the 1943 expedition the Royal Air Force succeeded at every 
dropping rendezvous [this was not true for the 1944 cam
paign] . Ibid., and Rolo, Raiders, pp. 59, 60, 64. 
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that no Japanese were in Tonmakeng but that there were 

200 garrisoned at Sinlamaung. Wingate had been debating 

about where to receive his next supply drop and this news 

offered him a choice between Tonmakeng or pushing his 

troops past the enemy at Sinlamaung and on to the Mu Valley 

Wingate knew little about enemy dispositions beyond the Mu 

River, and, thus, he chose Tonmakeng which the Chindits 

19 reached on 22 February. 

Columns Three, Seven, and Eight, under Calvert's 

command, formed an assault force to attack Sinlamaung and 

20 create a diversion for the supply drop. Calvert found 

21 no Japanese at Sinlamaung, but he did learn of a little 

22 known mountainous route to the Mu Valley--Casten's Track. 

He relayed this information back to Group Headquarters, 

and, after the supply drop was completed, Wingate ordered 

his column to march over the Zibyutaungdan Mountains to 

65 

"''̂ Sykes, Orde Wingate, pp. 392, 394. 

Ibid., pp. 394, 395, and Burchett, Phantom Army, 

2 1 

A thunderstorm during the first supply drop forced one of the planes to turn back; nevertheless, the 
pilot dropped his load before he reached the Chindwin. 
These supplies, which contained a complete Order of Battle, 
fell right into Japanese hands, and they immediately pulled 
their troops out of the Sinlamaung area. Sykes, Orde 
Wingate, p. 392, and W0231/13. 

^^This clandestine track, named for the Burmese 
forestry officer who reconnoitered it in 1942, was very 
narrow and completely surrounded by jungle. Sykes, Orde 
Wingate, pp. 394, 395-96. 
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the Mu Valley. They cleared the escarpment on 1 March 

and bivouacked near Pinbon. Wingate established the 

perimeter defense, and he then informed his commanders 

of their assignments: Column Four would ambush the Mansi-

Pinlebu Road to divert Japanese attention from the railroad 

Columns Seven and Eight would attack Pinlebu to create yet 

another diversion. Captain D. C. Herring was ordered to 

take his platoon far beyond the Irrawaddy into the Kachin 

Hills to organize the local population in the Bhamo-

Mandalay area into guerrilla units to be employed against 

the enemy, and, on 24 March, he was to rendezvous with 

Southern Group at Mongmit. Calvert and Fergusson would 

lead their columns to the railway and carry out simul-

23 taneous demolitions. 

As Wingate presented his modus operandi to Northern 

Group's commanders. Major Dunlop destroyed the railway 

bridge north of Kyaikthin, moved eastwards, and crossed 

the Irrawaddy with no interference. Wingate's plan had 

begun to evolve, but two incidents almost altered his 

23 
Ibid., and Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 318. 

Wingate designed his plan not only to lure the enemy away 
from the railway but to convince them that the 2 3rd Divi
sion was preparing a full scale attack against Pinlebu. 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 313. 

Luigi Rossetto, Major-General Orde Charles 
Wingate and the Development of Long-Range Penetration 
(Manhattan, Kansas: MA/AH Publishing, Eisenhower Hall, 
Kansas State University, 1982), p. 171, and Sykes, Orde 
Wingate, p. 400. 
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decisions. On 2 March Major A. Emmett's column bivouacked 

too near the railway and revealed its position. When it 

prepared to march out the next day, the Japanese attacked. 

During the battle Emmett signalled his men to regroup 

inside the bivouac, but only a few heard him and the 

remainder of Column Two fought its way to the Irrawaddy. 

Having neither supplies nor a commander, they wandered 

through the jungle until they found members of Column One 

and Southern Group Headquarters. Emmett's group, too, had 

no supplies, no wireless, and faced an advancing force of 

Japanese. Therefore, he decided to return to the Chindwin. 

25 Number Two Column no longer existed. 

Column Four experienced a similar mishap the next 

day. Following Wingate's directives, they carried out a 

reconnaissance near Pinbon and were attacked. As at 

Maingnyaung, many of the young Gurkhas panicked and stam

peded the mules. The column had no food, no wireless, and 

very little ammunition, and Major R. B. G. Bromhead also 

26 
elected to return to India. 

Burchett, Phantom Army, pp. 63, 64; Sykes, Orde 
Wingate, p. 398; Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 312, and 
W0231/13. The Japanese thought that they had routed the 
entire expedition. They found the rank insignias Jefferies' 
squad had worn, and they believed that the campaign's head
quarters had been destroyed and that the Brigadier had been 
killed. Burchett, Phantom Army, p. 64, and Sykes, Orde 
Wingate, p. 400. 

^^Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 313, and Sykes, Orde 
Wingate, p. 399. 
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Despite these two minor setbacks,^^ the Chindits' 

operational plan was thus far successful. When Southern 

Group had crossed the Chindwin, Japanese concentration was 

taken away from the Northern Group. By the time their 

presence had been recognized and enemy troops deployed to 

the west, it was too late. Number One Group had already 

made their move east, across the Mu River. Southern 

Group's advance to Kyaikthin, in conjunction with Wingate's 

investments in the proximity of Pinbon and Pinlebu, led 

the Japanese to believe that the Chindits were an advance 

demolition party for a major incursion. Moreover, the 

brigade had conducted several successful raids and am

bushes, and the activities at Kyaikthin, Pinbon, and 

Pinlebu induced the Japanese to search even further west 

for the Chindits" supply lines. While the enemy reinforced 

Pinbon and Pinlebu from Banmauk and Wuntho, respectively, 

Fergusson and Calvert slipped within twenty miles of the 

2 8 
Irrawaddy, between Wuntho and Indaw, undetected. 

27 
Columns Two and Four had no function except to 

beguile the Japanese so that Dunlop, Calvert, and Fergusson 
could accomplish their tasks with no enemy interference. 
Their dispersal at this point had no effect on the expedi
tion's denouement. 

^^W. G. Burchett, Wingate Adventure (Melbourne: 
F. W. Cheshire, 1944), p. 70; William R. Peers and Dean 
Brelis, Behind the Burma Road (Toronto: Little, Brown and 
Company, 1963), p. 86; Kirby, War Against Japan,2: 313, 318; 
Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 106; Rossetto, Development of LRP, 
p. 168, and Sykes, Orde Wingate, p. 398. The Japanese had 
been completely confused, and the Chindits had proved their 
superiority in jungle movement. Sykes, Orde Wingate, p. 401. 
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Column Three moved through Pegon on 4 March; two 

days later Column Five was eight miles from the rail bridge 

at Bonchaung. Calvert's group struck first, eighteen miles 

northeast of Wuntho. They shattered the Mandalay-Myitkyina 

railway in seventy places. Fergusson employed two demoli

tion teams against the Bonchaung Gorge. The first explo-

29 
sion blew a forty foot span out of the bridge's center 

and toppled another hundred feet into the river below. 

The second charge brought hundreds of tons of cliffside 

down onto the rail. The next day they demolished more 

railway and bridges. The columns destroyed three bridges 

and cut the north-south railway line, the major source for 

Japanese supplies into Upper Burma, in more than seventy 

places in a hundred mile stretch. Not a single Chindit 

was lost during the demolitions. 

The brigade had mastered its foe and achieved its 

principal objectives. Supplied entirely from the air, it 

had deeply penetrated enemy territory, testing and proving 

Wingate's theories of air/ground support. The brigade had 

cut the Japanese line of communication to northwest Burma, 

confounded the enemy, and proved its supremacy in jungle 

"The flash illumed the whole hillside. It showed 
the men . . . that [they] had accomplished that which 
[they] had come so far to do." Sykes, Orde Wingate, p. 402 

"^^Ibid., pp. 400-02; Burchett, Adventure, p. 78; 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 314; Rossetto, Development 
of LRP, p. 174; Shepley, "Into the Jungle," p. 168, and 
W0231/13. 
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strategy. Finally, it had drawn enemy troops away from 

their operations against the Kachin Levies at Sumprabum. •̂•'" 

Wingate now faced a dilemma—whether or not to 

cross the Irrawaddy. He could return to India, or he 

could establish a permanent base in the Bambwe-Taung area 

that would be supplied by air and reinforced by transport

ing troops in and out through the mountains north of 

Wuntho. The Chindits could easily return to India before 

the Japanese blocked them, thereby arriving with much 

honor and few casualties. Wingate, however, was convinced 

that operations from an established base would be secure 

for tv70 reasons: the enemy had never chased his men into 

dense jungle and, if they attempted to overthrow the base, 

they would endanger their existing supply lines and their 

rear formations. Moreover, the 77th Brigade could continue 

its assaults against the railway and the roads from this 

32 base until the Japanese yielded the Indaw Airfield. 

31 
The Japanese had already mounted an offensive 

against Fort Hertz. The British advisors had evacuated 
on 1 March, and it appeared that the garrison and airstrip 
were doomed. Chindit activities were definitely respon
sible for the enemy troops being ordered back, thus reliev
ing the pressure on Fort Hertz. Charles F. Romanus and 
Riley Sunderland, Stillwell's Mission to China, Part 1, 
U.S. Army in World War II Series (12 vols.; Washington, 
D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, Department 
of the Army, 1953), 9: 309, and Owen, Campaign, pp. 37, 38 

"^^David Halley, With Wingate in Burma (London: 
William Hodge, 1946), p. 9; Bernard Fergusson, "Behind 
the Japanese Lines in Burma," Yale Review 3 (March 1944); 
418; Burchett, Phantom Army, pp. 80-81; Kirby, War Against 
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Circumstances relieved Wingate of his decision. 

On 9 March he received word that only Number Two Column of 

Southern Group had disbanded (he previously believed that 

the entire group had perished) and that the remainder had 

33 
crossed the Irrawaddy at Tagaung. Furthermore, Calvert 

and Fergusson were prepared to cross at Tigyaing. Wingate 

ordered them to cross at once, and he followed with the 

rest of the brigade. This was an expensive decision. 

The enemy spotted Dunlop's crossing and sent troops 

to reinforce Tigyaing. Fergusson crossed unopposed and 

moved towards Hmaindaing for a supply drop. Calvert was 

not so fortunate. His column was attacked just as it began 

to cross, but he set out a rear guard and the Japanese 

abandoned their pursuit. This was opportune because if 

the enemy had pressed their attack Calvert's column would 

have been annhilated. As it was, the column completed its 

35 
crossing and joined Fergusson at Hmaindaing. 

Japan, 2: 314; Rolo, Raiders, p. 96; Rossetto, Development 
of LRP, p. 180, and Sykes, Orde Wingate, pp. 402, 405, 
406. 

3 "^ 
Southern Group had been scheduled to cross 

earlier, but their delay further confused the enemy as 
to the Chindits' raison d'etre. W0231/13. 

-^^Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 314-15, and Sykes, 
Orde Wingate, pp. 405, 406. 

^^Burchett, Phantom Army, pp. 86, 89-91; Kirby, 
War Against Japan,2: 315; Rossetto, Development of LRP, 
p. 184, and Sykes, Orde Wingate, pp. 85, 408-09. 
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In the interim Wingate moved his forces to the 

36 
Irrawaddy, opposite Inywa and Hiwebo. They crossed 

37 
unopposed on 18 March and moved thirty miles southeast 

to Baw. Wingate intended to lead the brigade to Bhamo 

and cut the Bhamo-Lashio Road, but as he reassembled 

his men, he realized that taking his brigade east of the 

38 Irrawaddy was a mistake. India Command warned him that 

it would be difficult to supply him any further east and 

that he should terminate the operation. Wingate heeded 

their advice, and, while IV Corps conducted spurious 

supply drops to suggest that the expedition would head 

39 for Maymyo, the Chindits anticipated their return to 

India. 

Enroute to the river, Wingate scheduled a supply 
drop at Tashaw. The town was occupied by Japanese, and it 
was at this point that they learned how Wingate's forces 
were supplied. Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 315, 316. 

"^^After Wingate crossed he ordered Fergusson, who 
had been separated from the main force for four weeks, to 
return as the rear guard, and ordered Calvert to demolish 
the Goteik Viaduct on the Lashio-Mandalay Road. Ibid., 
2: 318, 321; Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 195, and 
W0231/13. Calvert had been waiting ten days for this 
order. Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 120. 

•̂ T̂he Japanese barricaded the Chindits between the 
Shewli River and the Irrawaddy and cut off their line of 
retreat. The expedition was also jeopardized by severe 
water shortages east of the Irrawaddy and the men sometimes 
dug seven feet to relieve their thirst. Burchett, Phantom 
Army, p. 97; Halley, With Wingate, p. 87, and W0231/13. 

•^^Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 189; Sykes, 
Orde Wingate, pp. 409, 410, 413, 414, 415, and W0231/13. 
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On 26 March Wingate discussed the return trip with 

his commanders. He told them to put themselves in the 

position of the Japanese commander, whose aim would be to 

prevent anyone from getting out alive. He had been made 

to look very stupid, and the only way that he could save 

face was by destroying the entire expedition. His first 

task would be to prevent the Chindits' recrossing the 

40 
Irrawaddy. Accordingly, Wingate proposed that the 

brigade return via Inywa because the Japanese would 

not expect them to backtrack. 

Northern Group began its trek to the Chindwin the 

next morning. Shortly after its departure, Fergusson's 

serrefile was ambushed. He organized another diversion 

and attacked Hinthaw to draw the enemy away from Wingate. 

The Japanese followed his baited trails and were completely 

cut off from the main group- After its successful feint. 

Number Five Column tried to rendezvous with Wingate at 

41 
Inywa, but it never found the brigade. Fergusson decided 

42 
to cross the Shweli and make his own way back to India. 

Northern Group's Headquarters and Columns Seven 

and Eight reached Inywa on 2 9 March, but the Japanese had 

Sykes, Orde Wingate, pp. 415-16. 

"̂ "'"Ibid., pp. 416, 417. 

^^Fergusson, "Behind the Japanese Lines in Burma," 
pp. 425, 426. 
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already set up positions on the river's west bank. Wingate, 

nevertheless, gave his order to cross. Major K. D. Gilke's 

Number Seven Column took the lead, but when it was halfway 

across the enemy opened fire. The Chindits on the east 

bank retaliated, and the men in the boats landed safely 

on the west bank, joined in the battle, and pushed the 

Japanese back. This did not relieve Wingate's position, 

however, for he knew that the enemy was closing in from 

the east and that they were strongly reinforced fifteen 

miles up the river. Consequently, he divided his force 

into smaller groups and instructed them to return to India 

independently. Gilke's men, unaware of the new order, 

43 were left to their own fate. 

During April, May, and June all elements of the 

brigade retired from Burma. Column Three was the first to 

depart. It received orders from Wingate to abandon its 

demolition project and left Nabu on 24 March. Ten days 

later it crossed the Irrawaddy, damaged the main railway 

once more, and entered India on 15 April. Fergusson met 

Halley, With Wingate, p. 102; Kirby, War Against 
Japan, 2: 322; Rossetto, Development of LRP, pp. 200, 201, 
and Sykes, Orde Wingate, pp. 418, 419. Southern Group, 
too, had been left to fend for itself. On 24 March Wingate 
sent the group his final message, which it deciphered as 
instructions to continue the march towards Mongmit; it knew 
nothing about the withdrawal. Wingate's biographer argues 
that the Brigadier "intended Number I Group to act as a 
decoy from the main part of the brigade." Sykes, Orde 
Wingate, p. 417, and Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 320. 
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little opposition on his return and crossed the Chindwin 

ten days behind Calvert. Major Scott struck out North^"^ 

and crossed the upper Chindwin at Tamanthi on 13 May. 

Wingate's dispersal group left the Inywa area on 7 April, 

forded the Irrawaddy at the same location that Calvert had 

on 13 March, crossed the railway at Wuntho, evaded Japanese 

troops at the Chindwin, and entered India on 2 7 April. 

Southern Group, short of supplies and having failed to 

make contact with Herring, turned northward, crossed the 

Shweli River, and returned to the Chindwin on 2 6 May. 

Number Seven Column returned by two routes. The section 

that had remained on the east bank of the Irrawaddy marched 

45 to China. They reached Paoshan on 3 June, and five days 

later American planes flew them back to India. The section 

left on the west bank marched to Fort Hertz and were also 

flown to India. During the 1943 expedition, 3,000 Chindits 

had infiltrated the Japanese lines, and 2,182 returned to 

44 
Scott's other alternatives were to return 

the way they had come or march to China. They knew the 
Japanese were in force along their previous course, and 
they had no maps or knowledge of the terrain for the 
route to China. Those who were too sick or wounded to 
regain the Chindwin were flown back to India. Halley, 
With Wingate, pp. 45, 115, 116, 142, 145, and Rossetto, 
Development of LRP, pp- 208, 209. 

"̂ Ŵhen this unit reached the Salween Valley, it 
observed a battle between Chinese Yunnan Forces and the 
Japanese. The latter were defeated because they had 
transferred a division from that front into Burma to 
oppose the Chindits. Rolo, Raiders, p- 156, and The 
Times,21 May 1943, 4d. 
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India. Although some authors have condemned Wingate*s 

expedition for being costly in manpower, casualties were 

actually far fewer than anyone had dared to predict.^^ 

Was the 1943 Chindit expedition justified? This 

is the principal question raised by scholars studying the 

subject. Those who criticize the expedition suggest that 

it never misled the Japanese, that Wingate made too many 

mistakes, that there were too many delays, and that its 

overall efforts were fruitless. McKelvie indicates that 

the expedition broke down within a week of Southern Group's 

crossing the Chindwin and that the Japanese knew the com

plete composition and strength of Wingate's force within 

three days. Consequently, the Japanese were not forced 

47 to deploy or to divert any great number of troops. The 

facts do not support McKelvie. Even though the enemy 

received one of the 77th Brigade's supply drops, the 

Japanese had no idea of the operation's scope, size, or 

intention until after Calvert and Fergusson destroyed the 

48 railway. Moreover, once Wingate's brigade crossed the 

Chindwin, the Japanese pulled their troops out of Homalin 

Charles Rolo, "Wingate's Burma Raid," The 
Atlantic Monthly 172 (October 1943): 91; Prasad, Recon
quest, 1: 128-35; Rossetto, Development of LRP, pp. 
202-07, and Sykes, Orde Wingate, pp. 422-32. 

McKelvie, War in Burma, p. 80. 

^^Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 325. 
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and Sinlamaung and removed the garrisons from Banmauk and 

Wuntho to reinforce the Pinbon-Pinlebu area. This allowed 

Calvert and Fergusson to reach their targets undetected 

and to carry out their operations without a single casualty. 

Thus, by the time Wingate arrived at the Irrawaddy, the 

enemy had diverted its forces from the Chindwin and had 

distributed major garrison troops throughout the area west 

of the Irrawaddy. Eight Japanese battalions were drawn 

away from other areas in Burma, including a division from 

the Salween front. Although Kirby argues that the enemy 

49 never intended to capture Fort Hertz, the Japanese also 

moved troops away from their attack there when they were 

50 about to capture the garrison and airstrip. 

Numerous authors have condemned Wingate for his 

crossing the Irrawaddy, and justly so; most of the Chindits' 

casualties occurred afterwards. However, one must consider 

why Wingate ordered the crossing and whether or not it was 

the worst decision under the circumstances. Obviously, 

his best choice would have been to return to India imme

diately after accomplishing his objectives, but Wingate 

rejected this option and v/as left with two alternatives. 

His first was to cross the Irrawaddy. Kirby implies that 

"̂ Îbid., p. 328. 

^^Romanus and Sunderland, Stillwell's Mission, 
p. 309, and W0231/13. 
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Wingate always intended to take his troops across the 

river and that he issued orders to that effect even before 
51 

the operation began. Rossetto, too, believes that Win-

52 
gate's decision was overoptimistic. Nevertheless, the 

Supreme Commander had in 1942 ordered Wingate to cross 

the river; he was simply carrying out Wavell's order.̂ "̂  

Wingate certainly had no doubt that the river could be 

traversed. The Southern Group had already crossed when 

Calvert and Fergusson asked to cross immediately before 

they were discovered. Wingate was neither inflexible nor 

overoptimistic. He had no intention of splitting his 

54 forces on each side of the river, and that consideration, 

in conjunction with his obligation to carry out Wavell's 

order, forced his decision. Wingate's third option was 

to create a permanent base west of the river from which 

the Chindits could continue to harass the Japanese lines 

of communication. However, after Calvert's and Fergusson's 

demolitions, the enemy had moved a sizeable number of 

troops into that area between the railway and Bambwe-Taung. 

It was debatable "whether a return progress [to this base] 

by a column through jungle country, with Japanese patrols 

•̂""Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 324-25. 

Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 181. 

53 
Tulloch, Wingate, p. 257. 

54 Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 187. 
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on the roads and main tracks, would be more hazardous than 

55 crossing the Irrawaddy." 

Wingate's main error in judgment was to send his 

troops into unknown territory without prior knowledge of 

the topography. A long range penetration unit is defense

less' without helpful, concealing terrain. That was the 

Chindits' dilemma. The area east of the river was primar

ily open waterless country full of motorable routes which 

enabled the Japanese to trap the force between the Irra

waddy and the Shweli. Wingate's fault did not lie in 

his decision to ford the river, but, in his ignorance of 

the conditions on the opposite side. Nevertheless, if 

this "information had been available in India, it does 

not seem to have been discovered by anyone." 

After Wingate crossed the Irrawaddy, his plans 

evaporated. The Chindits were trapped, and their movement 

became a series of delays. Burchett proposes that their 

slowness affected the expedition's success. If Calvert 

had contacted Herring at Mongmit, Herring could have 

relayed information to Wingate about the probability of 

57 
employing Kachin guerrillas in a revolt. Wingate sub
sequently argued that if he had received Herring's report. 

55 
Sykes, Orde Wingate, p. 406. 

56 Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 182. 

57 
Burchett, Phantom Army, p. 105. 
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he would have moved into the Kachin Hills, but IV Corps 

had warned him that supply drops in that area would be 

impossible; he would be unable to hold the position. 

Wingate would have been forced to withdraw, and the Kachin 

guerrillas would have had to suffer the consequences. The 

Japanese did not disturb them, however, and the Kachins 

were able greatly to assist the Allies in 1944. The 

Chindits did have several delays, but these did not imperil 

the expedition. Rather, they confounded the Japanese, 

caused them to be unaware of the 77th Brigade's movements, 

and created a favorable situation for the Kachin assistance 

important to the 1944 campaign. It is quite evident that 

the Chindits succeeded in 1943, that they attained their 

objectives, and that the expedition was warranted tenfold. 

It aborted the Japanese movement against India, 

When Southern Group crossed the Chindwin at Auktaung, the 

enemy believed that it was the leading element of a full-

scale invasion force. As a result, the Japanese withdrew 

59 
the troops they had amassed at Homalin. 

Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 327. Kachin Levies 
from the Fort Hertz area conducted guerrilla operations 
against the Japanese screening Myitkyina, captured Sumpra
bum, and greatly aided Stillwell's advance. Another group 
of Kachins reinforced the weakened Marauders and enabled 
them to seize the Myitkyina airfield. Ibid., 3: 42, 226, 
294. 

^^Burchett, Phantom Army, p. 178; Halley, With 
Wingate, p. 10; New York Times, 21 May 1943, p. 3; Prasad, 
Reconquest, 1: 136, and W0231/13. 
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The Chindits destroyed several bridges, including 

the important Bonchaung Gorge railway bridge,^^ severed 

the major source of Japanese communications, the Mandalay-

Myitkyina railway, and forced the enemy to employ a longer 

and less adequate line of communication. Furthermore, 

after Calvert blew the railway a second time, during his 

march out of Burma, the Japanese were detained throughout 

the summer and autumn. This allowed India Command to 

61 
reorganize and to plan with no interference. 

Wingate's expedition proved that British troops 

could equal or surpass the Japanese in jungle warfare and 

that there was nothing mythical about the enemy. The 

Chindits outmaneuvered, outinfiltrated, outsmarted, and 

outfought the Japanese throughout the expedition. They 

abashed a force five times greater than their own, demon

strating that they could beat the Japanese soldier at his 

6 2 
own game. By proving that the Japanese were not 

Aerial photographs showed that this key objec
tive was still unoperational towards the end of May. 
New York Times, 21 May 1943, p. 3. 

^•'•Burchett, Phantom Army, p. 6; Prasad, Reconquest, 
1: 136; Rolo, Raiders, p. 192, and W0231/13. 

^^Ronald H. Spector, Eagle Against the Sun (New 
York: The Free Press, 1985), p. 348; Burchett, Phantom 
Army, p. 178; Howard, Strategy, 4: 548; The Times, 22 May 
1943, 5c; Rolo, Raiders, pp. 194, 196; New York Times, 
21 May 1943, p. 3; Shepley, "Into the Jungle," pp- 166, 
168, and Tulloch, Wingate, p. 89. 
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invincible, the Chindits boosted the British troops* 

morale. This was the only positive result that General 

W. J. Slim acknowledged. The soldiers in India Command 

considered Wingate's success the first step towards 

victory and if for no other reason, this justified the 

., 63 raid. 

The enemy's feeling of security was destroyed 

when they realized that they were no longer masters of 

the jungle. The Chindits had entered Burma, and the 

Japanese had been unable to stop them, Wingate's force 

had constantly eluded and embroiled the enemy for some 

16 weeks, and this had a vital psychological effect on 

the Japanese, 

The enemy was confused about the Chindits' size 

and intention. Therefore, when they destroyed the rail

way, the Japanese believed that a major invasion had 

begun and moved reinforcements from the attack on Fort 

Hertz and from Tengyueh on the Salween front. As a 

Charles Ogburn, Jr., The Marauders (New York; 
Harper and Brothers, 1956), p. 14; Burchett, Wingate 
Adventure, p, 74; Halley, With Wingate, p. 9, and 
Spector, Eagle, p. 348. 

^^Burchett, Phantom Army, p. 178; Halley, With 
Wingate,. p. 10; The Times, 22 May 1943, 4d; New York 
Times, 21 May 1943, p. 3; Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 136; 
Rolo, Raiders, p. 192, and WO 231/13. 
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result, the enemy's operational plans were cancelled, and 

they never regained their initiative. 

The Chindits put themselves in good favor with 

the Burmese, and, consequently, they were able to form 

Burmese raiding parties which were employed against the 

Japanese. Throughout Burma the local populations were 

friendly towards the Chindits and showed no signs of 

treachery. 

A vital operational theory was tested and proved. 

If fighting units could be supplied from the air, their 

6 7 
mobility would be greatly increased over the enemy's. 

This was the expedition's foremost achievement. In 1942 

Japanese military leaders had concluded that it would be 

impossible to penetrate the hills along the Burma-India 

border and that a purely defensive position should be 

maintained. After they appreciated Wingate's techniques, 

however, they reevaluated their situation in Burma and 

their strategy for 1944. General Mutaguchi, commander 

Charles Bateson, The War With Japan (Michigan: 
Michigan State University, 1968), p. 245; Burchett, Phan
tom Army, p. 178; Halley, With Wingate, p. 10; The Times, 
22 May 1943, 5c; New York Times, 21 May 1943, p. 3; Prasad, 
Reconquest, 1: 136, and W0231/13. 

^^Halley, With Wingate, p. 10; Prasad, Reconquest, 
1: 88; Rolo, Raiders, p. 191, and W0231/13. 

^^Michael Calvert, Prisoners of Hope (London: 
Jonathan Cape, 1952), p- 9; Collier, War in Far East, 
p. 329, and Spector, Eagle, p. 348. 
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of XV Army in 1944, and Wingate's opponent in 1943 

wrote: 

I have a great admiration for General Wingate 
and I have written down frankly my impression of 
the time when I was confronting his troops. 

General Wingate's advance into Burma in Fe
bruary 1943 brought about a great change in my 
campaign planning. The Imphal campaign [the 
Japanese offensive in 1944] had been planned any 
number of times by the commanders of Southern Army 
and by Imperial Headquarters since the Japanese 
occupation of Burma in 1942. But [there was] 
uneasiness and hesitation about putting it into 
action, because a large force would have great 
difficulty in waging a campaign, due to the fact 
that the lay of the land was extremely unfavorable, 
the supply problem being particularly difficult. 

However, in February 1943 General Wingate ad
vanced into Burma. . . . At that time I was oppos
ing him as commander XVIII Division and had 
difficulty after difficulty to contend with. . . . 
This brought about a great change in my strategical 
thinking, which had hitherto been based on the 
assumption that the defense of Burma could be 
achieved by a defensive attitude, . . . I thought 
the best policy would be to strike from our side 
. . . and I planned . . . to continue the attack 
into India. . . . I must say that the motive lead
ing to the above decision was the decisive step gg 
taken by General Wingate when he moved into Burma. 

Japan's decision to take up the offensive in 1944 ulti-

69 mately led to her defeat. 

Wingate's Long Range Penetration Group developed 

a deep enthusiasm in the Prime Minister, who was delighted 

^^Tulloch, Wingate, pp. 91, 92. 

^^Ibid., p. 92; Collier, War in Far East, p. 330; 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 2: 329; Romanus and Sunderland, 
Command Problems, 9: 303; Rossetto, Development of LRP, 
pp. 220, 221; Spector, Eagle, p. 348, and W0231/13. 
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with its achievements. Shortly after Wingate returned 

to India, Churchill invited him to address the Joint-

Chief s-of-Staff at the Quadrant Conference. Enroute to 

Quebec, aboard the Queen Mary, Wingate proposed a second 

Chindit campaign—a campaign that was disastrous for 

Wingate but which once again proved the merit of the 

Chindits. 
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Map 5. The First Chindit Expedition. 

Source: Basil Collier, The War in the Far East, 
1941-1945: A Military History (New York: William Morrow 
and Company, Ltd., 1969), p. 328. 



CHAPTER IV 

ALLIED PLANS FOR THE SECOND CHINDIT 

INCURSION INTO BURMA 

The Chindits' success in 1943 proved the 

effectiveness of long range penetration groups in operating 

behind the Japanese lines in Burma. Their expedition had 

been conceived as an integral part of a major Allied offen

sive to drive the Japanese out of Central Burma. A lack 

of resources, however, had prevented an attack on North 

Burma, and, even though the 14th Indian Division success

fully captured Buthidaung and Maungdaw during the Arakan 

campaign, Japanese counterattacks eventually forced its 

retreat. Both sides then conducted patrol activities 

along the Indo-Burma border and waited for the next cam

paign to begin. 

As a result of Wingate's successful expedition in 

1943, the Japanese conducted a major offensive against 

India in 1944. In the interval between Arakan's battle 

and the enemy's thrust towards Manipur, Wingate launched 

his second Chindit assault. Although this invasion was 

based on the knowledge gained from his first expedition, 

when he eschewed enemy contact whenever possible, his 

1944 scheme was designed to monopolize Central Burma, 

76 
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to seek out and engage the Japanese, and to create a 

favorable situation for the main Allied operations.''• 

With a view to exploiting his plans, V7ingate 

attended the Quadrant Conference in Quebec where he 

reported his intentions to the Combined Chiefs-of-Staff. 

Wingate argued that if his men could be flown deep into 

Burma, in lieu of a forced march, they would be fresh and 

better able to conduct their operations. He emphasized 

that airborne troops could be landed away from the enemy 

and establish a defended airstrip--a stronghold. The 

stronghold was a well defended area about 500 yards in 

diameter, surrounded by minefields and booby-traps. It 

was designed to force the Japanese to utilize their troops 

in attacking a strongly defended position. The commander 

would employ a floater column to act as the eyes and ears 

of the stronghold. These troops would operate outside the 

fortification, and when the enemy was approaching the 

stronghold area, they would harass him and ambush his 

bivouacs until he terminated the attack. If the enemy 

slipped through the floater column, its job was then to 

Great Britain, Public Record Office, WO203/4610/ 
HS/SEAC/1170/1, "The Activities of Special Force From Its 
Formation and Until the Conclusion of Operations: August 
1944"; Great Britain, Public Record Office, WO203/4620/ 
SACSEA/1151/5, February-March 1944, "Operation 'Thursday' 
Special Force Airborne Operation: Report Prepared by 
Brigadier General Staff of Special Force," and Prasad, 
Reconquest, 1: 138. 
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cut off his line of retreat. If the Japanese decided to 

renew their attack, a sustained assault with large ground 

and air forces, drawn away from other vital areas, would 

be required. The Long Range Penetration Brigade within 

the stronghold would have no problem in repelling such 
2 

an attack. Although the establisliment of the stronghold 

was yet untested, Wingate argued that it would give added 

strength to his isolated troops and would force the 

Japanese into "accepting the permanent presence of 
3 

enemy columns in his midst." 

There was, however, concern over the ability of 
4 

the fragmented command of the Eastern Theater to produce 

a successful campaign. Roosevelt and Churchill, therefore, 

confirmed that one command should control all Allied 

activities against Japan in Southeast Asia. Thus, in 

August 1943, Admiral Louis Mountbatten, who strongly 

2 
For a more detailed description of Wingate's 

stronghold see Appendix F. 

^Great Britain, Public Record Office, WO203/5215/ 
SACSEA/1237, October 1943-March 1944, "Demi-Official Cor
respondence between Major-General 0. C. Wingate and the 
Lord Louis Mountbatten, Supreme Allied Commander: Reports 
and Directives." 

^British and Indian ground and air units fight
ing in Burma were commanded by the Commander-in-Chief, 
India; Naval forces are controlled by the British East 
Indies fleet; and Stillwell commanded the American and 
Chinese Forces in the Burma Theater. Prasad, Reconquest, 
1: 139, 
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supported Wingate's ideas, was appointed Supreme Allied 

Commander, Southeast Asia (SEAC),^ 

Mountbatten•s objectives for the operation were 

first to engage and defeat the enemy, clearing them from 

North Burma and then reopening the supply lines from Assam 

to China via the Ledo and Bhamo Roads. One plan after 

another was rejected, until finally, in late 1943, SEAC's 

Planning Staff proposed seven different, yet closely 

related operations: (a) an amphibious attack by XXXIII 

Corps against the Andaman Islands; (b) an advance on the 

Arakan front by XV Corps, supported by the Royal Air Force 

and naval forces along the coast; (c) an advance by IV 

Corps across the Chindwin to the Imphal front which, in 

conjunction with XV Corps' operation, was designed to draw 

the Japanese reserves and enhance the capture of North 

Burma; (d) an advance by Stillwell's Chinese Armies from 

India through the Hukawng Valley to Myitkyina-Mogaung and, 

with cooperation from the Chinese Yunnan Forces and 

Wingate's Chindits, the capture of North Burma; (e) an 

advance by the Chinese Yunnan Force from Paoshan to Bhamo-

Lashio to secure the China end of the Ledo Road; (f) the 

capture by the 50th Indian Parachute Brigade of Indaw and 

Stillwell was the Deputy Supreme Allied Commander, 
and, although he commanded all United States land and air 
forces in the China-Burma-India Theater and remained Chiang 
Kai-shek's Chief-of-Staff, his allegiance was to Mountbatten, 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 46. 
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the holding of it until Stillwell's arrival; and (g) the 

support of the Chindits of operations (d) and (e),^ 

These plans were approved at the Cairo Conference 

in November 1943, but shortly thereafter, at the Teheran 

Conference, Stalin urged that a second front be opened in 

Europe. As a result, over 50 percent of Southeast Asia's 

amphibious force was transferred to Europe, and only four 

of the original seven operations planned by SEAC survived--

the advance by XV Corps, the advance by IV Corps, 

Stillwell's advance from Ledo, and Wingate's operation, 

SEAC's only alternative was to focus its attention on 

land operations in Burma. However, as the Allied troops 

stood ready, trained, and equipped, the Japanese moved 

first, and the curtain was raised on the most unprece-
7 

dented assault of World War II. 

When, at the end of July 1943, Wingate reported to 

Churchill concerning the utility of long range penetration 

groups, the latter was duly impressed and directed the 

Chindit leader to accompany him to Canada to present his 

ideas to the American Staff Officers. Enroute to Quebec 

aboard the Queen Mary, Wingate made an early presentation 

to the British Chiefs-of-Staff. He stressed that during 

the forthcoming campaign, the Chindits should be used 

^Ibid,, pp, 145-46. 

^Ibid., pp. 146-48. 
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to disrupt the enemy's communications and rear 
installations, and to drive home the strategic air 
offensive . . . leading to progressive weakening 
and misdirecting of [the enemy's] main forces 
, , . as an essential part of a plan of conquest 
to create a situation leading to the advance of 
our main forces.8 

The Joint Planning Staff found Wingate's proposal 

promising, but it did not wish to finalize any plans aboard 

the Queen Mary without first consulting India Command. 

Consequently, telegrams explaining Wingate's theories were 

sent to Sir Claude Auchinleck, who had replaced Wavell. 

Even before he could reply, the Planning Staff ordered 

him to enlarge the 77th and 111th Indian Infantry Brigades 

and to establish a force headquarters and additional long 
9 

range penetration brigades. 

In Quebec Wingate appeared before the Combined 

Chiefs-of-Staff. The Americans also approved his ideas 

for augmenting the main Allied advance, but even more 

important to the Chindit campaign was Mountbatten's 

appointment as Supreme Allied Commander. Mountbatten 

enthusiastically supported Wingate, and greatly aided 

him in his efforts to raise an air unit for the Chindits. 

When the Supreme Commander asked the United States for 

auxiliary assistance. General Henry Arnold, Commander of 

the United States Army Air Force, readily agreed to 

8 

'ibid., pp. 224-26. 

Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 223. 

9. 
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Mountbatten's request and offered a special air unit to 

supply and support Wingate's forces. ^ After his success 

at Quadrant, Wingate returned to England and began devel

oping his staff. 

Meanwhile, the staff officers in India, who were 

ignorant of the true purpose of long range penetration and 

who had received word of the deliberations in Quebec, had 

reservations about Wingate. Since important decisions 

concerning the Burma Theater had been undertaken without 

their approval, they were furious and "fearful that Wingate 

would arrive with a coterie of friends who would take over 

all the formation staff positions." Auchinleck, there

fore, attempted to limit the development of Wingate's 

forces to only three brigades with no force headquarters. 

Wingate took the matter before the British Chiefs-of-Staff. 

They overruled Auchinleck and instructed him to organize 

the force headquarters, two wing headquarters, and six long 

range penetration brigades. Wingate insisted that the 

majority of his troops be British, and, as a result, the 

Chiefs-of-Staff directed Auchinleck to form three of the 

brigades from the 70th British Division and one from the 

3rd Brigade of the 81st West African (WA) Division after 

•'•°WO203/4620 

11 Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 237. 
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it arrived in India. The 77th and 111th Indian Infantry 
1 2 

Brigades comprised the remaining two. 

Wingate returned to India in November 1943, and 

immediately began to build his long range penetration 

13 
group. India Command, however, was dilatory in feeding 

badly needed reserves into a unit which Wingate insisted 

14 
was the root of victory but which they deemed unneces
sary. Despite this opposition, Wingate was triumphant. 

His forces were moved to Gwailor and redesignated Special 

15 Force, with the cover name of 3rd Indian Division, The 

Chindits then consisted of the reconstructed 77th Brigade; 

the 111th Brigade, which had been training since April 

1943; and the 14th, 16th, and 23rd Brigades, formed from 

the 70th British Division. The 3rd West African (WA) Bri-

16 
gade did not arrive in India until late November. These 

12 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 5. 

"'•"̂In the summer of 1943, 77th and 111th Brigades 
had begun training in Central India. After V7ingate's 
return, 70th British Division joined them. Rossetto, 
Development of LRP, p. 242. In addition, a United States 
Air Task Force, No. I Commando, commanded by Colonel 
Philip Cochran, arrived to train with the Chindits. 
Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 315. 

Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 37. 

•'•̂ Great Britain, Public Record Office, WO203/5219/ 
SACSEA/1237, February 1944. "Redesignation of Special 
Force to 3rd Indian Division." For the composition of 
3rd Indian Division see Appendix G. 

•'•^WO203/4610. 
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troops were trained by the same principles employed in 

1942, but they received further instruction on air strip 

construction, strongholds, and roadblocks. In December, 

3,000 Americans, the 5307th Provisional Regiment, later 

known as Merrill's Marauders, joined the training exer

cises. They remained under Wingate's command until January 

1944 when they were released to Stillwell.'''̂  By Christmas, 

the 77th, 111th, and 16th Brigades had completed their 

training, and in January 1944 they moved from Central 

India to the 14th Army operational area. 

The 14th Army had for some time considered plans 

for employing the Chindits, but due to the instability of 

the Indo-Burma front, these plans were constantly adjusted 

18 
and revised. In November 1943, at the Sextant Conference 

in Cairo, Allied leaders agreed upon the land operations 

proposed to recapture North Burma, Operation "Tarzan" 

would consist of simultaneous advances from Assam, Yunnan, 

and Ledo in concert with Wingate's assault. Chiang Kai-

shek, however, insisted that he would not commit his Yunnan 

17 
Stillwell requested the release of the 5307th 

Regiment in order to strengthen his Chinese Ledo Force. 
Even though the regiment was untrained and unfit for long 
range penetration duties at that time, Wingate agreed to 
its release since Stillwell accepted full responsibility. 
Great Britain, Public Record Office, WO203/5218/SACSEA/ 
1237, January 1944, "Notes for Supreme Allied Commander 
by Commander Special Forces and Minister of Conference." 

-'•^0203/4610. 
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Army unless the land operations were supported by an 

amphibious operation to prevent the Japanese from con

trolling the Bay of Bengal and reinforcing North Burma. 

Within a few weeks the amphibious question no longer 

remained an issue. At the Teheran Conference, Stalin 

had called for such a large number of sea craft to be 

employed against Hitler's troops that the practicality 

19 of any operation in the Bay of Bengal was nil. 

With "Tarzan" cancelled and with Chiang Kai-shek's 

refusal to commit the Yunnan Forces, Slim was faced with 

the problem of employing Wingate's brigades. Here again, 

as in 1943, the Chindits were trained and ready for 

battle, but there was no major offensive for them to 

support. Slim, therefore, directed Wingate to assist 

Stillwell's advance down the Hukawng Valley to Mogaung-

Myitkyina, and to create a favorable situation for IV 

Corps and the Yunnan Forces by attacking the Japanese 

20 lines of communication to Assam and to North Burma. 

Wingate was furious that his Quadrant plan had 

been abandoned. Without the aid of the offensives, Wingate 

feared that his Chindits would suffer the same fate as the 

previous year. He recorded his views in a memorandum to 

19 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 54, 59. 

^°WO203/137. 
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21 

General Giffard and then began searching for a route to 

infiltrate the enemy lines across the Chindwin. 

Wingate ordered General Joe Lentaigne, commander 

of the 111th Brigade, to reconnoiter the Chindwin. He 

found that the enemy "was closely watching every major 

crossing place on the [river] in anticipation of a second 

22 
Wingate expedition," and that a successful crossing by 

more than one brigade would be impractical. Wingate con

sidered that he could use the aircraft allotted him to 

avoid the difficult passage through enemy lines. Gliders 

could land advance troops who would construct air strips 

capable of receiving the transport aircraft (Dakotas) which 

would bring in the main body of Special Force. By mid-

January Wingate had revised his plan. On 1 March, 111th 

Brigade would land south of Pinlebu and cut the Wuntho-

Pinlebu road and rail communications. One week later the 

77th Brigade would fly in and block the Mohnyin-Mawlu 

railway. Taking advantage of Calvert's and Lentaigne's 

diversions, the 16th Brigade would march into Central 

23 
Buram and attack Indaw and the Bongyaung-Meza railway. 

Wingate realized that these units operating some 

200 miles behind enemy lines would require an area where 

•̂'"Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 169, 170. 

^^WO203/4610. 

^^Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 170, 172. 
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they could safely rest and regroup. Consequently, each 

brigade would establish a stronghold in its operational 

area. Each stronghold would be garrisoned by an addi

tional infantry battalion and artillery, would have a 

Dakota strip, and would be located far enough away from 

any enemy line of communications so that if the garrison 

were attacked, the enemy could be neutralized by the 

floater columns. These airstrips in enemy held territory 

would undoubtedly be attacked. Since the lightly armed 

Chindits were not equipped for this task and only one 

battalion of the 14th Army was available. Slim suggested 

that the 3rd (WA) Brigade, the last to join Wingate and, 

therefore, the least trained in long range penetration 

24 tactics, should be utilized for the garrison defenses. 

Plans and orders for the Allied operation, then, 

were repeatedly designed and countermanded during late 

1943 and early 1944. In early February, however, 14th 

Army Headquarters finally agreed upon the Chindits' role. 

Their tasks were, in the order of importance, to allure 

and disorganize the enemy in order to support Stillwell's 

25 
advance towards Myitkyina, to create a favorable situa
tion for the Yunnan Army's advance across the Salween, 

^^WO203/4610 

So long as the Japanese held Myitkyina, they 
could prevent the construction of the Ledo Road to China 
and they could inflict losses on the air ferry route. 
WO203/5215. 
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and to create maximum confusion and damage to the enemy. 

To achieve these objectives, Wingate decided to force 

the enemy's withdrawal from the area north of the 24th 

parallel. He could best accomplish this by concentrating 

the 16th, 77th, and 111th Brigades within a forty mile 

radius of Indaw, and sever the 18th Division's lines of 

communication by cutting the northern route of the Mogaung-

2 6 
Myitkyina railway. The 14th, 23rd, and 3rd (WA) Brigades 

would be held in reserve. 

The three interpenetrating brigades received their 

final orders in late February. Fergusson's 16th Brigade 

would march from Ledo, cross the Chindwin about 18 Febru-

27 ary, and advance to the Haungpa-Banmauk-Indaw area. 

V7hile the brigade's main body moved towards its destina

tion, two columns would move off to attack Lonkin. Once 

Fergusson reached the Meza River, he would construct his 

stronghold and prevent enemy concentration in the Indaw-

Naba-Banmauk region. Calvert's 77th Brigade would be 

flown into the Kyaukkwe Valley, form a stronghold with an 

airstrip, cut all Japanese road and rail communications 

between Mawlu and Hopin, and block the Irrawaddy 

^^WO203/4610. 

^^By the time these orders had been issued, 16th 
Brigade was already enroute to the Chindwin. They had 
always been earmarked to march into Burma and their 
original plans had undergone little change. Rossetto, 
Development of LRP, p. 292. 
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communications to Myitkyina. Lentaigne's 111th Brigade 

and one battalion of the 3rd (WA) Brigade would land 

southwest of Tigyaing, establish a stronghold, and sever 

the Japanese communications between Wuntho and Indaw.^^ 

In addition to Fergusson's, Calvert's, and Lentaigne's 

brigades, three independent units would also operate in 

Burma, east of the Irrawaddy. The 4/9th Gurkha Rifles 

(Morris Force), commanded by Leiutenant-Colonel J. R. 

Morris, would block Japanese communications south of 

Bhamo. Dah Force, under Lieutenant-Colonel Herring, would 

land at "Templecomb," fifty miles north of Bhamo, inter

rupt enemy communications between Bhamo and Myitkyina, and 

then move into the Kachin Hills to organize a native revolt. 

Major R. S. Blain's Bladet Force would interfere with 

29 
Japanese supply routes between Kawlin and Wuntho. 

With Fergusson's brigade well on its way to Indaw, 

the rest of Wingate's plan was ready for execution. In 

order to create a diversion and to confuse the Japanese 

as to the true intention of the 3rd Indian Division, the 

Because of the great import the Japanese placed 
on this vital line of their communications, this was con
sidered the most difficult task during the first part of 
the campaign. Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 326. 

^^Although the Chindits' main objective was to 
block the supply route to the 18th Division in North 
Burma, the region covered by the airstrips and strong
holds was actually the nerve center for the 15th, 18th, 
31st, 33rd, and 53rd Divisions. WO203/4610, and WO203/ 
4620. 
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Allied Air Forces had conducted supplementary bombing 

raids north and south of Indaw and had landed glider 

patrols near the Chindwin. Meanwhile, the 77th and 111th 

Brigades prepared for their fly-in. Wingate's plan--

Operation Thursday--called for an initial flight of eighty 

gliders to carry the spearhead force from Special Force 

Headquarters at Lalaghat and from an advanced base at 

30 Hailakandi to Broadway and Picadilly. 

On Sunday, 5 March, Slim, Wingate, and Cochran met 

31 at Lalaghat to conduct operations for what up until the 

European invasion would be the greatest airborne adventure 

32 
in history. The assault was to be conducted in three 

phases. First, the forward parties, consisting mainly of 

Broadway was located in a jungle clearing near 
the Indaw-Myitkyina railway, about twenty-five miles east 
of Mohynin; Picadilly was about eighteen miles south south
east of Broadway; a third landing strip, Chowringhee, was 
situated east of the Irrawaddy, midway between Inywa and 
Asugyi. These grounds consisted of large natural clearings 
in remote jungle, and Broadway and Picadilly were sited far 
enough away from enemy air and land forces so that landings 
there could take place unobserved. Great Britain, Public 
Record Office, WO203/1833/HS/ALFSEA/252/7, June 1944, ''11 
Indian Brigade: Operational Research Report," and WO203/ 
4620. 

•̂'•They had originally intended to launch the oper
ation from Tamu, a secondary base east of Lalaghat, but, 
since the Japanese were crossing the Chindwin enroute to 
Imphal, the glider invasion was relocated. Lowell Thomas, 
"They Called it Jungle Broadway," Colliers 126 (23 Septem
ber 1950): 68. 

^^WO203/4620. 
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Calvert's brigade, would secure Broadway and Picadilly, 

clear out any Japanese that should be in the area, and 

set up rudimentary landing lights. The second wave would 

bring in bulldozers and other heavy equipment for con

structing two rough Dakota strips. The final phase was 

the fly-in of the rest of the 7 7th Brigade and the 111th 

33 
Brigade. As the first advance troops were boarding the 

gliders, a reconnaissance plane sent out by Cochran a few 

hours earlier returned with some unexpected information. 

Pictures taken by the pilot revealed that heavy logs 

dragged into the clearing at Picadilly had obstructed the 

landing area. Fears immediately arose that the plan had 

been compromised, and, if that were true, the enemy would 

also know about Broadway. Considerations were given to 

cancelling the entire operation, but this would damage the 

high morale of the troops. Moreover, Slim would be unable 

to keep his promise to Stillwell that the 18th Division's 

supply lines would be severed. Slim, therefore, ordered 

all gliders destined for Picadilly to be rerouted to 

Chowringhee. Both Calvert, who did not wish to place his 

troops on both sides of the Irrawaddy, and Chochran, who 

had no time to brief his pilots on the new layout of the 

airstrip at Chowringhee, opposed V7ingate's suggestion. 

33 Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 296. 
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Wingate relented, and he issued orders that the gliderborne 

element would be launched only to Broadway. 

Once this decision was confirmed, the first wave 

of four tug aircraft, each towing two gliders, took off 

from Lalaghat enroute to Broadway. The landing strip was 

rough and covered with thick grass. As a result, some of 

the lead gliders crashed. Calvert's men hurried to remove 

the wreckage before the next wave arrived but failed to do 

so, and the incoming planes crashed into the already wrecked 

gliders. At this point, Calvert feared for the safety of 

the remaining troops. He signalled the codeword "Soya 

Link" back to Wingate's headquarters. This indicated that 

there was trouble at Broadv/ay and to terminate the fly-in. 

When Wingate received the message, he thought that Calvert's 

troops were under attack and ordered the gliders which were 

still airborne to return to Lalaghat. Sixty-one gliders 

were dispatched that night, but only thirty-five reached 

Broadway (thirty-two of those were wrecked or damaged), 

seven were recalled, eight landed prematurely in Allied 

territory, and nine landed at various strategic points in 

enemy territory. This unplanned but deceptive part of 

^^Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 179-80, and WO203/ 
4620. 

"^^WO203/4610. Two of these gliders landed near 
31st and 15th Division Headquarters and three in the 
proximity of Regimental Headquarters at Paungbyin. 
Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 338. 
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the operation threw the Japanese into turmoil, caused 

them to expend manpower through special guard details 

and search parties, and delayed their learning about 

36 
the activities at Broadway. 

The results of opening night left little optimism 

for V7ingate and his staff, but by daylight of 6 March 

Calvert's men had managed to clear the airfield and Wingate 

received the codeword "Pork Sausage," indicating that the 

77th Brigade was in full possession of the area and that 

Operation Thursday could continue just as soon as the 

Dakota airstrip was completed. All of Calvert's men not 

assigned to perimeter defense v/ere placed under the guid

ance of an American engineer, and, by fully utilizing the 

two bulldozers and scraper that had landed safely, they 
37 had the strip ready for use before dusk that evening. 

A total of sixty-five American and Royal Air Force Dakotas 

took off that evening. During the following three nights 

over 270 additional Dakotas landed at Broadway, all with 

3 8 
no enemy interference. 

•^^Lowell Thomas, "Glider Attack," Colliers 126 
(30 September 1950): 46. 

The Japanese v/ere only fifteen miles away, but 
they had no idea of what had occurred and left the Chin
dits to work unhindered. Dunlop, Japanese Lines, p. 317, 
and Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 309. 

^^Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 181; Rossetto, 
Development of LRP, p. 306, and WO203/4620. 
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In view of the success at Broadway, Wingate 

decided to immediately fly-in the 111th Brigade, but, 

since Picadilly was obstructed and Broadway was congested, 

he elected to use Chowringhee for its landing ground. On 

the night of 6 March, an advance party of men, equipment, 

and supplies took off in twelve gliders. Eleven landed 

safely, but the one which crashed contained the construc

tion equipment. When Lentaigne relayed this news to 

Wingate, two bulldozers, one from Broadway and one from 

Lalaghat, were flown to Chowringhee. Before dawn of 

8 March they completed the airstrip, and for the next two 

days some 125 aircraft landed the 111th Brigade Headquar

ters, Morris Force, and two columns of the 3/4th Gurkha 

Rifles. 

Wingate realized that successive night flights 

over the enemy position at Katha would alert the Japanese, 

and, since he had never intended to maintain Chowringhee, 

40 due to its perilous location, he ordered the remainder 

of 111th Brigade to land at Broadway and instructed 

Lentaigne to lead his forces across the Irrawaddy to 

3 9 - J 

The experience gained at Broadway convinced 
Wingate to use only single tow gliders to secure Chow
ringhee. WO203/4620. 

"^^Chowringhee lay in a flat, open area of the 
jungle and, unlike Broadway and Picadilly, was located 
near Japanese air and land forces. Prasad, Reconquest, 
1: 340. 
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41 

Broadway. A few hours after the last of Lentaigne's 

men had evacuated, the Japanese Air Force bombarded the 

vacated airstrip and continued its assault throughout the 

42 
following two days. In the meantime, the rest of 

Lentaigne's brigade was landed safely at Broadway. 

Altogether some 9,000 men and 1,200 animals, com

plete with weapons and equipment, had been flown into 

Central Burma; with the 16th Brigade's arrival a few days 

later, there were over 12,000 Chindits planted in the very 

heart of the enemy. The first phase of the campaign had 

been completed with untarnished success and without any 

43 enemy interference. After the landings, Wingate solemnly 

addressed his men: 

Our first task is fulfilled. We have inflicted 
complete surprise upon the enemy. All our columns 
are inserted in the enemy's guts. The time has 
come to reap the fruit of the advantage we have 
gained. The enemy will act with violence. We will 
oppose him with the resolve to reconquer our terri
tory of Burma. Let us thank God for the great 

Broadway was 130 miles from Chowringhee and it 
took Lentaigne's forces two weeks to cover the distance. 
Just after they began their journey, they destroyed the 
Irrawaddy Valley railway, cutting communications to the 
Japanese base at Bhamo. Lowell Thomas, "Wingate's Triumph 
After Death," Colliers 126 (7 October 1950): 21, and 
Rossetto, Development of LRP, pp. 330-31. 

^^These continual attacks indicated that the 
Japanese considered Chowringhee as the principal landing 
field and they made a false distribution of their ground 
forces in that area. WO203/4620. 

^'^WO203/4620. 
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success he has vouchsafed us, and press forward 
with our sword in the enemy's ribs to expel him 
from our territory. This is not a moment when 
such an advantage has been gained to count the 
cost. This is a moment to live in history. It 
is an enterprise in which every man who takes 
part may feel proud one day to say I WAS THERE. ̂ ^ 

Before the Japanese really even knew that the Chindits 

were there, communication lines to North Burma were being 

jeopardized, and enemy forces destined for the Imphal 

offensive were being reshuffled into Central Burma. 

44 
Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 341. 



CHAPTER V 

1944: CHINDIT OPERATIONS IN CENTRAL 

AND NORTH BURMA 

Wingate was elated with Operation Thursday's 

success, but the Allies did not plan the only offensive 

for 1944. The Japanese launched their assault against 

Assam the day after the Chindits invaded Burma. Wingate's 

forces had surprised the enemy, and General Mutaguchi, 

ignorant of their true strength, thought that his garri

sons in Central Burma were sufficient to deal with the 

situation. Consequently, instead of taking immediate 

action against the Chindits, the Japanese leader concen

trated on his Imphal offensive, and on 8 March 1944 he 

invaded India with 155,000 troops —three Japanese divi

sions and one division of Bose's Indian National Army. 

By controlling Imphal, the Japanese would have a 
secure base for operations against Assam and Stillwell's 
Chinese Armies in North Burma. McKelvie, War in Burma, 
pp. 109-10. 

2 
John Toland, The Rising Sun: The Decline and 

Fall of the Japanese Empire, 1936-1945 (New York: Random 
House, 1970), p. 612, and Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 185. 

3 
The 1st Indian National Army was formed following 

the fall of Singapore from 15,000 disloyal 3rd Indian Corps 
troops. In August 1943 it reformed as the 2nd Indian 

97 
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In view of the enemy's offensive, two of Wingate' s 

three reserve units, the 14th and 23rd Brigades, were 

assigned to strengthen the 14th Army. When Wingate 

learned of this, he aruged that all his Chindit Brigades 

were essential for the success of the long range penetra

tion operation. Slim countered that these two brigades 

were intended only as relief units for Special Force and 

that their employment on the Assam front would not affect 

Wingate's operations. Wingate disagreed. The 23rd Brigade 

was already committed to Kohima, but he intended to use the 

14th Brigade with the least possible delay. A week later 

Wingate told Slim and Mountbatten that he proposed to 

establish an additional stronghold in the Wuntho-Bhamo 

area. In addition, in order to relieve the pressure on 
4 

IV Corps without relinquishing another of his brigades, 

he ordered the 14th Brigade to attack the enemy's supply 

routes south of Wuntho and to cut the communication lines 

of the 33rd Division. While these deliberations were in 

progress, the Japanese crossed the Chindwin, and the rest 

National Army, and, under Bose's leadership, its strength 
grew to 30,000 men. Its first action was against the 
British troops on the Manipur front. Hayashi, Kogun, 
p. 207. 

"̂ With the 3rd (WA) Brigade assigned to garrison 
defense, and the 23rd Brigade allotted to the Kohima 
front, Wingate's original six brigades were cut by a 
third. McKelvie, War in Burma, p. 153. 
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of Wingate's force began to operate against the enemy from 
5 

deep within Burma. 

In addition to the 16th, 77th, and 111th Brigades, 

Wingate's plan included specialized missions by Morris 

Force, Dah Force, and Bladet Force. Morris Force landed 

at Chowringhee and immediately crossed the Shweli River. 

Its objective was to cut the Bhamo-Myitkyina Road. On 

20 March it destroyed several bridges along the Bhamo-Siu 

Road, then moved eastwards and conducted several successful 

ambushes, and destroyed two more bridges on the Bhamo-

Lashio Road. By the end of March it had reached Bum 

Ghatawng, rendering the Bhamo-Namjkan Road impassible. At 

that time Morris received orders to assist Dah Force at 

Nahpaw. Enroute to that region, his force sabotaged the 

major transport routes, ten tons of stores, and the main 

Taping River bridge at Myothit. Morris Force then blew up 

the ferry over Mole Chaung south of Nalong and destroyed 

the town. In Nalong it found supplies, ammunition, and 

many valuable documents. As Morris Force gradually gained 

control of its operational area, it caused considerable 

damage to enemy convoys and work parties and closed the 

7 
Bhamo-Myitkyina Road to enemy supplies and reinforcements. 

^Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 183-84, 205. 

^Ibid., p. 286; Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 356-60, 376, 
and Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 360. 

^WO203/4610. 
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Dah Force was originally instructed to land at 

Templecombe, but, since Wingate had little information 

about that landing field, he ordered Herring's men to 

land at Broadway on 11 March. They immediately began 

their trek towards Nahpaw, where Herring was scheduled 

to rendezvous with a Special Operations Officer already 

training Kachin and Chinese guerrillas in that area. The 

Chindits arrived at Nahpaw on 25 March. Three days earlier, 

the Japanese had observed a supply drop for the Special 

Operations Group. The enemy attacked Nahpaw as soon as 

Herring's men arrived, and Dah Force abandoned its position 

until Morris Force joined them on 17 April. Dah Force then 

continued to train the Kachins. Morris Force persisted in 

its task of cutting Japanese communications from Bhamo to 
o 

Myitkyina, and i t har rassed the enemy to within twenty 
Q 

miles of Myitkyina. 

Bladet Force landed by glider at Aikma, in the 

Meza River Valley, on 19 March. Former members of the 

142nd Commando Company made up this force, and, although 

they were in Burma only one month, they cut several roads 

in the Kawlin-Wuntho-Tawma area, toppled the railway 

bridge north of Kyaikthin, and disrupted Japanese supplies 

^Ibid.; Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 205, 213-14, 
and Rossetto, Development of LRP, pp. 259, 360. 

Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 360, 378, 380. 
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to the Imphal front. After their short stay in Burma, 

they trained to use the Lifebuoy Flamethrowers and were 

reassigned, as special teams, to the 16th, 77th, and 

111th Brigades.-^^ 

While these independent operations were in progress, 

the main body of the 77th Brigade landed at Broadway, and 

Calvert began to disrupt the communications of the 18th 

Division. On 9 March he directed the 3/9th Gurkha Rifles 

to defend Broadway, dispatched two columns to Shwegu to 

block traffic on the Irrawaddy, and sent another group to 

cut the rail at Kadu. At the same time, he led a strike 

force north of Mawlu to block the main road and rail system 

connecting Central and North Burma. On 16 March Calvert 

established a second stronghold. White City, twenty miles 

north of Indaw. This block cut the railway north of Henu 

and upset the enemy's major routes between Indaw and 

Myitkyina. The Japanese could not ignore this disruption 

to the 18th Division, but, instead of calling on a new 

formation to take care of the situation, they removed a 

12 portion of their anti-sea invasion force. This force 

Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 207, and Rossetto, 
Development of LRP, pp. 360, 361. 

•'••'•The block was christened White City because of 
the large number of parachutes draping from the trees. 
Calvert, Hope, p. 54. 

•'•̂ Ibid., p, 105. 
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Map 6. White City. 

Source: Woodburn Kirby, The V7ar Against Japan 
(5 vols.; London: H.M.S.O., 1961), 3: 285. 
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attacked White City the very night it was established. 

Five days later a battalion from the 18th Division 

13 
attacked the garrison. The 77th Brigade repelled both 

attacks and secured the area. No further action occurred 

for two weeks. Calvert then took the initiative and 

launched an attack against the Japanese administrative 

headquarters at Mawlu. Three columns attacked the village 

and drove the enemy out. The Chindits confiscated over 

half a ton of records and documents, including a list of 

the members and secret agents of the Indian National Army."'"̂  

With Mawlu in his possession, Calvert controlled a thirty 

15 mile stretch of railway between Pinwe and Kadu, and, by 

the first week of April, the 77th Brigade had achieved 

three of its four intended objectives. It had constructed 

and was holding an airfield, it had terminated enemy com

munications on the Irrawaddy, and it had established a 

strong block on enemy supplies and reinforcements to the 

16 north. Its fourth objective, the blocking of the 

Bhamo-Myitkyina Road, had not been fully accomplished by 

Enemy troops from the 15th and 31st Divisions 
were also identified around White City. Therefore, 
Japanese soldiers were pulled away from both major fronts 
to contend with Calvert's activities. Prasad, Reconquest, 
1: 344. 

Rossetto, Development of LRP, pp- 352-53. 

Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 213. 

16 
Clavert, Hope, p. 63. 
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Morris Force, which was under Calvert's command, and the 

Japanese were using that route to supply the 18th Divi-

17 sion. 

Meanwhile, back at Broadway Lieutenant-Colonel 

Claude Rome commanded in Calvert's absence. He continued 

to improve the stronghold's defense, and it remained un

molested until 13 March, when thirty Japanese aircraft 

18 bombed the airfield. The air attack did little damage, 

and two weeks later a large enemy ground force crossed the 

Kaukkwe River from the north. The stronghold's floater 

column attacked the Japanese bivouac, but the enemy was 

too strong and forced the Chindits to withdraw. On 27 

March the Japanese infantry attacked Broadway for the 

first time, and they gained a position inside the perimeter. 

Following bayonet charges and fierce counterattacks, the 

Japanese retreated to Hopin. This was the last attack on 

Broadway by enemy air or ground forces, and the stronghold 

remained undisturbed until it was abandoned on 13 May. 

While Rome defended Broadway and Calvert established 

White City, Fergusson's Brigade marched towards its opera

tional area. The 16th Brigade was ordered to capture Indaw 

17 
Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 363. 

•̂ T̂he air attacks employed against Chowringhee and 
Broadway absorbed the majority of the V Air Division and 
left General Mutaguchi's offensive with virtually no air 
support, Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 328. 
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and its two airfields, destroy the vital enemy supply 

dumps there, and construct a third stronghold (Aberdeen). 

After his brigade crossed the Chindwin on 24 February, 

Fergusson dispatched two dolumns to attack Lonkin, "̂^ and 

the bulk of the 16th Brigade moved towards the Meza River 

Valley. By 20 March it had established a rough landing 

strip a few miles north of Manhton. The stronghold was 

secured and then prepared as an operational base for the 

16th and 111th Brigades and as a landing site for the 14th 

« • ^ 20 Brigade. 

Once Aberdeen was established, Wingate ordered the 

21 16th Brigade to attack Indaw. Fergusson argued that his 

men needed to rest after their long march, but Wingate had 

received news that Japanese reinforcements were headed 

towards Indaw, and any delay would impede the brigade's 

success. In order to appease Fergusson, Wingate told him 

The attack against Lonkin was a diversionary 
raid intended to draw the enemy away from the Kamaing-
Mansi-Yebawni area and to give relief to Stillwell's right 
flank, to provide an opportunity to block the Lonkin-
Kamaing Road, and to deceive the enemy into thinking that 
Wingate was moving his main forces down the Uyu River. 
Great Britain, Public Record Office, WO203/4376/HS/SEAC/ 
551/3, November 1943-February 1945, "L.R.P. Groups: 3 
Indian Division Administration," and WO203/4620. 

^^Calvert, Hope, p. 62; Kirby, War Against Japan, 
3: 207, and Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 333-34. 

•̂"•Numerous supply dumps which supported the 18th 
Division lay within two miles of Indaw, and it was impera-
tive that they be destroyed posthaste. Bernard Fergusson, 
The Wild Green Earth (London: Collins, 1946), p. 75. 
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Map 8. Aberdeen. 

Source: Woodburn Kirby, The War Against Japan 
(5 vols.; London: H.M.S.O., 1961), 3: 209. 
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that fresh troops would be available when the 14th Brigade 
22 

landed at Aberdeen. Wingate thus overrode Fergusson's 

doubts. He began his advance towards Indaw on 22 March, 

unaware that Wingate had lied to him and unaware that the 

14th Brigade was under separate orders and that it would 

not join him in the battle for Indaw.^^ 

Fergusson sent three columns against this major 

Japanese position. He ordered the 45th Reconnaissance 

Regiment to capture the northern end of Indaw Lake while 

the 2nd Leicesters moved in along the Kyagaung Range. 

Column 22 blocked the Banmauk-Indaw Road to prevent enemy 

reinforcements from reaching Indaw, and it succeeded in 

preventing its use by the Japanese for five weeks.^^ The 

Leicesters easily secured a position at the northern end 

of the lake. The Reconnaissance Regiment, however, was 

25 
attacked at Thetkegyin, suffered heavy casualties, and 

22 
Wingate convinced Slim to return the 14th Brigade 

so that it could disrupt enemy supply lines to the Imphal 
front. The 15th and 31st Divisions relied on the Wuntho-
Pinlebu and Indaw-Pinbon Roads for their stores, and Wingate 
intended to use the 14th Brigade to cut the route through 
Pinlebu. Rossetto, Development of LRP, p- 338. 

23 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 214, and Sykes, 

Orde Wingate, p. 527. 
Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 354, 356. 

Japanese intelligence had informed the garrison 
at Indaw to expect an attack from the north; they deployed 
a battalion to Thetkegyin and two battalions to defend the 
town and the airfield. Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 
214-16. 
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Source: Woodburn Kirby, The War Against Japan 
(5 vols.; London: H.M.S.O., 1961), 3: 215. 
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never reached the lake. When Fergusson realized the 

situation, he attempted to contact Aberdeen and secure 

the support of the 14th Brigade. He received no reply 

for three days. When he finally heard from Aberdeen, 

Fergusson learned that the leading elements of the 14th 

Brigade had already landed and were enroute to Legyin, 

some thirty miles south of the stronghold. The 16th 

Brigade was on its own. Although the Leicesters maintained 

their position for two more days, they could not take advan

tage of their gain without assistance. Thus, Fergusson 

ordered his troops back to Aberdeen. Fergusson's failure 

at Indaw allowed the Japanese to bring troops up from the 

26 
south and put pressure on White City. 

After the 16th Brigade withdrew, it conducted many 

successful raids and ambushes south of White City, and it 

learned from Coolies, who had worked for the Japanese at 

Indaw, where the main supply and ammunition dumps were 

sited. Fergusson called in an air attack on these loca

tions. The whole dump system at Indaw—supplies, ammuni

tion, and 8,000 gallons of petrol, all destined for the 

Imphal front—was destroyed. This seriously affected that 

27 campaign. 

^^Ibid., pp. 213-16, and Rossetto, Development of 
LRP, p. 348, 

^^Fergusson, Wild Green Earth, p. 130. 
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In the meantime, Brigadier-General T, Brodie's 

14th Brigade, and the remainder of the 3rd (WA) Brigade, 

landed at Aberdeen. Brodie was ordered to permanently 

interrupt Japanese communications around Pinlebu, The 

main body of the brigade was delayed in its transport 

because, at that time, all available aircraft had been 

allotted to IV Corps. As a result, the 111th Brigade was 

ordered to Pinlebu, and the 14th Brigade was reassigned to 

operate against the Meza-Thedaw road and rail system and 

to further disrupt the Indaw-Banmauk supply route. Brodie's 

men obstructed communications on the Indaw-Banmauk Road for 

two weeks. Simultaneously, the 111th Brigade established 

a series of blocks north of Pinlebu and cut communications 
28 to the 15th and 31st Divisions. The Chindits carried 

out these extensive demolitions between Homalin and the 

Irrawaddy just as the enemy cut the Kohima-Imphal Road 

and were within thirty miles of the sole Allied supply 

29 
base and railhead at Dimapur. Wingate's forces so 

greatly obstructed enemy supplies and reinforcements to 

that front that by 10 April the Japanese offensive had 

lost its momentum. 

^^Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 347, 348, 358, and 
WO203/4610, 

^^The Times, 5 April 1944, 3d; and 10 April 1944, 
4e, and Toland, Rising Sun, p, 612, 

^^"Transport of supplies to units engaged in the 
Imphal operations became very difficult because the 
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Following the Chindits' first landings in Burma, 

Wingate regularly visited Aberdeen, White City, and 

Boradway. On 2 4 March, when he left Broadway for Imphal 

in a B-25 bomber, he never reached his destination. A 

Royal Air Force pilot spotted a bright flash that night, 

and a subsequent search revealed the remains of the B-25. 

Wingate and his eight passengers were all killed.̂ "'" His 

death was a bitter blow to the Special Force, but, by that 

time, he had achieved a great deal. He had landed his 

Chindits within the very guts of the enemy; he had lured 

substantial Japanese troops away from the two major fronts, 

3 2 including the only enemy reserves available in Burma; 

airborne force (Chindits) not only cut off the lines of 
communications for the XV and the XXXI Divisions, but also 
prevented the scheduled transfer of vehicles from the Indaw-
Homalin area south to the Shwebo-Kalewa Road." Taken from 
the Japanese Monograph No. 134, Burma Operations Record, 
in Tulloch, Wingate, p. 292, fn. 5. 

31 
The remains of those killed were buried m 

Arlington Cemetery, U.S.A., in agreement with international 
terms concerning war graves. A plain wooden board hangs 
in St. Peter's Church, Gwalior, India, with the Chindit 
insignia at its head. Beneath the insignia are the names 
of those who died: Major-General 0. C. Wingate, D.S.O.; 
Captain T. G. Borrow, M.C.; Mr. Stewart Emery, war corre
spondent; Mr. Stanley Wills, war correspondent; 1st Lieu
tenant Brian F. Hodges, U.S.A.A.F.; 2nd Lieutenant Stephen 
A. Wanderer; Tech Sgt. Frank Sadoski; S/Sgt. James W. 
Hickey; and S/Sgt. Vernon A. Mclninch. Ibid., p. 286. 

^^The Japanese had introduced the 2nd and 53rd 
Divisions into Burma as reserves for the Indian invasion. 
Major formations from these two divisions were called upon 
to fight against the Chindits. Calvert, Hope, p. 106. 
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he had detained Mutaguchi's reaching the Chindwin during 

the early stages of the Japanese offensive, when his 

presence and leadership were vitally important; "̂^ he had 

detained the V Air Division from aiding Mutaguchi's initial 

strike; and, through No. 1 Air Commando's operation he 

had virtually destroyed the enemy air force in Burma and 

radically reduced their overall support to the Imphal 

front. When Wingate died, however, his long range pene

tration concepts died "with him; "step by step [his] plans 

were set aside and in consequence his Chindits were to 

suffer disastrous casualties." 

On 30 March 1944 Lentaigne succeeded Wingate, and 

Major John Masters assumed command of the 111th Brigade. 

The next day, Lentaigne flew to Jorhat to attend a meeting 

with Mountbatten. During this meeting, Stillwell expressed 

concern that the Japanese might reach Dimapur and cut off 

his supplies. Slim disagreed with Stillwell. He argued 

that the entire enemy striking force was tied up either 

3 3 
"The XVth Army was unable to advance its head

quarters until late April, due to the necessity of direct
ing measures being taken to contain the airborne invasion. 
As a consequence, liaison with the divisions involved in 
the Imphal operation was inadequate and resulted in alien
ating the divisional commanders from the Army headquarters." 
Taken from the Japanese Monograph No. 134, in Tulloch, 
Wingate, p. 292, fn. 6. 

-̂ Îbid., pp. 234, 236, 286; The Times, 21 July 
1944, 3b; Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 346, and Rossetto, 
Development of LRP, p. 342. 
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against Wingate or IV Corps, that there was little chance 

of an attack on Stillwell's line of communication, and, 

that if an attack did occur, Stillwell could use one of 

his Chinese Divisions to protect the supply route. How

ever, Stillwell feared that a Japanese attack would force 

him to discontinue or to delay his advance on Myitkyina. 

As a result, the 3rd Indian Division was instructed to 

35 abandon its positions in Central Burma and to deploy two 

brigades towards the Ledo front and two brigades towards 

the Chindwin. Lentaigne returned to Aberdeen and informed 

Calvert and Fergusson of the directive; they both advised 

36 against its development. A few days later Lentaigne met 

with Slim and Mountbatten, and they changed the plan. 

Special Force would support only Stillwell. 

The 3rd (WA) Brigade was also assigned to take over 

the garrison duties at White City, and, as soon as the 

"̂ Ât the beginning of April, the 77th Brigade was 
based at Broadway and was holding White City and secticpns 
of the main railway; the 16th Brigade, exhausted and dis
organized after its failure at Indaw, was reassembling at 
Aberdeen; the 3rd (WA) Brigade was based at Aberdeen and 
was operating against the enemy's flow of supplies and 
reinforcements into Indaw; the 111th Brigade was stationed 
at Aberdeen and was operating against Japanese communica 
tions north of Pinlebu; Morris Force was interrupting 
enemy communications along the Bhamo-Lashio Road; Dah 
Force was in the Kachin Hills; and 23rd Brigade had been 
allotted to the 14th Army. Kirby, War Against Japan, 
3: 279. 

^ScKelvie, War in Burma, p. 166, and Rossetto, 
Development of LRP, pp. 362, 365, 367. 
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forward troops of this brigade reached the stronghold, 

Calvert dispatched 1,000 men northwards to capture Kadu 

and to reconnoitre Mohnyin. He intended to send the rest 

of the 77th Brigade to the Mohnyin area immediately after 

the African Brigade assumed its full role, but, before he 

could generate this plan, the enemy began to concentrate 

37 a large number of troops—Take Force—south of White City. 

The 3rd (WA) Brigade arrived at the block on 6 April. Take 

Force attacked that same day, but it failed to penetrate 

the stronghold's perimeter. 

Calvert learned that three Japanese battalions 

were garrisoned in the Sepein-Nathkoyin area, and, while 

Brigadier-General A. H. Gillmore's Brigade protected the 

base, the 77th Brigade attacked Sepein. Calvert sent a 

reconnaissance patrol into the town; it confirmed, abso

lutely, that elements of the 2nd Division were based there, 

and the brigade entered Sepein on 12 April. The defenders 

poured out murderous fire and forced the Chindits to with

draw from the town, but they set up road and rail blocks 

38 
between Sepein and Indaw. 

Five days later the Japanese made their final and 

most determined attack against White City. They broke 

"̂̂ Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 364; Rossetto, Develop-
ment of LRP, p. 370, and WO203/4610. 

38 Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 364-66 
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through the eastern defenses and established themselves 

within the stronghold. The Africans fiercely counter

attacked, and Gillmore called for air support. The bombing 

• -and strafing by the Allied Air Task Force quickly drove the 

enemy out and ended the siege. As a result of the damage 

done by the garrison troops, the air force, and the 77th 

Brigade's blocks, the Japanese completely withdrew from 

39 
that area. They failed in their attempt to clear the 

Chindits from the 18th Division's main supply artery.^^ 

Lentaigne was very satisfied with Special Force's 

achievements at White City. Accordingly, he decided to 

destroy the Indaw west airfield, and to damage sufficiently 

the Japanese forces there so that any attempt by them to 

follow the Chindits northward would be delayed. This would 

give Special Force adequate time to relocate and would have 

During the battle at White City, the 14th Brigade 
demolished the main railway bridge over the Bongyaung Gorge, 
the 16th Brigade cut the Pinwe-Mawlu Road, and the 111th 
Brigade destroyed numerous supply dumps around Pinbon and 
prevented enemy reinforcements from moving northward. 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 284, 286. 

^^Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 366, 367, and Rossetto, 
Development of LRP, p- 373. Six battalions and one regi
ment of Japanese were tied down to that area and no trains 
passed along the line to Myitkyina for two months. This 
gravely affected the enemy garrisons in North Burma. Fur
thermore, the Chindits severed the Japanese lines of com
munications to Homalin and the Imphal front and denuded 
that area of food. This aided IV Corps' campaign and 
also affected the enemy when they retreated from Manipur, 
for many of those who used the Homalin-Banmauk-Indaw route 
as a means of escape died of starvation. McKelvie, War in 
Burma, pp. 160, 161. 

ytfev,.-̂  
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a damaging effect on the already weakened 18th Division. 

as well as the 15th and 31st Divisions.^^ Lentaigne 

directed Fergusson and Brodie to attack Indaw from the 

north and the south, respectively, and ordered Master's 

brigade to block the Banmauk-Indaw Road, to smash all 

enemy installations at Pinhinga, to check any Japanese 

movement from Kanywa towards the Indaw attack, and to act 

as a general reserve for that operation. The 14th Brigade 

conducted several ambushes and raids in the Tatlwin-Indaw 

region, sabotaged a Japanese train, cut the railway in 

sixteen places, and demolished twenty-one supply dumps 

and 15,000 gallons of petrol. "̂^ Then, on 27 April, the 

16th Brigade captured the Indaw airfield without firing a 

shot. By this time, Fergusson's brigade was overtired and 

suffering severely from malaria. Lentaigne ordered these 

men back to India. They were evacuated on 7 May, and, 
A O 

shortly thereafter, Aberdeen was completely abandoned. 

The heavy damages and casualties inflicted on the 

44 Japanese around the Mawlu-Indaw area ended the first 

^•^WO203/4610. 

Ibid. Further to the east, Morris Force had 
blown up the Taping River Bridge at Myothit, severely 
damaged the Bhamo-Myitkyina Road, and toppled Nalong. 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 286. 

Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 370. 

^^It is not intended that this work provide a 
blow-by-blow account of the dead and wounded throughout 
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phase of the 1944 Chindit operation. Once again they had 

trumped the enemy. The Chindits had established three firm 

bases and airstrips in the heart of enemy held territory; 

they had repulsed every Japanese attempt to overrun them; 

they had severed all supply routes to the 18th Division; 

they had put a clamp on enemy reinforcements destined for 

North Burma; and they had crippled the Japanese offensive 

against Imphal and Kohima. "̂^ Special Force then moved into 

North Burma to assist Stillwell, who had turned his full 

attention to Myitkyina's capture. "̂^ 

The Chindits evacuated their strongholds^^ while 

Merrill's Marauders attacked Myitkyina and Ledo Force moved 

48 
against Kamaing. The 111th Brigade left Aberdeen on 

the battles. For a list of casualties during the 1944 
campaign see Appendix H. 

45 
The disruption of supplies and reinforcements 

to the Imphal front prolonged that conflict and kept major 
enemy forces out of North Burma. This was an essential 
factor in Stillwell's campaign. Michael Carver, ed., The 
War Lords: Military Commanders of the Twentieth Century 
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1976), p. 347. 

46 
Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 367-68. After the first 

phase of operations. Special Force was transferred to 
Stillwell's command. Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 282. 

Broadway, Aberdeen, and White City were garri
soned by elements of the 3rd (WA) Brigade. When Broadway 
was abandoned, its garrison came under Calvert's command, 
White City's garrison under Brodie's command, and Aber
deen's troops under Master's command. Prasad, Reconquest, 
1: 372. 

48 
The Burma Area Army ordered the 18th Division 

to hold Kamaing at all costs, and transferred 2,000 

Ittî lî  
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29 April. One week later it established a new block, 

Blackpool, two miles west of the Hopin-Pinbaw railway. 

Gliders brought in construction equipment, and by the 13th 

the stronghold's airstrip was completed. The Japanese 

shelled Blackpool throughout this construction period, and 

on 14 April a ground attack accompanied the artillery bar

rage. The enemy established themselves within twenty yards 

of the inner perimeter. Repeated counterattacks and mortar 

fire failed to dislodge them, and they launched a full 

scale assault with two battalions, but the Chindits fought 

49 doggedly and the Japanese retreated. 

The 77th Brigade reached Lamai, just east of 

Blackpool, on 18 May. Lentaigne informed Calvert that 

the Marauders had seized the Myitkyina airfield and 

ordered him to reconnoitre Mogaung. He sent one battalion 

to Mogaung and two battalions to protect Blackpool. The 

block was only ten miles from Calvert's base, but monsoon 

rains had filled the creeks and rivers in the valley 

separating them. The 77th Brigade could not reach Black-
50 

pool, and Calvert abandoned all hopes of assisting Masters. 

reinforcements from Central Burma to aid them after the 
Chindits abandoned their strongholds. Kirby, War Against 
Japan, 3: 292. 

^^Ibid., p. 288, and Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 373, 
374. 

SORirby, War Against Japan, 3: 289, and Rossetto, 
Development of LRP, p. 383. 
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Map 11. The Northern Front. 

Source: W. J. Slim, Defeat into Victory (New York: 
David McKay Company, Inc., 1961), p. 223. 
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During this same period, Brodie's brigade began 

to move northward. It reached Kyunsanlai Pass on 21 May. 

This Pass was vital to the Chindits because it controlled 

the access to Indawgyi Lake, the only route through which 

casualties could be evacuated. The Japanese quickly 

realized the position's importance and detached a strong 

contingent to seize it. The battle lasted for five days, 

and, fortunately for the British, the 14th Brigade re-

51 
tained control. By that time Master's brigade had been 

forced to evacuate Blackpool. 

On 20 May, forward troops of the 53rd Division 

and Take Force, with their heavy guns, reached Hopin and 

established strong artillery positions near Blackpool. 

Just as the enemy secured their position, all scheduled 

air strikes and supply drops for the stronghold were 

52 aborted because of the weather. The 111th Brigade 

faced a full scale attack without adequate supplies or 

ammunition, with no chance for air support, and with no 

hope of reinforcements from Calvert or Brodie. The 

Japanese attacked on the 23rd, penetrated the wire, and 

Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 379-80, and Rossetto, 
Development of LRP, pp. 383, 384. During this battle 
the 14th Brigade destroyed all bridges and tracks around 
Kyunsanlai Pass. Great Britain, Public Record Office, 
WO203/138/HS/ALFSEA/20/3&4, March-July 1944, "3 Indian 
Division: Situation Reports." 

^^For a summary of Special Force supply drops 
during the 1944 campaign see Appendix I. 
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commanded the stronghold's northern sector. The Chindits 

suffered heavy casualties, and they were unable to over

come the enemy. Consequently, Masters decided to abandon 

53 
Blackpool. The 111th Brigade withdrew on 25 May and 

headed for Kyusanlai Pass; a week later it was ordered 

to protect the northern section of Indawgyi Lake. 

Two days after Masters led his troops out of the 

block, Stillwell ordered Calvert to attack the 4,000 

54 Japanese garrisoned at Mogaung. The next day, Rome led 

an advance party to establish a base at Lakum, about three 

miles from Mogaung. On 3 June, the rest of the 77th Bri

gade joined Rome. Calvert conducted a preliminary recon

naissance and decided to launch his assault along the 

Tapaw-Pinhmi-Mogaung Road. He fired 60,000 rounds of 

heavy mortar before the attack, and the brigade pushed the 

enemy back behind Pinhmi. The Chindits destroyed twenty 

ammunition dumps and controlled the area from the Pinhmi 

55 Bridge to Mahaung and from the Mogaung River to Ywathit 

When Blackpool fell, the Japanese moved into 
Mogaung unhindered and were able to assist their garrisons 
at Kamaing and Myitkyina. Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 
290-91. Before the 111th Brigade evacuated, however, it 
cut the enemy's main line of communication for three weeks 
and detained the remainder of Take Force and a regiment of 
the 53rd Division from reaching Stillwell's front. Slim, 
Defeat, pp. 240-41. 

54 
Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 385. 

^^After they captured the bridgehead, the Chindits 
found that the Japanese were so short on supplies that 
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Kale. By this time, however, a sizeable number of enemy 

reinforcements had arrived at Mogaung,^^ and Calvert con-

eluded that any further success depended upon the speedy 

arrival of the Chinese Regiment ordered to assist him. 

When this unit failed to materialize, Calvert signalled 

Special Force Headquarters that his brigade's existing 

position was unstable, that they had been in continuous 

action for over three months, that each battalion was 

57 reduced to company strength, and that there had been no 

word from the Chinese. As a result, Lentaigne instructed 

Calvert to withdraw into the hills east of Pinhmi until 

the Chinese arrived. The Japanese, too, were exhausted, 

and they pulled back to the railway. Patrols from the 77th 

Brigade followed them and advanced the Chindits' forward 

position by several hundred yards. Consequently, Calvert 

did not withdraw; instead he decided to take advantage of 

they had resorted to cannibalism to survive. Taken from 
"Report on Operations Carried Out By Special Force October 
1943-September 1944," M.A.F.B. 808.409, in Rossetto, 
Development of LRP, pp. 390-91. 

^^After the Marauders captured the Myitkyina air
field. General Takeda's 53rd Division was ordered to 
attack the town as soon as they completed their task at 
Blackpool. At the end of June, this force was astride the 
railway and set to attack Myitkyina from the west. When 
Calvert's brigade entered Mogaung, the 33rd Army immedi
ately directed Takeda to abandon his attack, and redeployed 
the 53rd Division for Mogaung's defense. Kirby, War Against 
Japan, 3: 399, 400, 408. 

Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 392. 
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this gain. On 18 June two companies of the 77th Brigade 

attacked Naungkaiktan. Utilizing PIATS and a detachment 

of "Bladet" flamethrowers,^^ the Chindits quickly cleared 

all Japanese from the village. 

While Calvert's brigade secured Naungkaiktan, the 

Chinese reinforcements appeared on the north bank of the 

Mogaung River. That night three battalions of Chinese 

infantry and one Chinese 75mm Battery crossed the river 

and blocked the Kamaing-Mogaung railway. After a short 

battle on the 24th, the Chindits gained control of the 

bridge and railway station north and east of town, the 

Chinese captured Ywathit and secured a position northwest 

59 of Mogaung, and on 26 June the 77th Brigade entered 

60 Mogaung. The Mogaung-Myitkyina Road was opened and 

61 
Stillwell's second objective had been obtained. 

^^WO203/4610. 

59 
Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 389-91. 

^^The Chinese participated in the assault, but, 
as Colonel Li, the Chinese Commander conceded, the Chin
dits did most of the fighting. Tulloch, Wingate, p. 251. 

•̂̂ By 7 June conditions were desperate for the 
enemy garrison at Kamaing—their rice ration was cut by 
almost 90 percent, they were out of petrol and their 
trucks were immobilized, their artillery was limited 
to four shells per day, their manpower was understrength-
ened by 30 percent, and they were surrounded. General 
Tanaka had no alternative but to withdraw, and Stillwell 
acquired the first of his three objectives. Kirby, War 
Against Japan, 3: 401, and Romanus and Sunderland, 
Command Problems, p. 218. 
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Map 12. Mogaung. 

Source: Woodburn Kirby, The War Against Japan 
(5 vols.; London: H.M.S.O., 1961), 3: 411. 
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Mogaung's capture ended Calvert's part in the 

campaign. Exhausted from three months of action, the 

77th Brigade had been employed on a task for which it was 

neither trained nor equipped and which negated all rules 

of war for a long range penetration force. As a result, 

the Brigade suffered many casualties and was no longer fit 

to fight. On 27 June Lentaigne ordered Calvert to turn 

Mogaung over to the 38th Chinese Division and to move into 

the hills to rest and reorganize. Shortly thereafter, the 

77th Brigade marched to Kamaing and, from there, flew to 

T A- 62 India. 

Mogaung's fall was a spectacular success for the 

Chindits and a significant blow to the Japanese. Special 

Force inflicted considerable damage on the enemy's supply 

routes, tied down several Japanese battalions, and pre

vented the 53rd Division from attacking Myitkyina at a 

time when the Allied Forces there were vulnerable. 

Furthermore, until the town fell, the Japanese operated 

trains through Mogaung to Myitkyina each night; afterwards, 

the Allies used this line to carry their supplies, and, 

with the Mogaung-Myitkyina Road cut, Myitkyina was com-

^ 63 pletely isolated. 

^^Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 409, and Prasad, 
Reconquest, 1: 392. 

^•^Dunlop, Japanese Lines, pp. 341-42. 
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Stillwell was in sight of his goal but embittered 

because his Chinese Forces lacked aggression. He elected 

to spearhead the drive for Myitkyina with Merrill's force, 

"the only American fighting regiment in Burma at any 

64 time," and the Chindits. The first part of his plan 

came together when the Marauders captured the airfield. 

On 25 May he ordered Morris Force to collect Dah Force 

and move towards Myitkyina to attack Waingmaw, a heavily 

defended town across the Irrawaddy from Myitkyina. When 

Morris received this order, his group, already reduced to 

battalion strength, was fighting at Kazu and divided by 

the flooded Nam Tabet River. As a result, his force did 

not concentrate near Waingmaw until 29 May. It attacked 

the town on 30 May and again on 2 June. On both occasions 

the Chindits broke through the enemy's forward positions, 

but the defenders were too numerous, and each time their 

counterattacks drove Morris Force back. After Morris' 

second unsuccessful attempt to capture Waingmaw, General 

H. L. Boatner, the Allied Commander at Myitkyina, ordered 

him to abandon that plan and to attack Maingna. Morris 

entered the village on 6 June, but he found it strongly 

defended. His force, seriously depleted by malaria, 

dysentery, and battle casualties, could not continue 

Calvert, Hope, p. 38. 

^^As at Mogaung, the attacks ordered against 
Waingmaw and Maingna were ill suited for a long range 
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Map 13. 

Source: 

Myitkyina 

(5 vols 
Woodburn Kirby, The War Against Japan 

London: H.M.S.O., 1961), 3: 414. 
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its attack. It could do no more than hinder the Japanese 

in Maingna from participating in the battle for Myitkyina. 

When Morris informed Boatner of the situation, the Allied 

Commander blamed Morris Force's ineffectiveness for the 

6 6 
Chinese failure to capture Myitkyina. This was the first 

67 
in a series of accusations against Special Force. 

When Morris failed to reach Waingmaw by 27 May, 

Stillwell complained that the Chindits constantly defied 

his orders. Mountbatten asked for a full report. Stillwell 

submitted his report along with a request to be relieved of 

his command of the Special Force unit. Mountbatten ordered 

Slim personally to investigate the matter. After meeting 

with the Allied Commander, Slim responded to Stillwell's 

penetration unit. Moreover, "Morris Force was wasting 
away at the rate of 1/3 of a platoon a day and were so 
exhausted that they were falling asleep under Japanese 
fire." Ogburn, Marauders, pp. 263-64. 

Stillwell realized that it was necessary to cap
ture Myitkyina before Japanese reinforcements arrived, but 
Chiang Kai-shek ordered the Chinese Divisional Commanders 
to hold fast until IV Corps routed the enemy from the 
Imphal front. Stillwell's Chinese Forces did not press 
forward, then, until mid-May. The 150th Chinese Regiment 
reached Myitkyina on 16 May, but when it attacked the town, 
it fired on its own positions. The 89th Chinese Regiment 
and one newly formed battalion then flew in to join the 
150th Regiment. These two regiments and the one fresh 
battalion failed to overcome the two battalions of battle 
fatigued enemy that defended Myitkyina. All this occurred 
before Morris ever received his orders to attack Waingmaw. 
Certainly the Chindits' failure to clear Maingna had 
nothing to do with the Chinese's failure to capture 
Myitkyina. Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 292, 293-95. 

^^Ibid., 3: 402-03. 
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conclusions. Slim argued that Calvert's advance to Mogaung 

was indeed slow, but the 77th Brigade had suffered many 

casualties, it had faced considerable opposition during 

the march, and the weather was brutal. The weather had 

also delayed Morris Force, but Slim was "satisfied [Morris] 

made every effort to carry out [Stillwell's] orders with 
6 Q 

all speed"; he also indicated that Blackpool had fallen 

because it was located too near to the front and because 

the weather had prevented reinforcements from assisting 

the 111th Brigade. He further added that Morris Force 

was in no way responsible for Stillwell's failure at 
AA -4-1 • 69 Myitkyina. 

Back at Stillwell's headquarters, Lentaigne 

repeatedly urged that Stillwell rest the Chindits before 

sending them into further battle. But Stillwell, unaware 

that the 18th and 53rd Divisions were practically 

destroyed, refused to acknowledge Lentaigne's pleas. He 

emphasized that the Special Force would remain active 

70 until Taungni was cleared and Myitkyina captured, and 

he ordered the 111th, 3rd (WA), and 14th Brigades to 

71 
continue harassing the enemy's communications. 

^^WO203/137. 

^^Ibid.; Bidwell, Chindit War, pp. 242, 279, and 
Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 407. 

^°WO203/137. 

71 
Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 395, 396. 
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Brodie relieved the 111th Brigade's position 

guarding the northern section of Indawgyi Lake, and Masters 

moved north to operate in the Lakhren-Pahok-Sahmaw area. 

His exhausted men did not reach Lakhren until 15 June. 

They found the Japanese holding all north-south routes in 

72 
force. After a two week battle, the 111th Brigade was 

no longer fit for action, and Lentaigne asked that it be 

withdrawn. Stillwell refused. Lentaigne informed Mount

batten of the brigade's physical and mental deterioration 

and argued that it and Morris Force were totally unfit for 

long range penetration duties. Mountbatten, in turn, 

73 ordered Stillwell to evacuate the two units. Master's 

brigade marched to Kamaing and entrained for Myitkyina; 

Morris Force crossed the Irrawaddy to the Myitkyina air

field; the last of these troops flew to India on 1 August. 

The 14th and 3rd (WA) Brigades were the only Chindits left 

in Burma. 

Gillmore's brigade captured Pyindaw and Sahman and 

held them until 13 August; Brodie's unit harassed the enemy 

from Pinbon to Kyungon, and on 12 August it captured Pungan 

and Taungmi Bum."̂  At this time the 36th British Division 

arrived in Myitkyina and the Special Force operation came 

7 2 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 406, 407. 

^^WO203/137. 

74 Taungi was cleared on 1 August. WO203/138. 
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to an end. The 14th and 3rd (WA) Brigades withdrew to 

Myitkyina for evacuation; by 26 August no Chindits 

7S remained in Burma. 

Burma's reconquest was just a matter of time. 

The Japanese offensive against Imphal and Kohima had 

failed disastrously, and, due to the tremendous loss of 

supplies, ammunition, and manpower that Special Force 

inflicted on the 18th Division, the enemy was forced to 

abandon Myitkyina, their final stronghold on 3 August.^^ 

Stillwell easily occupied the town and gained his third 

objective of clearing the supply route to China. 

Raymond Callahan argues that "the results achieved 

[by Special Force] was not commensurate with the resources 

diverted to it at the expense of 14th Army," and Roy 

McKelvie also "doubts whether the Chindits produced a suf-

78 ficient return for the effort required." However, the 

1944 Chindit campaign was successful beyond a shadow of a 

75 
Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 415, and Prasad, 

Reconquest, 1: 396, 399. This marked the end of all 
Chindit operations. Special Force was formerly dis
banded in February 1945. Callahan, Burma, p. 139. 

7 6 
The Burma Area Army had ordered the 49th Divi

sion, newly arrived in Burma, to reinforce the garrison 
at Myitkyina, but it was intercepted by Special Force, 
whittled away piecemeal, and rendered ineffective for 
combat. Hayashi, Kogun, p. 98. 

^^Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 399, 402, 403. 

^Callahan, Burma, p. 139, and McKelvie, War in 
Burma, p. 171. 
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doubt. Special Force was given three main tasks, and each 

of these tasks was carried out. Their first was to assist 

Stillwell's advance towards Myitkyina. The Chindits estab

lished White City, Broadway, and Aberdeen deep behind enemy 

lines; they were triumphant against the enemy's efforts to 

penetrate these strongholds and lowered Japanese morale. 

They cut the Irrawaddy communication line to Myitkyina and 

destroyed a sundry of stores from Nankan through Indaw 

northwards, preventing supplies and reinforcements from 

reaching the 18th Division. When the enemy then began to 

ship its supplies through Bhamo, Morris Force exercised 

complete control of the Bhamo-Myitkyina Road and severely 

hindered Japanese communications via that route. Calvert's 

capturing Mogaung finally shut down Japan's hopes for 

retaining North Burma. With no food, ammunition, or rein

forcements the enemy had no alternative but to withdraw 

its garrison from Myitkyina, giving Stillv/ell easy access 

to the town. 

The Chindits' second task was to harass the enemy's 

communications to the Imphal front. The 14th, 16th, and 

111th Brigades destroyed volumes of stores in the Indaw-

Pinlebu-Banmauk region that were destined for the 15th, 

79 31st, and 33rd Divisions, closed supply routes to that 

79 
After the war the Japanese Army Commander testi

fied that the Chindits "had a final and decisive influence 
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front, and prohibited the enemy's success at Kohima, Imphal, 

and Dimapur. Thirdly, Special Force was to encourage the 

Chinese Yunnan Force to move westwards. Morris Force's 

operations along the Bhamo-Myitkyina Road, in conjunction 

with Dah Force's success in raising and training Kachin 

guerrillas, motivated the Yunnan Force to cross the Salween 

River. This prevented the 56th Division from joining the 

battle for Myitkyina and gave further relief to Stillwell's 

forces. In addition, the Special Force detained General 

Tazoe's V Air Division from supporting Mutaguchi's offen

sive and drew a sub-stantial number of enemy troops away 

from the two major fronts. 

With this evidence in mind, it is difficult to 

agree with those who opine that the Chindits did not pro

vide an adequate return for the resources invested in them. 

Kirby suggests that Special Force never contained more 

than 40 percent of its own strength; Kirby and Slim infer 

that the 14th Army was less effective because Wingate dis

solved the 70th British Division; and Auchinleck complained 

to the War Office that the Chindits experienced far greater 
8 0 

wastage than the infantry in normal formations. When the 

in the battle of Kohima by cutting communications and pre
venting stores reaching their 31st Division at the front." 
Calvert, Hope, p. 13. 

SOKirby, War Against Japan, 3: 445; Slim, Defeat, 
pp. 187-88, and WO203/4376. 
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Japanese offensive began, their strength was greater than 

the 14th Army had foreseen. The Chindit incursion, how

ever, alarmed the Japanese leaders, and when the first 

attempts to clear their communication lines failed, some 

suggested ending the offensive to concentrate on the 

menace in Central Burma. Mutaguchi was, however, resolved 

to continue his plan. He directed the 2/51 of 15 Division, 

3/114 of 18 Division, 1/213 of 33 Division, 2/146 of 56 

Division, 3/146 of 56 Division, 2/21 Artillery of 15 Divi

sion, and Take Force to oppose the Chindits. Each of these 

units was drawn away from a key sector, and, later, the 

53rd and 2nd Divisions, both destined for Assam were rede

ployed to fight against Wingate's force. This distribu

tion affected the effort toward Imphal and aided Stillwell's 

operation, because if the Japanese had succeeded, they 

81 
would have strangled the Allied offensive in North Burma. 

Kirby himself indicates that by the end of March, the 

enemy's strength in Central Burma alone was equivalent to 

a division, exclusive of the 53rd and 2nd Divisions. Fur

thermore, Stillwell employed five Chinese Divisions and 

one American Brigade against the 18th Division, and Slim 

8 2 
used up to nine Divisions against Mutaguchi's three. 

^•^Elliott, Roll of Honour, p. 301; The Times, 
22 May 1944, 4g; Romanus and Sunderland, Stillwell's 
Problems, p. 198, and WO203/137. 

^^Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 186, fn. 2, and 
Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 423. 
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Also, the Kohima/Imphal battles were not influenced 

because Wingate broke up the 70th British Division. Only 

three brigades were derived from that division. The 23rd 

Brigade was allotted to the 14th Army in any event, and 

the 14th and 16th Brigades seriously hindered the enemy's 

sustenance at that front. Even though 2/3 of the original 

division did not directly reinforce the 14th Army, their 

indirect support was trenchant. 

It is impossible to report the exact number of 

enemy troops that Wingate's force contained, but it killed 

over 3,000 Japanese, and this does not take into account 

those killed by mines, booby-traps, and air strikes. While 

the Chindits suffered 3,378 killed or wounded, the 14th 

Army, whose strength in Assam was over 165,000 lost 40,000 

men—about a 25 percent casualty rate on each side. Nearly 

7,800 Chindits were either missing in action or evacuated 

due to illness; nevertheless, 237,000 sickly men from the 

14th Army were flown out during the first six months of 

action.^^ The operations on this front were regarded as 

a great victory. This substantiates Rossetto's theory 

that "in a regular unit of the line, the number of 

casualties would have been offset and perhaps gone 

unnoticed because of the fact that the killed and 

^^Collier, War in Far East, p. 415, and The Times, 
29 September 1944, 6b. 
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8 4 wounded would have been gradually replaced," and it 

proves that the Chindits fared at least as well as the 

other Allied units and against greater odds. 

Although Special Force drew enemy troops away from 

the Assam front and thwarted their attempts to supply and 

reinforce that area, Bidwell, Kirby, and Slim conclude 

that the Chindits' operation did not critically affect 

8 5 the Japanese communications and scarcely aided the 14th 
o c 

Army in defeating Mutaguchi's offensive. When the 

Chindits landed in Central Burma, Mutaguchi was certainly 

distracted from his assault, because he was unable to 

reach the main battle for five weeks. Moreover, Lieutenant-

General Tazoe, Commander of V Air Division, was forced to 

concentrate the Japanese Air Force in Burma against VJin

gate's strongholds instead of in Mutaguchi's support, and 

by 10 March, many of his planes had been destroyed by 

No. 1 Air Commando. ̂"̂  This loss of air support had a 

marked effect on General Sato's 31st Division. His supply 

system completely broke down and his supplies were ex

hausted. No reinforcements arrived, and, realizing that 

84 Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 210. 

^^Bidwell, Chindit War, p. 273, and Slim, Defeat, 
p. 232. 

^^Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 444. 

^"^Tulloch, Wingate, pp. 187, 217, 219, 220. 
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none would, Sato knew that his chances for capturing 

Kohima had disappeared. He withdrew from the battle just 

as Mutaguchi launched a major attack towards a lightly 

defended Imphal. Japanese victory was imminent, but Sato's 

retreat divided the enemy and allowed time for the Allies 

to reinforce Imphal. When Mutaguchi learned of Sato's 

action he exclaimed, "he has lost the battle for me!"^^ 

And, when reporting Wingate's effect on the Assam front, 

a group of Japanese Officers commented that: 

The Chindits interfered with the Imphal Opera
tions from the very start and forced 15th Army to 
divert one battalion each of the 15th and 33rd 
Divisions, to deal with them. Also diverted was 
the main force of the 53rd Division which was to 
be the general reserve for the Burma Area Army 
and was, if there had been no such emergency as 
the descent of the Chindits, to have reinforced 
the 15th Army at Imphal. The 5th Air Division 
was obliged to use half of its strength against 
the Chindits when its full strength should have 
been employed to support the 15th Army.^^ 

The Japanese, nevertheless, continued their efforts 

against Imphal, and in late March Slim inserted the 14th 

Brigade into Burma to implement Wingate's plan for block

ing the 15th and 33rd Divisions. The 111th Brigade con

ducted operations in the Pinlebu area while the 14th 

Brigade severed Japanese communications further to the 

^^Arthur Swinson, The Battle for Kohima (New York: 
Stein and Day, 1967), pp. 184-86, 230, and Toland, Rising 
Sun, p. 613. 

^^Romanus and Sunderland, Stillwell's Problems, 
p. 222. 
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north. Lentaigne harassed the Indaw-Tamu line for almost 

90 

two months, forcing the enemy to abandon its use. Simul

taneously, Brodie blocked the Indaw-Banmauk line. They 

destroyed large quantities of stores and detained three 

battalions of enemy reinforcements from reaching the Imphal 

91 front. What Kirby, Bidwell, and Slim have failed to 

concede is that the Chindit incursion was in large part 

responsible for Sato's withdrawal and that "the supply 

lines to XXXI and XV Divisions were well and truly 

92 blocked," as the Japanese Army Commander affirmed. The 

Japanese supply system failed to deliver food to the 15th 

or 31st Divisions, and by May supplies for the 33rd Divi

sion were severely distressed. Mutaguchi concluded that 

93 
there was no hope of success. 

The final stage of Chindit operations was a 

tragedy. Under Stillwell's command Special Force incurred 

90 percent of its casualties. Early in the campaign's 

planning, Wingate and Stillwell agreed that Ledo Force 

should capture Mogaung. Stillwell, however, was deter

mined to secure Myitkyina. He changed the plans, avoided 

^°Ibid., p. 198 

^Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 402. 

^Tulloch, Wingate, p. 238. 

^^Romanus and Sunderland, Stillwell's Problems, 

p. 195. 
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Mogaung, and left the 77th Brigade to perform a role not 

intended for long range penetration formations. Moreover, 

after first refusing Lentaigne's suggestion that Morris 

Force join the original attack against Myitkyina, Still

well later ordered Morris to attack a heavily defended 

enemy position. Tulloch suggests that Stillwell, wishing 

to take all the credit, refused Lentaigne's offer because 

"he was passionately anxious to prove that he was right 

94 and 'the Limeys' were wrong." Consequently, when Morris 

Force was within twenty miles of Myitkyina and in a good 

position to aid the Chinese Force and the Marauders, 

Stillwell preferred that it not be a part of his victory. 

After his attack failed, Stillwell began to send the 

Chindits from place to place with orders to capture well 

secured positions. These were grueling demands, and there 

was no hope of them being carried out. Each time the 

Chindits failed to satisfy his directives he accused them 

of disobedience. Even Kirby contends "that it is evident 

that [the Chindits] were doing their utmost to obey them, 

but that their efforts were nullified by lack of time, 

exhaustion of the troops, the climatic conditions and 

shortage of supplies." He further argues that the 

^"^Tulloch, Wingate, p. 250. 
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willingness of Special Force to continue fighting despite 

their handicaps, completely refutes Stillwell's charges.^^ 

Calvert's arrival at Mogaung forced the Japanese 

to abandon their attack on Myitkyina at a time when a 

determined push by the 53rd Division could have overrun 

the airstrip. When he captured the town, the Mogaung-

Myitkyina Road opened and allowed reinforcements to reach 

Stillwell, who, despite his superior numbers, had for two 

months failed to subdue the small Japanese garrison at 

Myitkyina. If Special Force had not completely severed 

the 18th Division from its supplies and reinforcements, 

Stillwell's victory at Kamaing would have been retarded, 

and neither Mogaung nor Myitkyina could have been captured 

96 

until after the monsoon had ended. This would have per

mitted the Japanese to reinforce their offensive, which, 

in turn, would have imperiled the campaign in North Burma. 

Wingate's forces hindered the enemy's attempts to sustain 

those areas, and the Chindits clearly were a major 

contributary cause of the Allied victory in Burma. 

95 

'ibid., p. 445. 

Kirby, War Against Japan,3: 414. 

96. 
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Mao 14. Southern Burma. 

Source: V7. J. Slim, Defeat into Victory (New 
York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1961), p. 33. 
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Map 16. North Burma. 

Source: W. J. Slim, Defeat into Victory (Nev/ York 
David McKay Company, Inc., 1961), p- 85. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

By August 19 44 the Allied forces had begun to 

push the Japanese out of Burma. The 14th Army routed the 

enemy from Imphal, occupied Tamu, closed fifty miles of 

the Tiddum-Imphal Road, and began to press the Japanese 

down the Chindwin. The Japanese in North Burma had re

grouped in the corridor between the railway and the 

Irrawaddy, just north of Bhamo. Most of the Chinese and 

American forces withdrew from the operation after Stillwell 

cleared Myitkyina, and the British pursued the enemy into 

Central and South Burma. They fanned out to the south and 

southeast from Myitkyina into the Indaw-Katha, Shwegu, and 

Bhamo regions. By the end of 1944, the British had scat

tered the Japanese defenders and v/ere well established in 

these areas. 

Meanwhile, the 14th Army seized Kalemyo, estab

lished a bridgehead, and crossed the Chindwin. In February 

Kirby, War Against Japan, 4: 6, 143. 

^F. S. V. Donnison, British Military Administra
tion in the Far East, 1943-46 (London: H.M.S.O., 1956), 
pp. 90, 92. " 
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1945 it established a strong position north of Mandalay 

and captured Meitktila, the key to the enemy's communica

tion with Rangoon. This "cut the life-line of the 

Japanese armies in north and central Burma"^ and destroyed 

Lieutenant-General S. Katamura's 15th Army defending the 

Mandalay-Irrawaddy River line. 

The 14th Army advanced rapidly from Meiktila. 

Within a few days it had defeated the 33rd Army holding 

Pyinmana, and by the end of April IV Corps controlled 

Pegu, melded with the 2 6th Division in Rangoon, and hemmed 
5 

m the Japanese east of the Pegu-Rangoon line. The enemy 

surrendered unconditionally on 14 August 1945. 

The dominant factor in the 14th Army's success was 

its rapid advancement from the Chindwin to Rangoon. It 

was supplied almost entirely by air, freeing it from the 

main routes and enabling it to move ad libitum. Hence, 

the "14th Army was carried to victory on the wings of the 

Allied air forces," and the methods for air supplying 

troops in Burma were initiated, tested, and proved by 

Wingate in 1942-43, This is not to suggest that other 

^Ibid., p. 95. 

Kirby, War Against Japan, 5: 1. 

^Ibid., p. 3, and Donnison, British Military 
Administration, p. 110. 

^Kirby, War Against Japan, 4: 428, 429. 
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Allied leaders could not have devised a similar scheme, 

but it does suggest that the British Army employed 

Wingate's tactics until its final victory. In spite of 

mooted criticisms, Wingate's theories and his Chindits 

contributed greatly to the Allied victory. 

Prasad proposes that in order justly to appreciate 

the Chindits, their achievements need to be considered in 

7 
relation to their original objectives. This thesis has 

presented a forthright account of their operations during 

1943 and 1944, outlining the major Chindit engagements 

and accomplishments. It has also described the damages 

inflicted on Japanese supplies, war materials, and man

power, and it has substantiated Prasad's hypothesis in 

Chapters III and V. Nevertheless, it is necessary to 

consider the cause of their depreciation. 

During 1943 the Chindits distracted and killed a 

large number of the enemy. They proved that the Japanese 

could be beaten in the jungle, and their success bolstered 

Allied morale. Even so, the allegation that these achieve

ments did not offset the Chindits' casualties suffered is 

a criticism shared by several writers. The Chindits did 

not endure their 30 percent casualty rate because the 

Japanese outsmarted, outmaneuvered, and outfought them. 

Most of the losses occurred on the return march, after the 

•Prasad, Reconquest, 1: 400. 
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enemy had encircled the brigade. This should have been 
o 

an unnecessary trip, but there was no major Allied assault 

to support the Chindits. However, Wingate's force fared 

better than the British Army's casualty rate in 1942, and 

instead of setting a record for the longest retreat in 

British military history, they set the stage for victory. 

Why then have the Chindits' achievements been disparaged? 

It is because of the fact that few comprehended the nature 

of long range penetration. 

Inasmuch as the nature of long range penetration 

was misunderstood, the 1943 expedition has been condemned 

as fruitless. It has been condemned as a costly schooling 

in the art of supply drops. Allied morale was raised only 

marginally, and it did little to restrict the enemy's sup-
9 

plies or reinforcements. These accusations have all been 

refuted in Chapter III. V7hat, then, did the first Chindit 

expedition accomplish? In consideration of territory cap

tured it accomplished little, but it brought about a change 

in Japanese military thinking which was important to the 

future campaign. The XV Army feared that another LRP 

operation would collapse the Japanese defenses. After 

o 

Burchett, Phantom Army, p. 180. 

^Bateson, War With Japan, p. 246; Kirby, War 
Against Japan, 2: 327; 3: 1; McKelvie, War in Burma, 
pp. 82-83; Ogburn, Marauders, p. 14; Prasad, Reconquest, 
1: 136, and Slim, Defeat, pp. 134-35. 
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Wingate demonstrated that an army could march across 

Burma's mountains, they adopted a new strategical policy, 

a policy which ultimately caused their defeat.''"̂  

All things considered, only one question need be 

answered: despite the casualties endured was the first 

Chindit expedition successful? The Allies did not conduct 

a major offensive for Burma's reconquest in 1943. There

fore, in order soberly to refute the calumnies, Wingate's 

excursion must be regarded in light of the overall war in 

Burma. Given that "the whole expedition [1944] could not 

have been planned and in particular the airstrips used 

could not have been so employed without the Chindit expe

dition [1943] and the sacrifice of nearly 1,000 men," 

it is clear that Wingate's venture was justified and that 

the first Chindit expedition was a success. 

The second Chindit venture has received no more 

favorable reviews that the first. In fact, Wingate has 

received more hostile comment than any other British 

12 
General—even the most inept and incompetent. Even 

Fergusson is inclined to criticize the battle at Indaw, 

Bateson, War With Japan, pp. 246, 247; Carver, 
War Lords, p. 227; Howard, Grand Strategy, 4: 548; Kirby, 
War Against Japan, 2: 329; Sykes, Orde Wingate, p. 542, 
and Tulloch, Wingate, p. 257. 

•'••̂ WO203/5215. 

"'"̂ Tulloch, Wingate, p. 255. 
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but this is most probably due to his rancor at Wingate's 

deceiving him about the 14th Brigade. The failure to 

capture Indaw was a bitter disappointment for Fergusson. "̂"̂  

Kirby insists that Wingate "was so obsessed by his theories 

that he entirely forgot that victory in Burma could be 

achieved only by the defeat of the enemy's main forces. 

His columns were neither equipped nor trained to do this. "''"'̂  

Wingate was well aware of his long range penetration group's 

capabilities, and he did not consider his Chindits solely 

capable of winning the Burma war. Rather, he stated to the 

Chiefs-of-Staff that the Chindits should be employed to 

create 

widespread confusion and uncertainty behind the 
enemy's forward areas leading to progressive 
weakening and misdirecting of his main forces. 
The situation is not permanent and must be ex
ploited to the full by our main forces [my ital
ics] . . . . LRPGs should be used as an essential 
part of a plan of conquest to create a situation 
leading to the advance of our main forces [my 
italics].15 

He did not assume that the hope for victory lay with his 

16 
force and his force alone. Kirby, Auchinleck, and many 

others were ignorant of the Chindits' true value and 

1 o 

Fergusson, Wild Green Earth, p. 121. 

Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 222. 

Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 223. 

Kirby, War Against Japan, 3: 37. 
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"never saw Wingate's proposals as anything but foolhardy 

17 in the extreme." 

The merit due Orde Wingate's Chindits has been 

belittled in The War Against Japan, Defeat into Victory, 

The War in Burma et alibi. The Japanese, however, prefer 

a respectable verdict of the Chindits. In a letter to 

Colonel A. J. Barker, Mutaguchi wrote that: 

The advance into Burma of General Wingate's 
forces at the time of the Imphal campaign brought 
about serious failures in the strategy of the 
Japanese Army. . . . General Wingate's airborne 
tactics put a great obstacle in the way of our 
Imphal plan and were an important reason for its 
failure.18 

General Kawabe and over thirty other Japanese Commanders 

stated in the Japanese Monograph No. 13 4 that "the raiding 

force [Chindits] greatly affected Army operations and 

eventually led to the total abandonment of Northern 

Burma." These testimonies are endorsed by many other 

Japanese Commanders, but a document in the National 

Defense Archives in Tokyo sums up the Chindits' signifi

cance during the war in Burma: 

How was it that we Japanese were so triumphant 
in the beginning and had to endure the hell of 
failure in the end? What happened in Burma? In 

•'"'̂ Rossetto, Development of LRP, p. 227. 

•"•̂ Tulloch, Wingate, p. 265. 

•'-̂ Ibid., p. 264. 
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coming to any conclusion we must not forget Maior-
General Orde Wingate . . . he reduced the Japanese 
power to wage war on four Burma fronts and so 
fatally affected the balance.20 

It is quite evident that Wingate and the Chindits 

carried the Allied victory. Why, then, have they been 

censured? Michael Calvert found the answer, and he 

related it to Tulloch in a letter: 

On going through many [official papers] about 
the campaign . . . i found extracts of a meeting 
of the Army Council, less civil members, but with 
reps, from Navy, and Air Force present, in which 
they discussed the future line to be taken about 
General Wingate and the Chindits. Although the 
Air Force rep. differed strongly about the line 
to be taken, it was in effect 'We know these units 
fought very bravely and successfully and that the 
Japanese have a very high opinion of them and of 
the decisive results that they achieved. But 
Wingate was a divisive influence on the British 
Army and we do not want every company commander 
thinking he is a Wingate. We don't wany any more 
Wingates in the British Army. Therefore we must 
write down Wingate and the Chindits.' This policy 
has, of course, been followed. For instance, I 
received . . . the interrogation reports of the 
relevant Japanese commanders. . . . In these inter
rogation reports commanders like Mutaguchi say, 
'The Chindit invasion did not stop our plans to 
attack at Kohima but they had a decisive effect 
on these operations and they drew off the whole 
of 53 Div. and parts of 15 Div., one regiment of 
which would have turned the scales at Kohima.' 
The Official Historian omits all after butl!! 

I tackled Air Marshal Sir Phillip Joubert de 
la Ferte about this and he agreed that there was 
a carefully worked out policy of writing down the 
Chindits as it was thought best for the British 
Army.2I 

20 
Ibid., p. 266. 

•̂'•Ibid., pp. 268-69. 
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The orthodox military establishment never understood 

Wingate or his anomalous theories. They perceived him only 

as an aloof commander who disobeyed orders, had no respect 

for rank, and controlled a private army. They earnestly 

desired to crush the Wingate myth because "one platoon of 

2 2 
embryo Wingates would shatter the discipline of an army." 

But, despite the criticisms launched against the Chindits 

and the British military's attempts to dov/nplay their suc

cess, they did, in two invasions, effectively confound and 

constrict the enemy. They introduced a new type of warfare 

which turned the tide of the battle and strangled the 

Japanese ambitions to occupy Burma and to conquer India. 

22 
Ibid., p. 267. 
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APPENDIX A 

"THE COLUMN IN AMBUSH" 

by 

Orde Wingate 

The Colxamn Commander in the mountains five miles 

west of KADUMA (map reference SQ 8740) wishes to discover 

whether the enemy is using the road from YEU to MANYWA PK 

5285 via BUDALIN. Owing to the proximity of suitable 

column country in the area immediately northeast of BUDALIN 

he wishes to receive a report on this area and the use of 

the road and the railway by the enemy. He requires this 

information within a couple of days. He could, of course, 

march his whole Column down into the area. But to do this 

is to burn his boats and commit himself. He has several 

alternative targets and would prefer to get definite infor

mation before crossing the Rubicon. The forested and 

relatively uninhibited area lying east of BUDALIN, while 

suitable for Column operations, is not a health resort, 

and he will not wish to enter it unless a worthwhile target 

exists. He therefore asks for a glider to pick up a party 

on a landing ground which he has prepared in the valley of 

the SIPADON CHAUNG, four miles to the North. Within 

twenty-four hours of the demand the glider arrives and 

160 
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transports the Reconnaissance Party (consisting of an 

Officer, two wireless operators, three Burmans and four 

BORs) to the area required. The party is put down by 

moonlight. The glider is damaged in landing, and the 

Officer destroys it by fire. The party's number 22 Wire

less Set is at once established in thick forest on the 

summit of a neighbouring hill. The party sets off for 

point 872, PE 6229, where three men are established to 

observe all movements on the road by day and by night. 

The remainder of the party (less W/T operator and guard) 

proceeds to the railway where it hides in a culvert. 

(Note:—The whole party is carrying five to six 

days rations, which can be made to do for eight days.) 

The party remains concealed, observing the movement 

on the road and railway for four days. Whenever any enemy 

are detected, a signal is sent to the Column Commander. 

After three days, the Column Commander has the following 

information:— 

Isolated enemy vehicles and small parties on foot 

use the road at night without any attempt at concealment 

or escort. The railway is used almost exclusively at 

night, one train passing through BUDALIN about mid-night 

every night. 

The observers report that this train consists 

mostly of goods wagons, contents unknown. There are 
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fifteen to twenty wagons in a train. All trains are 

escorted; strength of escorts unknown. 

This information may suffice to decide the Column 

Commander to ambush the road and the railway. 

In the case in point, the Column Commander on D 4 

day marched from KADUMA by daylight along the foothills to 

point 565, which was reached two hours after dark (map 

reference SQ 8010) . Here a bivouac was made for the night 

on the MINKANBAUK CHAUNG, which contained water. The fol

lowing day, at first light, the Column continued its march 

(this time with a view to concealing its intention) , cross

ing the BUDALIN-WETYE road between KUDAW and WEYTE at 1700 

hrs on D 6 day. The Column asked questions of villagers, 

tending to suggest that its destination was the CHINDWIN 

in the neighbourhood of KANI. Immediately after darkness, 

the Column set off on a night march, moving due east, and 

then southeast, to the neighbourhood of point 894, where 

it was met by the officer in charge of the patrol an hour 

before dawn. This left just sufficient time to enter a 

safe bivouac three miles further into the forest area. The 

remainder of the day was spent in sleep. 

On the night of D6/D7, the Column made its final 

approach march, reaching the safe bivouac on the morning 

of D7. It was humanly impossible for the commander to 

carry out any reconnaissance on that day until after he 

had had a rest. Leaving, therefore, the organization of 
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the bivouac to his second in command, he at once reposed 

himself to sleep. At 1500 hours he set out, accompanied 

by the Officer in charge of the Patrol for point 872, from 

which the entire country can be surveyed. The following 

points were at once apparent:— 

(a) . The country in the neighbourhood of the 

railway, is thickly populated and cultivated. It follows, 

therefore, that no party more than three or four strong 

can lie up in it by day without being detected. The 

ambush must, therefore, be laid during the hours of dark

ness, and must be withdrawn one hour before first light 

in order to regain the friendly shelter of the forest. 

(b) . The railway stations at SEGYI and NGAPAYIN 

must be carefully avoided, as also the village of TEDWET. 

The best place for an ambush would appear to be in the 

culvert two miles south of TEDWET. Here there is a bend 

in the line, and the culvert, with its water course allows 

cover for mules. The approach to the culvert from the 

forested area to the east is easy, but it will be necessary 

to avoid the village of AINGSHE. 

The nightly train may be expected to pall this 

point any time after 2300 hours. The laying of the ambush 

will take at least an hour. Arrival, therefore, should 

not be later than 2100 hours. Darkness is at 1900 hours. 

A careful and quiet approach must be made at not more 

than two miles per hour. 
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If, therefore, the Column leaves the northern 

slopes of point 894 at last light (i.e., 1830 hours) it 

will just about reach the culvert in time. The Column 

must, therefore, leave its safe bivouac at 1730 hours. 

(Note:—This is the first and most important point to 

decide.) Further, a conference of commanders must be 

called for issuing orders, and this will take place at 

point 894 not later than 1800 hours (the officer in 

charge of the patrol will have reconnoitered a covered 

approach to the summit of point 894). 

It will also be obvious to the commander that, to 

protect his ambush, the bridge over the canal eight miles 

to the north should be blown, and the road should be 

blocked at MS 24 to the South. For these purposes, one 

section of the Commando Platoon, accompanied by one PIAT 

and one BREN section will suffice. 

The next point to consider is whether it will be 

safe to remain in the neighbourhood after springing the 

ambush. In view of the proximity of powerful enemy forces, 

and the known hostility of the inhabitants, the Commander 

decides that it will not, and that the Column will have to 

march immediately after the ambush to the northwest. 

Probably it will have to move by dispersal groups. It will 

be necessary for the vulnerable portions of the Column to 

move off in advance to a previously arranged bivouac. The 

Commander therefore decides that as soon as the necessary 
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explosives have been removed from the mules, and the 

ambush has been laid, everyone who can be spared shall 

proceed under the second in command to the INBAUNG CHAUNG, 

north of SEDAW (Square SQ 61) . The actual rendezvous is 

the east bank of the chaung, three miles north of SEDAW at 

the junction of the EBO and INBAUNG chaungs. The second 

in command will select a safe bivouac in accordance with 

the usual principles. 

(Note:—The Commander has to decide what he will 

do if for any reason the train does not arrive that par

ticular night. The answer to this is that he will move 

back into his safe bivouac well before first light with 

the battle group, while the remainder of the Column con

tinues on its way to the new rendezvous. If he can find 

holes for concealing weighty material, such as explosives, 

without carrying them back to the safe bivouac, he will do 

so. He will then lay the same ambush the following night.) 

The Commander of No. 1 Column issued the following 

orders to his officers at 1730 hours on D 8 day on the 

summit of point 894. 

1. Information 

An enemy train uses that railway line once every night 

between 2300 and 0100 hrs. Unless the enemy has got wind 

of our move, it may be expected to-night. Isolated enemy 

vehicles employ the road below you throughout the hours 

of darkness. It will be essential not to interfere with 
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any of them until the railway ambush has been sprung. For 

this reason, the ambush parties I am putting out on the 

road will only take action in the event of a strong enemy 

convoy approaching, and not for isolated vehicles prior 

to 0400 hours. From then on they may take action against 

isolated vehicles. The inhabitants are hostile and if 

they identify us will convey the information to the enemy. 

It is, therefore, essential to avoid all villages in our 

approach. All personnel, peasants, or others, encountered 

in the approach march will be included in the Column, and 

will remain part of the Column throughout to-morrow, or 

until further orders from me. 

Aircraft 

No direct support possible in this action. No. 1 U.S. Air 

Commando is laying on light aircraft to fly out our wounded 

and prisoners; the most likely time being first light to

morrow. There are, as you see, several areas suitable for 

L5's near the railway line. Only our gravely wounded will 

be reserved for this purpose. I have asked No. 1 U.S. Air 

Commando to be prepared for a total of tv/enty seriously 

wounded and up to fifty prisoners. 

We shall take two 22 sets with us for the operation 

in order to communicate our light aircraft requirements 

during the action. 

2. Intention. 

I intend to ambush and destroy the enemy train to-night. 
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3. Method. 

(a) Main Ambush Party 

The main ambush party will consist of the normal Battle 

Group less details. Spare ammunition, blankets, demoli

tion and wireless equipment not required will proceed 

with the second line party under the second in command 

to the safe bivouac. 

(b) Safe Bivouac and Operational R.V. 

This will be within five miles of the junction of the EBO 

and INBAUNG chaungs, map reference SQ 6120. The junction 

of these chaungs is from now on the Operational Rendezvous. 

(c) Weapons and Ammunition 

Four Lifebuoys, fully charged, will be present on the 

scene of the main ambush on the railway line. Not more 

than 250 rounds per light automatic will be carried and 

50 rounds per rifle. Not less than twelve grenades for 

discharger cup will be carried, and of these six will be 

68 grenades. 

(d) Demolition Party 

The Commando Platoon, less two sections, each of an NCO 

and six ORs, will prepare material for the destruction 

of the line in 50 or 60 places, and the blowing of 5 or 

6 culverts. I propose to carry out the destruction of 

the rolling stock by lifebuoys, and the engine with a 

PIAT. Only two PIATs will accompany the main ambush 

party, the other two being required for road blocks. 
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(e) Details. 

1. A block will be established on the road at the 

canal bridge SV 9398. This is a brick and concrete con

struction without much strength. The party will consist 

of six commando personnel, who will carry the necessary 

weight of explosives, and one PIAT section provided by 

No. 1 Platoon. Lt. BROWN (second in command. Commando 

Platoon) will command the party. The party will carry with 

it two land mines for careful concealment on the road before 

withdrawing at 0500 hours to-morrow morning. The following 

orders will be carried out with regard to this block. 

Under no circumstances will individual enemy 

vehicles be interfered with prior to 0400 hours. But if 

an enemy convoy of more than ten vehicles approaches, it 

will be attacked and the bridge blown. Single enemy 

vehicles should be attacked after 0400 hours, but not 

before. In the event of no enemy vehicle having been 

attacked, the bridge will be blown at any time after 0500 

hours to-morrow, and the party will withdraw, independently, 

immediately afterwards to the Operational Rendezvous. Lt. 

BROWN you will move to the bridge, not on the road but 

across country, avoiding villages. You will take two hours 

to get there, and will be in position by 2100 hrs. You 

will at once carry out your preparations for demolition as 

quickly as possible, and will then lie in ambush. In the 

event of a large convoy coming you will attack it by fire. 
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PIAT, and demolition. When you have done what you can, 

you will withdraw to the main ambush party, which will be 

situated at the culvert two miles south of YEDWET village. 

In the event of your receiving important informa

tion, such as the approach of a strong enemy motor convoy 

to-night, you will at once send this information by wire

less. For this purpose, I am giving you the spare 22 set 

and its muted mule. You should set up this set well away 

from your ambush, and get in touch with me without fail at 

2100 hours. If you are unable to get through by wireless, 

and have important information to pass, you must pass it 

by runner. In that case, you will send two runners, one 

being an NCO. Should you receive news of an important 

enemy convoy, I wish to strengthen your ambush by at least 

one platoon. Are you clear on your orders. Brown? "What 

is the Recognition Signal?" The Recognition Signal is the 

first line of Annie Laurie answered by the second. Lt. 

ALCOCK will sing the first line—now sing the second line" 

(Lt. BROma is instructed on how to sing the second line of 

"Annie Laurie"). 

2. This detail will be under the command of 

Lt. COCHRAN, and will consist of an NCO and six men of the 

Commando Platoon, carrying land mines, and one PIAT section 

to be provided by No. 2 Platoon. This party will proceed 

immediately without further orders to two miles north of 

BUDALIN, where it will establish a block at MS 24, where 
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there appears to be a small chaung crossing the road. Land 

mines will, of course, not be laid until the withdrawal 

takes place, or unless a powerful convoy approaches, and 

it is possible to put them down in front of it. This 

party has the same orders as No. 1 detail. Single vehicles 

will not be attacked until after 0400 hours to-morrow. A 

convoy of over ten vehicles, will be attacked. 

This party will have no wireless set, since I do 

not anticipate any strong enemy movement from the south. 

It must therefore communicate with me by runner. I do not 

consider visual signalling practicable. The block will be 

completed by 2100 hours. Withdrawal to the operational 

rendezvous will be independently after 0500 hours to-morrow. 

In the event of news of importance being received, two 

runners, one of who is a NCO, will be sent to my HQ at the 

culvert on the railway. 

In addition to these two details, on arrival at 

the railway I will select a point at least one mile to the 

north, and another to the south of the ambush for occupa

tion by blocking parties after the main ambush has been 

sprung. The enemy cannot be expecting ambush, there being 

no reason to believe that he knows of the Column's exis

tence in the neighbourhood. Therefore, we can count on 

several hours before he will produce a counterattack. So 

I am not going to place blocking parties on the railway 

lines before it is necessary. 

iiik. 
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(f) Movement of Second Line Under Second in 
Command 

The second in command will, on rejoining the Column at the 

foot of this hill, collect the second Line party and pro

ceed independently to the new bivouac area. He will be 

responsible for organizing the patrol at the Operational 

Rendezvous to collect parties arriving during the next few 

days and conveying them to the bivouac. 

The same recognition sign will be employed. You 

have the R.A.F. wireless set with you. The three 21 sets 

I am using in the operation. In order to mislead the 

enemy, you will inform peasants you meet that your inten

tion is to proceed northwards to cross the CHINDWIN, and 

to regain friendly territory. 

(g) Ambush Procedure To-Night 

The train as far as we know is unarmed. We have, however, 

two PIATS. one will be situated at the point where I wish 

to destroy the engine. The other will be a couple of 

hundred yards down the line in position to advance on the 

rear coaches should they prove to be armed. In addition 

to the PIAT for taking on the engine, I want a flamethrower 

from NO. 3 Platoon and a mine laying party at the front 

stop. The attack I mean to make at close range (twenty 

yards) with rifle and light automatic fire from one or 

other flank. These attacks will be made by 1, 2, and 3 

Platoons less details. No. 4 Platoon will remain in 

reserve with one section of the Commando Platoon. 
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The Reconnaissance Platoon will accompany the 

second in command to assist him in forming the new bivouac, 

having already done its work in this neighbourhood. 

Spare fuel for two Lifebuoys will be carried on a 

mule with the ambush party. 

On arrival at the ambush site, I will select a site 

for use by light aircraft at first light to-morrow. 

The R.A.F. will accompany the second in command on 

this occasion. 

In the event of failure (i.e., non arrival of the 

train) I shall, after demolitions are complete withdraw 

all parties at 0500 hours, thus giving them time to gain 

cover before first light. I shall not attempt to carry out 

the same ambush to-morrow night since by that time the 

enemy must have discovered our presence in the neighbour

hood. We will come again in a week's time after provision

ing by S.D. After withdrawal all parties will proceed to 

the Operational Rendezvous. 

The above orders give an idea of the main consid

eration and suggest a feasible solution. 

On this occasion, the Ambush parties reached the 

railway and the two points on the road without being seen 

by more than three peasants. These peasants, although 

unobserved by the Column, did not inform the Japanese, 

for the simple reason that they consider it too late in 

the day to do so. (This is normal in BURMA where movement 
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observed after 1600 hours will not usually be reported to 

the enemy before the following day.) The result was that 

the ambushes were successfully laid without the enemy 

being aware of the fact. The enemy, however, was suspici

ous that a Column had fentered the area through other 

information received. The train, therefore, was escorted 

by a company of Japanese and two lightly armoured trucks, 

instead of the normal escort of one platoon. 

On arrival at the chosen site the Column Commander 

personally placed each Platoon and chose the positions for 

the Front and Rear Stops. 

The train arrived at 0500 hours. The PIAT bomb 

penetrated the boiler, which blew up, derailing the engine. 

The brakes had not been applied, and the remainder of the 

train ploughed on for a hundred yards, and looked like 

going on for at least half a mile when the Officer command

ing the Commando Platoon saw his opportunity and blew a 

culvert in front of the leading coach. The train then 

piled itself up on the culvert. Two coaches only were 

derailed, and the remainder coming gently to a standstill. 

A scene of appalling confusion now ensued. The Platoons, 

finding themselves in the wrong place, jumped up, lead by 

their Commanders, and ran along-side the train, pouring 

fire into it. All this took place from the western side. 

The Japanese troops in the armoured trucks stayed inside 

and poured heavy and inaccurate fire over the heads of our 
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troops. The Japanese troops not in the armoured trucks 

hastily jumped off the train on the eastern side, where 

they were marshalled by their Commander at a distance of 

300 yards from the railway line, to counterattack. This 

measure having been foreseen by the Column Commander, the 

Japanese party was suddenly charged by No. 4 Platoon, and 

dispersed in disorder, leaving thirty of their number on 

the field. The Column Commander now began to experience 

considerable difficulty in obtaining control. He was able 

however to bring the second PIAT over to the western side, 

and supported by no 4 Platoon to punch a number of holes 

in the armoured trucks. The effect of the PIAT bombs 

destroyed most of their occupants. This action caused the 

remainder of the Japanese to abandon the train and take to 

flight. After sounding "Orders," the Column Commander 

organized a methodical ransacking of the train. Tele

graphic wires were cut and mines laid. At the end of the 

hour "Orders" were again sounded, and the order was given 

for the destruction of the train by fire. Using the 

Lifebuoy fuel as economically as possible, all coaches 

were set alight. Twenty wounded prisoners were taken, 

together with a considerable number of Burmese civilians; 

also a Japanese official who was discovered in the first-

class lavatory standing on the seat. 

These prisoners were carried off with the Battle 

Group for immediate evacuation by Light Plane. The 
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seriously wounded enemy were given medical aid and left in 

the neighbourhood of the train, while the less seriously 

wounded were treated and then carried away with the Column. 

Our own losses were 2 killed and 4 wounded—2 seriously. 

News of the successful action was got through to 

IMPHAL by 0430 hours, and the Column Commander retained his 

main force on the field to cover, taking off the wounded by 

the L5s which arrived at 0530 hours, using a strip one mile 

West of the Rly line. 

At this moment, an armoured train was heard ap

proaching from the north, preceded by trollies for investi

gating land mines, etc. The PIAT section, plus the 

Commando Platoon, arrested the progress of the trollies 

which were blownup. The armoured train then considered 

itself unable to proceed because of the danger of mines, 

and therefore halted four miles to the north of the ambush. 

At 0600 hours the withdrawal took place. The party 

marched away complete on a bearing of 245° towards 

MAUNGDAUNG until it reached the MANGYE chaung, where it 

turned to the northwest. On crossing the main track 

YEDWET-KUDAW, the Column was fired on from the direction 

of KUDAW. This was thought to be the work of an enemy 

patrol which was observed on the track a mile to the east. 

The Column proceeded at a good pace on the same bearing, 

until safe asylum was reached in scrub at 1500 hours. By 

dint of hard marching, the rendezvous was reached by all 
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all groups before 2300 hours on D 10 day. Enemy activity 

was such that an early move into the extensive forest and 

hill country to the northwest was deemed advisable, and 

safe asylum was reached on the eleventh day, where a 

supply drop took place. 

Supplies 

The task v/as accomplished on five days rations, supplemented 

by a small quantity of food removed from the enemy train, 

and other quantities collected by the second in command on 

his march. It would have been possible for the Column 

Commander to arrange ample supplies at the same time as the 

wounded were taken away, and this he would undoubtedly have 

done had he known it was possible. The second in command 

should also have arranged a Supply Drop in the neighborhoud 

of the rendezvous for the moment the Column arrived (not 

before for fear of giving away the position). 

Effect of Operation 

The effect of an operation of this kind on the enemy is 

great. It would mean that for the next month every train 

would have to be accompanied by a very powerful escort, 

probably as many as a Battalion. At the same time, the 

actual damage done to rolling stock and life would be 

considerable, and the effect on the peasantry would be 

great. Finally, the information gained by ourselves 

would be of inestimable value. 
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35 prisoners were flown to Adv. H.Q. with captured 

documents, etc. This alone justified the Column's opera

tions for the season and Columns should be capable of an 

operation of this kind not less than once a month. 

Source: Great Britain, Public Record Office, 
WO203/5216/SACSEA/1237, November-December 1943, "Training 
Notes by Major-General O. C. Wingate." 



APPENDIX B 

"RECONNAISSANCE AND SELECTION OF 

BIVOUAC SITES" 

by 

Orde Wingate 

The Column is marching behind its Commander in 

single file, either through virgin forest or along a track 

In the latter case, the Commander is, of course, preceded 

by a point and the leading platoon. With the Commander is 

his trumpeter who never departs from him. The time has 

arrived when the Column should seek for a bivouac. The 

forest is of suitable nature and extends in all directions. 

The nearest village is sufficiently far away (over one 

mile and preferably two), and no peasants are in sight to 

observe the Column. There is from the map a probability 

of water a mile from the track .within the forest, and, in 

any case, the certainty of water for animals within a 

mile. The Commander decides the time has come to bivouac. 

The trumpeter sounds Orders and immediately afterwards the 

Halt. These two signals sounded together in this order of 

precedence mean the halt before the bivouac, and the whole 

will halt on the track in single file, and not, as usual, 

clear the track to a flank (note the normal procedure is 
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Orders following and not preceding the Halt). The 

Commander proceeds towards the centre of the Column for

ward. Dispersal Group Commanders following him. On 

reaching the centre of the Column he waits until all the 

Dispersal Group Commanders are present when he gives the 

following order: "Column will form bivouac, bearing 190. 

March by Dispersal Groups, last file to cover tracks 

leaving route. Dispersal Groups come to sound of my 

trumpet. I am going to march 1200 yards on the bearing. 

Movement will start on 2 Gs from the trumpet. Rear Platoon 

Commander will lay false track to Pt 509618 where the 

stream crosses the track. He will cross the stream making 

a track on a bearing of 290 on the other side, which will 

gradually tail off. He will return via the other side of 

the track until reaching the point left on the track as 

ambush. He will leave two men in his platoon when passing 

to form this point, and on return will lay an ambush on the 

track 1,000 yards from the village of HINTHA of two sec

tions. Bivouac recognition signal, whistled or sung, is 

the first line of "LOCH LOMOND," answered by the second. 

Operational RV where track crosses SHWELI at 095628 (this 

is 15 miles further forward on the Column's route). Recce 

Platoon will send one officer and a section into the vil

lage of HINTHA and report every three hours by runner to 

the point which will remain here. The ambush party will 

under no circumstances interfere with or be seen by 
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peasants. Should a party of the enemy approach they will 

attack it with all their force by day or by night. Any 

questions? Fall out. 

The Column Commander proceeds with his trumpeter 

200 yards on the bearing, and then waits for ten minutes 

by his watch to permit Dispersal Group Commanders to 

return to their commands and pass on the orders. The 

trumpeter then sounds 2 Gs and Column Commander marches 

forward for 12 minutes by his watch at a good pace. At 

every 100 yards the trumpeter sounds twice. Towards the 

end of this interval, the Column Comm.ander is actively 

looking around him to see if he had reached a suitable 

site for bivouac, and this is all the opportunity for 

reconnaissance he will have. If his reading of the map 

(every Column Commander requires one copy of 1" Maps in 

areas where he is going to fight the enemy) has been ade

quate, he should be capable of picking a feasible bivouac 

without reconnaissance. Always, however, there is a 

chance that he may discover that it is unsuitable through 

the existence of additional tracks, or absence of water 

where indicated, the presence of an unmarked village, or 

any other reason. In at least nineteen cases out of twenty, 

the 1" Map, intelligently read will not let him down. The 

bivouac so chosen, though sometimes inconvenient, will 

prove secure and practicable. 
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Our Column Commander then finds himself in the 

usual flat area of Indine forest without much to choose 

between one spot and another. He chances the water owing 

to the certainty of being able to find it within a mile 

and a half, and the dampness of the neighbourhood. There 

is no suitable nullah in this area, and he decides he must 

do without this. For wireless, he must rely on the tallest 

tree he can find. The area he has reached corresponds with 

no natural feature and there appears to be no unmarked 

track or other objectional surprise feature. He therefore 

halts, turns about, and orders the trumpeter to sound 

repeatedly until each Dispersal Group marches right up to 

him. In carrying out this drill, smartness and precision 

are necessary. Dispersal Group Commanders, followed in 

single file by their groups, must march up to within two 

yards of the Commander and halt. The Column will thus 

resemble a fan, the ribs of which are formed by the Dis

persal Groups, the apex being the groups of Commanders. 

The Column Commander now details off his Column as follows: 

"This is my H.Q. 

Army Wireless the tall acacia—(indicating it). 

R.A.F. Wireless the tall teak—(indicating it)." 

NOTE.—The two wireless sets should be as far 

apart as possible to prevent mutual interference. Fre

quently one or the other may be placed outside the 

bivouac. 
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Perimeter Platoons will adopt the normal drill 

(there are two Perimeter Platoons in a Column detailed 

from day to day) . In flat forest where it is impossible 

for the Commander to indicate exactly where they are to 

go, the drill for forming the perimeter is as follows: 

Each Platoon Commander will place himself on the 
East and West Side of Column Commander respectively. 
He then marches by compass on 90° (or 270°) a dis
tance of 200 yards accompanied by an orderly and an 
NCO- The NCO remains on the point reached, and the 
orderly returns with the Platoon Commander to the 
Column Commander. The orderly takes up half the 
platoon to the NCO who allots section areas, one 
section to each 200 yards of front, i.e., each sec
tion HQ 100 yards North and South of the NCO. 
Platoon Commanders on again reaching the Column 
Commander place themselves North and South of him 
respectively, and repeat the previous maneuver to 
North and South. In this manner the eight sections 
are automatically dispersed in a rough circle, 
averaging 200 yards radius. Distances can easily 
be shortened or lengthened. 

The Column Commander now indicates the position of 

the reserve and escort elements in the Column seriatim, 

giving any special orders that are necessary, also anything 

special in regard to care and well-being of animals, cut

ting of bamboos, etc. He may give a rough indication of 

the length of time he intends to spend in the bivouac and 

orders his sanitary arrangements accordingly. He will 

give orders to the support Platoon as to the role it is 

to perform in the event of enemy attack, and the work to 

be done in this connection. He will remind Commanders 

regarding air precautions, will detail an air sentry, 
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and attend to the numerous other matters that effect the 

security in bivouac. 

The above account gives a general idea of how a 

Column Commander will in practice reconnoitre and occupy 

a bivouac. Needless to say much of the forest in Burma 

demands a different and less satisfactory procedure. In 

general, where the mountains are high, the Commander will 

be forced to select an inaccessible ridge on which to 

bivouac (always provided water is obtainable) . While it 

is not advisable to camp precisely on the top of the ridge, 

a Commander will frequently be forced to do so by the 

steepness of the slopes. 

Source: Great Britain, Public Record Office, 
WO203/5216/SACSEA/1237, November-December 1943, "Train
ing Notes by Major-General 0. C. Wingate." 



APPENDIX C 

"SUPPLY DROPPING" 

by 

Orde VTingate 

No. 1 ColTimn has blown the BETWA BR at RK6110. 

The Column had its last supply drop six days ago, 

when five days supplies were dropped. In this connection, 

sufficient local supplies in the shape of buffalo meat, 

rice, etc., were obtained for an extra two days; but a 

supply drop must now be arranged. 

From the map, the Column Commander selects the 

DUDHAI Reserved Forest in Square RK 81 as the most suita

ble area. He then decides to choose a point on the high 

ground NORTH EAST OF DUDHAI itself. He does not expect to 

find water at this point, so chooses for his safe bivouac 

the neighbourhood of a stream likely to contain it, (a 

point which he can check on his way to the Supply Drop 

area), near RK 8515. He, therefore, sends a demand for a 

Supply Drop for five days' supplies. He then marches by 

daylight to the Supply Drop area. En route, he finds that 

there is water in the stream chosen, and makes a quick 

reconnaissance for the safe bivouac. One is found in the 

neighbourhood of the first 'R' of Reserved in DUDHAI 
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Reserved Forest. Here mule loads are dumped, together 

with a small portion of the men's packs (in the case of 

those men who are to carry the free drop supplies) . The 

second in command and his small party are dropped off. 

This is completed about sunset, east of the safe bivouac. 

This is found to be a highly suitable area for a supply 

drop, being covered with thick forest and on a flat upland 

It is now dark. The Column Commander sounds "Orders," 

which are as follows: 

THIS IS THE SUPPLY DROPPING AREA. THE WIRELESS 
SET WILL BE SET UP HERE. (One wireless set has 
been left together with all spare batteries and 
the R.A.F. set at the safe bivouac for charging.) 
THE SUPPLY DROP AREA WILL RUN FROM EAST TO WEST. 
CAPT SNOW WILL COLLECT THE FIRE PARTY AND PROCEED 
AT ONCE TO PACE IT OUT. THE CENTRE OF LONG ARM 
OF THE L WILL BE EXACTLY 100 YARDS NORTH OF WHERE 
I AM STANDING. THE SUPPORT GROUP AND NUMBER FIVE 
PLATOON WILL UNDERTAKE THE PERIMETER DEFENCES. 
THERE WILL BE FOUR PERIMETER POSTS, ONE ON EACH 
FLANK OF THE SUPPLY DROPPING AREA. POSITIONS WILL 
BE NOT LESS THAN 200 YARDS FROM THE FLARE PATH. 
THE SUPPORT GROUP WILL BE ESCORTED BY ONE SECTION 
OF THE COMMANDO PLATOON AND WILL TAKE POST ON THE 
RISE OVER THERE. TASKS FOR PERIMETER DEFENCE AND 
SUPPORT GROUP NORMAL. THE COMMANDO PLATOON WILL 
UNDERTAKE THE LAYING OF BOOBY TRAPS IN THE NORMAL 
MANNER (I*E., AFTER THE SUPPLY DROP IS COMPLETED). 
THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER'S POST WILL BE HERE. 
THE FLARE PATH WILL BE DIVIDED INTO FOUR SECTORS, 
FROM EAST TO WEST: RESPONSIBLE SUBUNITS ARE 
NUMBERS ONE, TWO, THREE AND RECONNAISSANCE 
PLATOONS. 

(NOTE. The exact demarkation of the limits of 

sectors will be decided after the Supply Drop has com

menced, in case the conditions of weather, etc. should 

displace the supplies dropped. Parties will therefore 

fall in under the Administrative Officer on the fringe 
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of the flare path, and be detailed off by him immediately 

after the Supply Drop is commenced.) 50 unloaded mules 

are available. These will be equally divided between 

the four sector platoons. 

Supplies will be brought in immediately [after] they 

are dropped. The Officer in charge of each party keeps a 

record of all the supplies dropped in his sector, and the 

Administration Officer, with two observers, keep a record 

of all supplies dropped. As supplies are brought in they 

will be loaded on mules and men. As soon as a party of not 

less than five mules and twenty men are fully laden in each 

sector they will be despatched to the Administrative Offi

cer with a written report giving the number and nature of 

the supplies they are carrying. These records will be kept 

by the Administrative Officer for reference at the breaking 

down. Directly the Administrative Officer has checked 

supply bearing parties, he will permit them to proceed to 

the safe bivouac under the guidance of an officer. Offi

cers are reminded that the bearing to the safe bivouac is 

225° magnetic. The sound of the running charging engine 

should be sufficient to guide them to the exact location, 

but in any case the line of the stream will take them 

within a short distance should they go astray. Operational 

rendezvous if attacked here is the safe bivouac. 

source: Great Britain, P^bli^^^^^?^^,^^^^^^!^. 
WO203/5216/SACSEA/1237, November-December 194J, irain 
ing Notes by Major-General 0. C. Wingate.' 



APPENDIX D 

G.H.Q. OPERATION INSTRUCTION NO. 11 

To: G.O.C.-in-C., Eastern Army 

OBJECT 

1. The object of operations in Upper Burma during the 

dry season 1942/43 will be: 

(a) to develop communications and establish ourselves 

in a favourable position for reconquering Burma 

and reopening the Burma Road at the first oppor

tunity; 

(b) to bring the Japanese to battle with the purpose 

of using up their strength, particularly in the 

air. 

INTENTION 

2. My immediate intention is: 

(a) to capture Akyab and to re-occupy Upper Arakan; 

(b) to strengthen our position in the Chin Hills; 

(c) to occupy Kalewa and Sittaung and thence to 

raid the Japanese L. of C ; 

(d) to make such administrative preparations as will 

allow of the rapid advance of a force towards 
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Upper or Lower Burma should opportunity offer 

during the campaigning season of 1942/43. 

METHOD 

Capture of Akyab 

3.. This operation will form the subject of a separate 

instruction. You will make preparations for carrying it 

out as soon as possible. In particular, you commence the 

construction of a road south from Chittagong and you will 

complete the landing ground at Cox's Bazar. The infiltra

tion southwards of your forces in this area will commence 

as soon as their maintenance becomes possible. 

OPERATIONS FROM ASSAM 

4. you will establish regular forces at: 

(a) Tiddum, and 

(b) Tamu 

as soon as the administrative situation and the condition 

of your troops will allow. You will then capture: 

(a) Kalewa and 

(b) Sittaung 

and by the occupation of these places you will deny the 

use of the R. Chindwin to the enemy. 

5. You will then be prepared to send raiding columns deep 

into enemy territory in order to interfere with his L. of 

C. and to take advantage of any weakening in his position. 

In this connection you will consider the employment of 
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77 Infantry Brigade and the use of small detachments of 

parachute troops. You will keep in mind the possibility 

of deep penetration by flying columns, and will consider 

how far they can support themselves on the country. 

6. You will take the necessary steps to protect your L. of 

C. and advanced bases in Assam against enemy air attack. 

You will give priority in the allotment of resources to the 

construction of aerodromes from which fighters can operate 

to protect your advanced base at Manipur Road and the im

portant railway junction at Lumding. You will also give 

the R.A.F. every possible assistance in the establishment 

of an efficient warning system. 

7. You will construct the road Manipur Base-Palel to a 

two way all-weather standard, and the roads Imphal-Tiddum-

and Palel-Tamu to a one way all-weather standard before 

the rainy season of 1943. 

8. Detailed air planning will be carried out by A.O.C. 

Bengal to whom A.O.C, India will allot the necessary 

Air Forces. 

9. G.H.Q. will be responsible for planning any diver

sionary operation or cover plan. 

10. G.H.Q. Operation Instruction No. 4 dated 14th June 

1942 is cancelled. Acknowledge ^^„^^^i 
A. P. Wavell, General 
Commander-in-Chief in India 

Source: Woodburn Kirby, The War Against Japan 
(5 vols.; London: H.M.S.O., 1958), 2: 477-78. 



APPENDIX E 

THE COMPOSITION OF 77TH INDIAN INFANTRY 

BRIGADE (THE CHINDITS), 

FEBRUARY 1943 

1. Order of Battle 

13th King's Liverpool Regiment 

3/2nd Gurkha Rifles 

142 Commando Company 

2nd Burma Rifles 

Eight R.A.F. sections 

A mule transport company 

2. The Brigade was divided into two groups and seven 

columns: 

Commander: Brigadier 0. C. Wingate 

Southern (No. 1) Group 

Headquarters and Nos. 1 and 2 Columns 

Commander Lieut.-Colonel L. A. Alexander" 

No. 1 Column Major G- Dunlop 

No. 2 Column Major A. Emmett 

142nd Commando Company Major J. B. Jefferies 

Northern (No. 2) Group 

Brigade Headquarters, Group Headquarters, and Nos. 3, 

4, 5, 7, and 8 Columns. 
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Commander 

No. 3 Column 

No. 4 Column 

No. 5 Column 

No. 7 Column 

No. 8 Column 

2nd Burma Rifles 

Independent Mission 

Notes: 

Lieut.-Colonel s. A. Cooke 

Major J. M. Calvert 

Major R. B. G. Bromhead 

Major B. E. Fergusson 

Major K. D. Gilkes 

Major W. P. Scott 

Lieut.-Colonel L. G. Wheeler" 

Captain D. C. Herring 

These officers were killed during the operation. 
2 
No. 6 (British) Column was broken up to replace 

casualties during training. 

Organization of Columns 

Each column was made up of headquarters, an R.A.F. 

section to maintain wireless touch with Agartala and 

organize the supply drops, a signal section for communica

tion with brigade headquarters and within the column itself, 

a medical section, a sabotage group, a Burma Rifles platoon 

to provide scouts, guides and interpreters to assist the 

column in its dealing with the local inhabitants, and the 

fighting portion of the column. This last consisted of an 

infantry company and a support group from which battle 

groups could be formed. The column was supplied with 

enough mules to carry its weapons, ammunition, equipment 

and wireless sets and the supplies picked up at the 

dropping points. The composition was 
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5. 5, 7, and 8) 

Headquarters 

R.A.F. Section 

Medical Section 

Signallers 

Sabotage Group 

Burma Rifles Platoon 

Infantry Company 

Support Group 

Second Line Transport 

BRITISH, 
ALL RANKS 

6 

5 

3 

8 

19 

2 

115 

31 

1 

Gurkha Colxomns 
(Nos. 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4) 

Headquarters 

R.A.F. Section 

Medical Section 

Signallers 

Sabotage Group 

Burma Rifles Platoon 

Infantry Company 

Support Group 

Second Line Transport 

2 

5 

1 

8 

19 

2 

2 

OTHERS 
ALL RANKS 

2 

3 

10 

43 

56 

4 

5 

10 

43 

164 

41 

56 

Each column was equipped with fifteen horses, 

fifty-one first line and forty-nine second line mules 

Each infantry company had four anti-tank rifles and 



nine light machine-guns, and each support group two 

three-inch mortars and two heavy machine-guns. The 

second line transport groups each had two light anti

aircraft machine-guns. 

Source: Woodburn Kirby, The War Against Japan 
(5 vols.; London: H.M.S.O., 1958), 2: 503-04. 
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APPENDIX F 

"THE STRONGHOLD" 

by 

Orde Wingate 

The Stronghold is a machan overlooking a kid tied 

up to entice the Japanese tiger. 

The Stronghold is an asylum for Long Range Pene

tration Group wounded. 

The Stronghold is a magazine of stores. 

The Stronghold is a defended airstrip. 

The Stronghold is an administrative center for 

loyal inhabitants. 

The Stronghold is an orbit round which columns of 

the Brigade circulate. It is suitably placed with refer

ence to the main objective of the Brigade. 

The Stronghold is a base for light planes operating 

with columns on the main objective. 

The Stronghold is designed to fulfill a definite 

function in the employment of Long Range Penetration 

Groups; a function which has hitherto been neglected. 

For convenience sake such Strongholds should 

clearly be used to cover (but not to include) an airstrip. 
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The ideal situation for a Stronghold is the centre of a 

circle of thirty miles radius consisting of closely wooded 

and very broken country, only passable to pack transport 

owing to great natural obstacles, and capable only of slow 

improvement. This centre should ideally consist of a 

level upland with a cleared strip for Dakotas, a separate 

supply dropping area, taxi-ways to the Stronghold, a 

neighbouring friendly village or two, and an inexhaustible 

and uncontaminatable water supply within the Stronghold. 

The Motto of the Stronghold is NO SURRENDER. 

Light Plane Base and Depot 

In emergency the Stronghold may become the store

house of the Long Range Penetration Group and for this 

reason every opportunity will be taken of stocking it with 

rations and material of war of every description. Owing 

to its fixed nature Supply Dropping Planes will be 

thoroughly acquainted with its exact location and will 

be capable of a heavy drop each bright moonlight night. 

The Stronghold will be regularly used by up to ten 

planes of the light plane force. Splinter-proof pens must 

be built for those in the protected bay under lee of the 

Stronghold. Normally, columns in the field will receive 

their S.D. direct but in emergency, these planes, which 

will seldom be more than forty miles from the columns in 

the fifeld, will feed the column with rations and ammunition. 
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On each trip the plane takes 700 lbs of supplies and can 

evacuate a wounded man or a prisoner. 

Nature of the Stronghold 

The Stronghold proper is a fortification or earth

work large enough to be occupied by a battalion or two 

columns, plus two troops of artillery, a stores depot, and 

an asylum for personnel to the number of two hundred at a 

time. At the same time it must be small enough to give the 

necessary compactness in defence. 

To assist in its local defence one company will 

invariably be employed outside the Stronghold as a floater. 

The function of this company is to perambulate the country 

within a few thousand yards of the Stronghold with the 

object of getting news of any enemy intrusion and attacking 

him before he reaches the Stronghold. It will also prevent 

the enemy digging-in, cut off his supplies, and generally 

harass him. 

This floater company, detailed by the day, will 

also find the local garrison for the Light Machine Gun 

pits giving immediate protection to the airstrip. 

Owing to the need for compactness it is wrong to 

attempt to include an airstrip within the Stronghold. The 

latter must be sited close enough to the strip to afford 

direct protection to the aircraft using it. That means 

that the strip must be within artillery range of the 
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Stronghold and that a taxi route leads to a harbour 

immediately under the Stronghold. 

Normally the strip is protected by three or four 

Light Machine Gun posts whose crews are found from the 

floater company on duty. It is, of course, further pro

tected both by the Stronghold and the perambulating 

floater company. 

How the Stronghold Works 

When the Stronghold is first introduced and long 

before its construction is complete a visit by enemy 

patrols to its neighbourhood may be expected. These 

patrols are unlikely to be much more than a platoon or 

company in strength but it will be essential to drive them 

off without permitting near approach or any attempt to 

dig-in near the Stronghold. This will call for vigorous 

activity, firstly on the part of the floater columns who 

should get the first information of the enemy's approach, 

and secondly on the part of the Stronghold floater company 

which must, therefore, be detailed and capable of func

tioning correctly from the very first. 

It will be undesireable to unmask the artillery in 

the Stronghold on this first visit of the enemy but this 

may be done in case of need. 

The enemy's reconnaissance plans will meantime 

have found the strip and will pay it constant attention. 
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For this reason the construction of a dummy strip is 

necessary. The ideal would be for the strip used for 

putting down the force to become the dummy and another 

secretly constructed a few miles away for serious use, 

with the Stronghold standing guard over it. It will not, 

however, always be possible to fulfill this ideal. 

The enemy, on learning that something is going on 

in the area and that his light patrols are driven off while 

his air action against the dummy strip does not appear to 

have put an end to the activity, will cut an expedition 

to reduce the Stronghold. It will be the business of the 

nearest floater column to obtain early news of the approach 

of this force and then to attack it continuously affording 

it no time to rest. 

Unless the floater column has failed to do its work 

this first enemy column, which is unlikely to be more than 

a battalion in strength, will be driven back without ever 

getting near the Stronghold, much less attacking it. 

Should the column reach the immediate area of the Strong

hold the latter's floater company joined to the dummy 

Strongholds and the artillery plan should completely dis

comfort it, and the subsequent action of the floater 

columns, which will have closed in from the rear, will 

complete the effect. 

Some of the enemy force may, however, reach the 

Stronghold area. He is now under the necessity with which 
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we have become so familiar of pushing costly probing 

attacks to find out the exact location and extent of the 

Stronghold and the nature of its defences. it will be 

well to conceal these as far as possible in the opening 

stages. Meanwhile the columns will close in from without, 

completely cutting off whatever force has succeeded in 

reaching the Stronghold, and preventing it from diggin-in 

in the neighbourhood of the Stronghold. Thus this force 

should share the fate of the others and dissolve, yielding 

both prisoners and booty. 

The enemy will now consider whether to renew the 

assault, and if so, how. It will be clear to him that 

only a sustained assault with powerful air forces, combined 

with great superiority on the ground, will be likely to 

succeed. He must therefore project a division of equiva

lent force into the attack under the same unfavourable 

conditions. This time the Brigade Commander must devote 

all his resources to repel the assault. In doing so he 

should have an excellent chance of success, especially if 

he has taken the precaution and found opportunity to store 

supplies in hiding places in the Demesne. (The Demesne 

may be defined as the area under the aegis of the Strong

hold.) The enemy will seldom be able to stage such a 

large-scale operation in the middle of the embarrassments 

inflicted on him by the operations of columns. If he is 
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able to do so he affords an ideal opportunity for the full 

use of a Long Range Penetration Brigade. 

Normally the floater company will count on 

receiving early news from the floater column of any enemy 

approach. But it will at all times be ready for the 

appearance of the enemy in the immediate neighbourhood 

of the Stronghold in any degree of force. 

In addition to these tasks is that of providing 

the immediate local defence of the airstrip. This is done 

by manning all or some of the Light Machine Gun pits dug 

in the positions shown on the sketch for the close defence 

of the strip. Normally four would be sufficient, each 

manned by two men, one with a Bren, the other with dis

charger cup. When time allows, these Light Machine Gun 

pits may be roofed in with timber and turfed over; always 

provided that their primary purpose of a good field of 

fire has been secured. 

As always with the Stronghold organisation the 

garrison of the Light Machine Gun pits will remain at 

their posts to the last. If they evacuate without orders 

they will be refused admission to the Stronghold. 

By night the floater will sleep within one mile 

of the Stronghold away from mined or artillery concentra

tion areas. The complete circuit will be made by daylight. 

Relief will take place at dawn at a time laid down from 

day to day by the Stronghold Commander. Needless to say 
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the circuit will vary from day to day and will sometimes 

be made clockwise, sometimes anti-clockwise. A log will 

be kept of the route taken and handed in to the Stronghold 

Commander on return for his careful scrutiny and comment. 

Sometimes he will find that the circuit has been improperly 

curtailed owing to the laziness of the floater company. He 

will not tolerate this, and when he observes that a given 

company has twice sinned in this way he will allot it an 

unpleasant role in excess of its normal share. Similarly 

extra vigilant and intelligent work on the part of the 

company will be rewarded by a bon bouche and exemption 

from unpleasant duties. Use of tracks on the circuit will 

be avoided as far as possible and virgin forest traversed 

always along fresh lines. 

When the enemy has intruded into the Stronghold's 

demesne and approached to the walls of the Stronghold the 

floater's moment has come. The Company Commander has to 

consider how he can best inflict heavy casualties on the 

enemy and prevent him at the same time from serious 

digging-in. He will often conclude that he must first 

engage him light in order to deny him easy access to ground 

it is undesirable that he should occupy. Also it will be 

desired to obtain early and accurate information of his 

Bivouac Area and arrangements, since it is here that he 

can best be attacked and cut to pieces by night. 
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Owing to the impromptu nature of the enemy's 

defences it should be possible to rush his bivouac without 

serious opposition provided that its location has been 

ascertained with fair accuracy. In these circumstances 

the first attack should consist of an infantry charge 

without any preliminaries. Hand grenades and bayonets 

should be the weapons. The object should be completely 

to traverse the enemy bivouac from one side to the other. 

The charge may be preceded by throwing a couple of dozen 

bombs into the bivouac from discharger cups a few yards 

from the edge. Immediately after the explosions a charge 

should be made by the remainder from another angle with 

fixed bayonets. Parties should proceed steadily on 

compass bearing throughout the bivouac and out the far 

side where they will continue on the same bearing at least 

one mile before assembling to the sound of the trumpet. 

This sound will also be the signal for the artillery Out 

Post to order the opening of fire by 25-pounders of Bofors. 

In any case such fire will be opened within twelve minutes 

of the charge on the bivouac and sooner if the observer 

thinks fit. 

The effect of such an attack on the enemy, even if 

he is in battalion strength or more will be completely to 

disrupt him before he can even begin to mature his plans. 

The following day will see him scattered and in flight. 

All that is required is, firstly, faith on the part of 
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the Company Commander that such methods will succeed; 

secondly, determination and courage in their application; 

thirdly an accurate and painstaking artillery contingent, 

and lastly, a Stronghold Commander who never rests on 

achievement but continually tries out schemes and methods 

to improve the Stronghold defence. 

Source: Bishewar Prasad, Gen. ed., The Reconquest 
of Burma (2 vols.; Calcutta: Printed by S. N. Guha Ray at 
Sree Saraswaty Press Ltd., 1958), 1: 427-35. 
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OPERATIONS OF SPECIAL FORCE 
ORGANISATION OF A STRONGHOLD LOCALITY 

SCALE o r VAWQS 
tooo <ooo AOao 

AIRCRAFT SHELTER 

DUMMY STRONGHOLO 

eCOBY TRAPPED OR MINED AREA 

AREAS REGISTERED BY ARTILLERVE 

25 P O R — _ — . — — — • — -- ..."= 

"23 

...-*-o L M G OUG IN • 
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TELEPHONE LINE ; 
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PATH Of FLOATER COMPANY . ^ 

Map 17. The Stronghold. 
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Printed by b. Source: 

quest of Burma (2 vols. 
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APPENDIX G 

THE COMPOSITION OF 3RD INDIAN DIVISION 

(SPECIAL FORCE) 

Column 
Numbers 

Special Force Headquarters 

Major-General 0. C. Wingate 

Major-General W. D. A. Lentaigne (from 27/3/44) 

14th Infantry Brigade (Brigadier T. Brodie) 59 

54th Field Company, R.E. 

1st Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Regiment 16/61 

7th Leicestershire Regiment 47/74 

2nd Black Watch 73/42 

2nd York and Lancaster Regiment 84/65 

Medical Detachment 

16th Infantry Brigade (Brigadier B. E. Fergusson) 99 

2nd Field Company, R.E. 

51st/69th Field Regiment, R.A. 51/69 

2nd Queen's Royal Regiment (VJest Surrey) 21/22 

2nd Leicestershire Regiment 17/71 

45th Reconnaissance Regiment 4 5/54 

Medical Detachment 
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23rd Infantry Brigade (Brigadier L. E. C. M. 

Perowne) 32 

12th Field Company, R.E. 

60th Field Regiment, R.A."*" 60/88 

2nd Duke of Wellington's Regiment 33/76 

4th Border Regiment 34/55 

1st Essex Regiment 44/56 

Medical Detachment 

77th Indian Infantry Brigade (Brigadier J. M. 

Calvert) 25 

Mixed Field Company, R.E./I.E. 

1st King's Regiment (Liverpool) 81/82 

1st Lancashire Fusiliers 20/50 

1st South Staffordshire Regiment 38/30 

3/6th Gurkha Rifles 36/63 

Medical and Veterinary Detachments 

48 

lllth Indian Infantry Brigade (Brigadier 

W. D. A. Lentaigne) 

Mixed Field Company, R.E./I.E. 

2nd King's Own Royal Regiment (Lancaster 485 

1st Cameronians 

3/4th Gurkha Rifles 

4/9th Gurkha Rifles 

Medical and Veterinary Detachments 

41/46 

26/90 

30/40 
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10 

3rd West African Brigade (Brigadier A. H. 

Gillmore) 

7th West African Field Company 

6th Nigeria Regiment 39/66 

7th Nigeria Regiment 29/35 

12th Nigeria Regiment 12/43 

3rd West African Field Ambulance 

Divisional Troops 

219th Field Park Company, R.E. 

Detachment 2nd Burma Rifles 

145th Brigade Company, R.A.S.C. 

61st Air Supply Company, R.A.S.C. 

2nd Indian Air Supply Company, R.I.A.S.C. 

Attached Troops 

Four Troops 160th Field Regiment, R.A. 

Four Troops 69th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment, R.A. 

3/9th Gurkha Rifles 57/93 

Notes 

Employed as long range penetration infantry. 

Source: Woodburn Kirby, The War Against Japan 
(5 vols.; London: H.M.S.O., 1962), 3: 484-85. 



APPENDIX H 

1944 CAMPAIGN CASUALTIES 

Casualties Suffered by Special Force 

Brigade Dead Wounded Missing 

14th 241 214 34 

16th 98 178 79 

77th 392 1240 179 

lllth 124 489 24 

3 (WA) 89 313 24 

Total 944 2434 452 

Total Special Force Casualties: 3,830 all ranks. 

Casualties Inflicted on the Japanese 

Brigade 

14th 

16th 

77th 

lllth 

3 (WA) 

To'hal 

Killed 

510 

379 

2052 

1084 

691 

4716 

Wounded 

45 

328 

69 

121 

4 

567 

Captured 

1 

1 

19 

2 

5 

28 

Total Japanese Casualties: 5,311 all ranks. 

Source: Bishewar Prasad, Gen. ed., The Reconquest 
of Burma (2 vols.; Calcutta: Printed by S. N. Guha at 
Sree Saraswaty Press Ltd., 1958), 1: 439. 
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APPENDIX I 

1944: SPECIAL FORCE SUPPLY DROPS 

Montn 

Feb. 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

Total 

Scheduled 

118 

669 

1021 

902 

768 

138 

32 

3648 

Successful 

99 

485 

820 

559J5 

340̂ 5 

110̂ 2 

29 

2AA3h 

Aborted 

19 

170 

112 

212 

117̂ 5 

llh 

3 

651 

Cancelled 

0 

14 

89 

130̂ 5 

310 

10 

0 

553i$ 

Grand Total: 5,438 tons, 1,870 lbs. 

Source: Great Britain, Public Record Office, 
V7O203/4610/HS/SEAC/1170/1, "The Activities of Special 
Force From Its Formation and Until the Conclusion of 
Operations." 
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